Chapter 4

THE GREEDY METHOD
4.1 THE GENERALMETHOD
Thegreedy methodis perhapsthe most straightforward designtechniquewe
considerin this text, and what's moreit can be appliedto a wide variety of
problems.Most, thoughnot all,of theseproblemshave n inputs and require
us to obtain a subset that satisfies someconstraints.Any subset that
those constraintsis calleda feasiblesolution.
We needto find a feasible
or minimizesa given objective function. A
solutionthat eithermaximizes
feasiblesolutionthat doesthis is calledan optimal solution. Thereis
an obvious way to determinea feasiblesolutionbut not necessarily
an
optimalsolution.
Tin1 greedy methodsuggeststhat onecan devisean algorithmthat works
in stages,considering
one input at a time. At eachstage,a decisionis made
This is done
regardingwhethera particularinput is in an optimalsolution.
by consideringthe inputs in an orderdetermined
by someselection
If the inclusionof the next input into the partially constructed
optimal
solutionwill result in an infeasiblesolution,then this input is not addedto
the partialsolution.
Otherwise,it is added.Theselectionprocedureitself
is basedon someoptimization
measure.This measuremay be the objective
function. In fact, severaldifferent optimizationmeasuresmay be plausible
for a given problem.Most of these,however, will result in algorithmsthat
This version of the greedy techniqueis called
generatesuboptimalsolutions.
satisfies

usually

procedure.

the subsetparadigm.
the subset paradigmabstractly, but morepreciselythan
We can describe
above, by consideringthe controlabstractionin Algorithm 4.1.
The function Selectselectsan input from a[ ] and removesit. Theselected
input's value is assignedto x. Feasibleis a Boolean-valuedfunction that
determineswhetherx can be includedinto the solutionvector.Thefunction
x with the solutionand updatesthe objectivefunction.The
Union combines
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1 AlgorithmGreedy(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

// a[l:n] containsthe n inputs.
<
:= 0;// Initializethe solution.
solution
for i :=1to n do
{

x := Select(a);
if Feas\\b\\e(solution,x) then
:= Union (solution,x);
solution

10
}
11 return
solution;
12 }

Algorithm4.1Greedy methodcontrolabstractionfor the subsetparadigm
function Greedydescribes
the essentialway that a greedy algorithmwill look,
oncea particularproblemis chosenand the functions Select,Feasible,
and
Union are properly implemented.
For problems
that do not callfor the selection
of an optimalsubset,in the
the inputs in someorder.
greedy methodwe make decisions
by considering
Each decisionis madeusingan optimization
criterionthat can be computed
using decisionsalready made. Call this version of the greedy methodthe
orderingparadigm.Sections4.2,4.3,4.4,and 4.5considerproblemsthat fit
the subsetparadigm,and Sections4.6,4.7,and 4.8considerproblemsthat
fit the ordering
paradigm.

EXERCISE
1.Write a controlabstractionfor the orderingparadigm.

4.2 KNAPSACK PROBLEM
Let us try to apply the greedy methodto solve the knapsackproblem.We
and a knapsackor bag. Objecti has a weight wi and the
are given n objects
knapsackhas a capacity m. If a fractionxi, 0 < xi < 1,of objecti is placed
into the knapsack,
then a profit oipiXi is earned.Theobjectiveis to obtain

of the knapsackthat maximizes
the total profit earned. Sincethe
is
we
the
total
to
knapsackcapacity m, require
weight of all chosenobjects
be at most m. Formally, the problemcan be statedas

a filling
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maximize\\]
subjectto
and 0

(4-1)

Pi'xi

2J WiXi < m

(4.2)

l<i<n

< Xj < 1, 1< i < n

(4.3)

The profits and weights are positivenumbers.
A feasible
solution(or filling) is any set
xn) satisfying (4.2) and
is
a
above.
An
solution
solution
for which (4.1)is
feasible
optimal
(4.3)
maximized.

(xi,...,

4.1Considerthe following instanceof the knapsackproblem:
Example
= (25,24,15),
n = 3,m = 20,(pi,p2,P3)
and (wuw2,w3) = (18,15,10).
Four feasiblesolutionsare:

(Xi,X2,X3)

T,wixi T,Pixi

1. (1/2,1/3,1/4) 16.5 24.25

2. (1,2/15,0)
3. (0, 2/3,1)
4.

(0, 1,1/2)

20
20
20

28.2
31

31.5

Of thesefour feasiblesolutions,solution4 yields the maximumprofit. As
we shallsoon see,this solutionis optimalfor the given probleminstance.
\342\226\241

Lemma 4.1In casethe sum of all the weights is < m, then x^ =
< n is an optimalsolution.

i

1, 1<
\342\226\241

So let us assumethe sum of weights exceedsm. Now all the x^s cannot
be 1.Another observationto make is:

Lemma 4.2All optimalsolutionswill

fill

the knapsackexactly.

\342\226\241

Lemma4.2is true becausewe can always increasethe contributionof
someobjecti by a fractionalamount until the total weight is exactlyrn.
Note that the knapsackproblemcallsfor selectinga subset of the
a subset,
objects and hencefits the subset paradigm.In addition to selecting
the knapsackproblemalsoinvolves the selectionof an x% for eachobject.
Severalsimplegreedy strategiesto obtain feasiblesolutionswhosesums are
First,we can try to fill the knapsackby
identically m suggestthemselves.
with largestprofit. If an object
under consideration
including next the object
doesn't;fit, then a fractionof it is includedto fill the knapsack.Thus each
timean objectis included(exceptpossibly when the last objectis included)
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into the knapsack,we obtain the largestpossible
increasein profit value.
Note that if only a fraction of the last objectis included,then it may be
For example,if
to get a biggerincreaseby usinga different object.
possible
we have two units of spaceleft and two objects
with (pi = 4, Wi = 4) and
(pj = 3,Wj = 2) remaining,then using is better than using half of Let
us use this selectionstrategy on the data of Example
Objectonehas the largestprofit value (p\\ = 25).So it is placedinto the
knapsackfirst. Then x\\ = 1 and a profit of 25 is earned. Only 2 units of
knapsackcapacity areleft. Objecttwo has the next largestprofit (p2 = 24).
fit into the knapsack.
However, = 15and it doesn't
Usingx^ = 2/15fills
the knapsackexactlywith part of object2 and the value of the resulting
solutionis 28.2.This is solution2 and it is readily seento be suboptimal.
Themethodusedto obtainthis solutionis termeda greedy methodbecause
at eachstep(exceptpossibly the last one) we choseto introducethat object
which would increasethe objectivefunction value the most. However, this
Note that even if we change
greedy methoddid not yield an optimalsolution.
the above strategy sothat in the last step the objectivefunction increases
an optimalsolutionis not obtainedfor Example
by as much as possible,
We can formulate at least two other greedy approaches
attemptingto
obtain optimalsolutions.
Fromthe precedingexample,we note that
in orderof nonincreasing
not yield an optimal
objects
profit values does
solutionbecauseeven though the objectivefunction value takeson large
increasesat each step,the numberof stepsis few as the knapsackcapacity is
used up at a rapidrate. So, let us try to be greedy with capacity and use it
in orderof
This requiresus to considerthe objects
up as slowly as possible.
s
olution
3
results.
This too
W{.
weights
nondecreasing
UsingExample
is suboptimal.This time,even though capacity is used slowly,profits aren't

j

4.1.

i.

\302\253;2

4.1.

considering

4.1,

comingin rapidly enough.
Thus, our next attemptis an algorithmthat strives to achievea balance
betweenthe rate at which profit increasesand the rate at which capacity is
used.At eachstep we includethat objectwhich has the maximumprofit
are consideredin order
per unit of capacity used.This meansthat objects
of the ratioPi/wi- Solution4 of Example4.1is producedby this strategy. If
the objects
have already beensortedinto nonincreasingorderof Pi/wi,then
to
function GreedyKnapsack(Algorithm 4.2) obtainssolutionscorresponding
this strategy. Note that solutionscorresponding
to the first two strategies
can beobtainedusingthis algorithmif the objects
are initially in the
eachof the
order.Disregardingthe timeto initially sort the objects,
threestrategiesoutlinedabove requiresonly 0(n)time.
We have seenthat when one appliesthe greedy methodto the solution
onecan
of the knapsackproblem,thereare at leastthreedifferent measures
next.These
w
hen
which
t
o
include
to
attempt optimize
object
determining
measuresaretotal profit, capacity used,and the ratioof accumulated
profit
measurehas beenchosen,the greedy
to capacity used.Oncean optimization
appropriate
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2. [0/1Knapsack]Considerthe knapsackproblemdiscussedin this
We add the requirementthat xt = 1 or X{ = 0, 1 < i < n; that
is,an objectis eitherincludedor not includedinto the knapsack.We
section.

wish to solve the problem

n

m.dJX.}pjXi
l

n

subjecttoY^ uijXi < m
l

and

Xi

= 0 or

1. 1< i < n

One greedy strategy is toconsiderthe objects
in orderof nonincreasing
into the knapsackif it.fits.
Showthat
density Vilwi and add the object
this strategy doesn't
an
s
olution.
necessarilyyield optimal

4.3 TREE VERTEX SPLITTING
Considera directedbinary tree eachedgeof which is labeledwith a real

number (calledits weight). Treeswith edgeweights are calledweighted
trees. A weightedtree can be used,for example,to modela distribution
network in which electricsignalsor commodities
suchas oilaretransmitted.
Nodesin the tree correspondto receivingstationsand edgescorrespondto
lines.It is conceivablethat in the processof transmissionsome
transmission
lossoccurs(drop in voltagein the caseof electricsignalsor dropin pressure
in the caseof oil).Each edgein the tree is labeledwith the lossthat occurs
in traversingthat edge. The network may not be able to toleratelosses
beyond a certainlevel.In placeswherethe lossexceedsthe tolerancelevel,
boosters
have to be placed.
Given a network and a losstolerancelevel,the
Tree Vertex Splitting Problem(TVSP)is to determine
an optimalplacement
of boosters.
It is assumedthat the boosters
can only be placedin the nodes
of the tree.
TheTVSPcan be specifiedmorepreciselyas follows: Let T (V, E,w)
bea weighteddirectedtree,whereV is the vertexset,E is the edgeset,and
w is the weight function for the edges.
In particular,w(i,j)is the weight of
the edge{i,j) E. The weight w(i,j)is undefined for any
^ E. A
sourcevertex is a vertex with in-degreezero,and a sink vertex is a vertex
zero.For any path P in the tree, its delay, d(P),is defined
with out-degree
to be the sum of the weights on that path. The delay of the tree T, d(T), is
the maximumof all the path delays.
Let T/X be the forest that resultswhen eachvertex u in X is split into
two nodesul and
such that all the edges(u.j) E {{j,u) E) are
\342\200\224

\342\202\254

(\302\253',j)

u\302\260

\342\202\254

\342\202\254
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Figure4.1A treebeforeand after splitting the node3
In other words, outbound
replacedby edgesof the form
({j,u1}).
edgesfrom u now leave from and inbound edgesto u now enter at ul.
Figure 4.1shows a treebeforeand after splitting the node3. A nodethat
to a boosterstation.TheTVSPis to identify a set
gets split corresponds
X C V of minimum cardinality for which d(T/X) < 5, for somespecified
tolerancelimit S. Note that the TVSPhas a solutiononly if the maximum
edgeweight is < S. Also note that the TVSP naturally fits the subset
paradigm.
Given a weightedtreeT(V,E,w) and a tolerancelimit 5, any subset X of
V is a feasible
solutionif d(T/X) < S. Given an X, we can computed(T/X)
in 0(|V|)time. A trivial way of solving the TVSPis to computed(T/X)
A better
for eachpossible
subset X of V. But thereare 2>v> such subsets!
algorithmcan be obtainedusingthe greedy method.
For the TVSP,the quantity that is optimized(minimized)is the number
of nodesin X. A greedy approachto solving this problemis to computefor
eachnodeuel^, the maximumdelay d(u) from u to any othernodein its
subtree. If u has a parent v such that d(u) + w(v,u) > 6, then the node
u gets split and d(u) is set to zero. Computation
proceedsfrom the leaves
{u\302\260,j}

u\302\260

toward the root.

In the tree of Figure4.2,let S = 5. For eachof the leafnodes7, 8,5,
9,
and 10the delay is zero.The delay for any nodeis computedonly after the
delays for its childrenhave beendetermined.Let u be any nodeand C(u)
be the set of all childrenof u. Then d(u) is given by
d(u) = max {d(v)+ w(u,v)\\
vEC(u)

Using the above formula, for the tree of Figure4.2,d(A) = 4. Since
d(4) + w(2,4) = 6 > 6, node4 gets split.We set d(4) = 0. Now d{2)can be
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Figure4.2An exampletree
computedand is equalto 2. Sinced{2)+ w(l,2) exceeds5, node2 gets split
and d{2)is set to zero.Then d(6) is equalto 3. Also, sinced(6)+w(3,
6) > S,
node6 has to be split.Set d(6) to zero.Now d(3) is computedas 3. Finally,
d(l) is computedas 5.
Figure4.3shows the final tree that resultsafter splitting the nodes2,4,
and 6. This algorithmis describedin Algorithm 4.3,which is invoked as
TVS (root,5), root being the root of the tree. The orderin which TVS visits
(i.e.,computesthe delay values of) the nodesof the tree is calledthe post
orderand is studiedagain in Chapter6.

Figure4.3The final tree after splitting the nodes2,4, and 6
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1 AlgorithmTVS(T,<5)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

and output the nodesto be split.
// Determine
// w() is the weightingfunction for the edges.

{

if (T ^ 0) then

{

d[T] :=0;

for eachchildv

{

of

T do

10
tvs(M);
11
d[T] :=max{d[T],
d[v] + w(T,v)};
12
}
if ((T is not the root) and
13
14
> 6)) then
(d[T] +w(parent(T),T)
15
{
16
write (T); d[T] :=0;
17
}
18
}
19 }

Algorithm4.3Thetree vertex splittingalgorithm
Algorithm TVS takesG(n) time,where n is the number of nodesin the
tree. This can be seenas follows: When TVS is calledon any nodeT, only
a constant number of operationsare performed(excludingthe time taken
for the recursivecalls).
Also, TVS is calledonly onceon eachnodeT in the
tree.
Algorithm 4.4is a revisedversionof Algorithm 4.3for the specialcase
of directedbinary trees.
A sequentialrepresentation
of the tree (seeSection
h
as
been
in
The
tree
is
stored
the
employed.
array tree[] with the root
2.2)
at
in
arestored
the
Edgeweights
array weight[].If tree[i]has a tree
the
of
the
from
its parent is storedin weight[i\\.
node, weight
incomingedge
The delay of nodei is storedin d[i\\. The array d[ ] is initializedto zero
at the beginning.Entriesin the arrays tree[ ] and weight[] corresponding
to nonexistentnodeswill be zero. As an example,for the tree of Figure
4.2,tree[ ] will be set to {1,2,3, 0,4,5,6, 0,0,7, 8,0,0,9,10}
starting at cell
1. Also, weight\\ ] will be set to {0,4,2,0,2,1,3,0,0,1,4,0,
0,2,3}at the
beginning,starting from cell1.The algorithmis invokedas TVS(1,S). Now
\302\243ree[l].

we show that TVS (Algorithm 4.3) will always split a minimalnumber of

nodes.
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1 AlgorithmTVS(M)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

and output a minimum cardinality split set.
// Determine
tree
is
The
the sequentialrepresentation.
// Root is at realizedNusing
is
the
//
largestnumbersuch that
a
has
tree
node.
// tree[N]
{
if
^ 0) then// If the tree is not empty
if (2i > N) thend[i] :=0; // i is a leaf.
else
\302\243ree[l].

(\302\243ree[i]

{

TVS(2i,6);

d[i] :=max(d[i],
d[2i] + weight[2i]);
if (2i + 1< N) then

{

}

TVS(2i+ l,<J);

+ 1]+weight[2i+
d[i] :=max(d[i],d[2i

1]);

}
{
write (tree[i\\);d[i] := 0;
}

if ((tree[i\\^ 1) and (d[i] + weight[i]> 5)) then

}

Algorithm4.4TVS for the specialcaseof binary trees

Theorem4.2Algorithm TVS outputs a minimum

that

cardinality set U such

d(T'/[/)< on any tree T, provided no edgeof T has weight > S.
\302\243

Proof:Theproofis by inductionon the numberof nodesin the tree. If the
treehas a singlenode,the theoremis true. Assume the theoremfor alltrees
of size< n. We prove it for treesof sizen + 1also.

Lo;t T be any treeof sizen + 1and let U be the set of nodessplit by TVS.
Also let W be a minimum cardinality set such that d(T/W) < S. We have
to show that \\U\\ < \\W\\. If\\U\\ = 0, this is true. Otherwise,let x be the first
vertex split by TVS.Let Tx be the subtreerootedat x. Let T' be the tree
obtainedfrom T by deletingTx exceptfor x. Note that W has to have at
leastone node,say y, from Tx. Let W = W {y}.If thereis a W* such
that \\W*\\ < \\W'\\ and d(T'/W*) < 6, then sinced{T/{W*+ {a;}))< 6, W is
not a minimum cardinality split set for T. Thus, W' has to be a minimum
cardinality split set such that d(T'/W')< 5.
\342\200\224
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If algorithmTVS is run on treeT',the setof split nodesoutput is U {x}.
SinceT\" has < n nodes,U {x}is a minimum cardinality split set for T\".
This in turn meansthat \\W'\\ >
1.In other words, \\W\\ > \\U\\.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

\\U\\

EXERCISES
1.For the tree of Figure 4.2solve the TVSPwhen (a) 6 = 4 and
6=

6.

(b)

2. RewriteTVS (Algorithm 4.3) for generaltrees.Make use of pointers.

4.4 JOB SEQUENCINGWITH DEADLINES
are given a set of n jobs.Associatedwith jobi is an integerdeadline
> 0 and a profit pi > 0. Forany jobi the profit pi is earnediff the jobis
completedby its deadline.To completea job,onehas to processthe jobon
a machinefor one unit of time. Only onemachineis available for processing
jobs.A feasiblesolutionfor this problemis a subset J of jobssuchthat each
jobin this subsetcan be completedby its deadline.The value of a feasible
solutionJ is the sum of the profits of the jobsin J, or Y^ieJPi- ^n optimal
We
di

solution is a feasiblesolutionwith maximumvalue. Hereagain, sincethe
probleminvolves the identificationof a subset,it fits the subset paradigm.

= (100,10,15,27)
and (di,c?2,
Example4.2Let n = 4, (pi,p2,P3,P4)
d3,cLi)=

(2,1,2,1).Thefeasiblesolutionsand their values are:

feasible processing
solution sequence value
1. (1,2) 2,1
110

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(1,3) 1,3 or 3, 1
(1,4) 4,1
(2,3) 2,3
(3,4) 4,3
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

1

2
3
4

115
127
25

42

100
10
15
27

Solution3 is optimal.In this solutiononly jobs1 and 4 are processedand
the value is 127.Thesejobsmust be processedin the orderjob4 followed
of job4 beginsat timezeroand that of job1
by job1.Thus the processing
is completed
at time2.

\342\226\241
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To formulate a greedy algorithmto obtain an optimalsolution,we must
measureto determinehow the next jobis chosen.
formulate an optimization
As a first attemptwe can choosethe objectivefunction Y^iejPi as our
the next jobto includeis the one
optimization measure.Usingthis measure,
that increases
to
the constraintthat the resulting
the
most,subject
J2tejPi

J is a feasiblesolution.
This requiresus to considerjobsin nonincreasing
orderof the p^s. Let us apply this criterionto the data of Example4.2.We
1is addedto J as it has the largest
beginwith J = 0 and J2?,^jPi = 0=
is
a
and
J
feasible
solution.
Next,job4 is considered.The
profit
{1}
and discarded
solutionJ = {1,4}
is alsofeasible.Next,job3 is considered
2
as J = {1,
is
not
feasible.
is
considered
f
or
inclusioninto
F
inally,
job
3,4}
J. It is discardedas J = {1,2,4}
is not feasible.Hence,we are left with
the solutionJ = {1,4}
with value 127.This is the optimalsolutionfor the
given probleminstance.Theorem4.4proves that the greedy algorithmjust
describedalways obtains an optimalsolutionto this sequencingproblem.
Beforeattemptingthe proof, let us see how we can determinewhether
a given J is a feasiblesolution.
One obvious way is to try out all possible
permutationsof the jobsin J and checkwhetherthe jobsin J can be
processed in any one of thesepermutations
(sequences)without violatingthe
deadlines.For a given permutationa = i\\. i<2,
ik, this is easy to do,
sincethe earliesttimejobiq, 1 < q < k, will be completedis q. If q > diq,
then usinga, at leastjobiq will not be completedby its deadline.However,
if | J\\ = i, this requirescheckingi\\ permutations.Actually, the feasibility
of a set .7 can be determinedby checkingonly one permutationof the jobs
in J. This permutationis any one of the permutations
in which jobsare
orderedin nondecreasing
orderof deadlines.
J\302\260b

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\2533,

Theorem4.3Let J be a set of k jobsand a = i\\,

\342\226\240,

i-2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

ik

a

permutation

J such that dix < d{2 < < dik. Then J is a feasiblesolutioniff
in the ordera without violatingany deadline.
the jobsin J can be processed
of jobsin

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

can be processedin the ordera without
So,we have only to
violatingany deadline,then J is a feasiblesolution.
show that if J is feasible,then a representsa possible
orderin which the
be
If
is
t
hen
a' = n,?\"2i rk
can
J
thereexists
processed. feasible,
jobs
such that dTq > q, 1< q < k. Assume a' ^ a. Then leta be the leastindex
such that ra ^ ia. Let r\\, = ia. Clearly, b > a. In a' we can interchange
ra and r^. Since dTa > drb, the resulting permutationa\" = si,S2, ,Sk
representsan order in which the jobscan be processedwithout violating
a deadline.Continuingin this way, o' can be transformedinto o without
violatingany deadline.Hence,the theoremis proved.

Proof:Clearly, if the jobsin J

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\241

timesti > 0
Theorem4.3is true even if the jobshave different processing
the
(see exercises).
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Theorem4.4Thegreedy methoddescribedabove always obtainsan
optimal

solutionto the jobsequencingproblem.

Proof:Let (pj,dj),l< i < n, define any

instance of the

jobsequencing
/ be the set of jobsselectedby the greedy method.
Let J
be the set of jobsin an optimalsolution.
We now show that both / and J
have the sameprofit values and so/ is alsooptimal.We can assumeI ^ J
as otherwisewe have nothing to prove. Note that if J C /, then J cannot
be optimal.Also, the case/ C J is ruled out by the greedy method. So,
thereexistjobsa and b such that a E I, a 0 J, b E J, and b 0 /. Let a be
a highest-profitjobsuch that a E I and a 0 J. It follows from the greedy
methodthat pa > pi, for all jobsb that are in J but not in /. To seethis,
note that if pi, > pa, then the greedy methodwould considerjobb beforejob
a and includeit into /.
Siand Sj for / and J respectively.Let
Now, considerfeasibleschedules
problem.Let

be a jobsuch that i E I and i E J. Let i be scheduledfrom t to t + 1 in
Siand t' to t' + 1 in Sj. If t < t', then we can interchangethe job(if any)
scheduledin [t1,t' + 1]in Siwith i. If no jobis scheduledin [t',t' + 1]in /,
then i is moved to [t1,t' + 1].Theresultingscheduleis alsofeasible.If t' < t,
then a similartransformationcan bemadein Sj. In this way, we can obtain
i

schedulesS'Tand Sj with the property that alljobscommonto / and J are
scheduledat the sametime.Considerthe interval [ta,ta+ 1]in S'Tin which
the joba (defined above) is scheduled.Let b be the job(if any) scheduled
in S'j in this interval. Fromthe choiceof a,pa > pi,. Schedulinga from ta
to ta + 1 in Sj and discarding
jobb gives us a feasibleschedulefor jobset
J' = {b}U {a}.Clearly, J' has a profit value no lessthan that of J and
differs from / in one lessjobthan J does.
By repeatedlyusing the transformationjust described,J can be
into / with no decreasein profit value. So / must be optimal.
A high-leveldescription
of the greedy algorithmjust discussedappears
as Algorithm 4.5.This algorithmconstructsan optimalset J of jobsthat
can be processedby their due times.Theselectedjobscan be processedin
the ordergiven by Theorem4.3.
Now, let us seehow to representthe set J and how to carry out the test
of lines 7 and 8 in Algorithm 4.5.Theorem4.3tells us how to determine
whether all jobsin J U {i}can be completedby their deadlines.We can
avoid sorting the jobsin J eachtime by keepingthe jobsin J orderedby
deadlines.We can use an array d[\\ : n] to storethe deadlinesof the jobs
in the orderof their p-values.Theset J itselfcan be represented
by a onedimensional
array J[l : k] such that J[r],1< r < k are the jobsin J and
< < d[J[k]].
is feasible,we have
To test whether J\\j{i}
d[J[l]]< d[J[2]]
just to insert i into J preservingthe deadlineorderingand then verify that
c^b\"]]<r? 1< r < k + 1.The insertionof i into J is simplified by the use
of a fictitious job0 with d[0] = 0 and J[0]= 0. Note alsothat if jobi is
of jobsJ[q],J[q+ 1],
to be insertedat position
q, then only the positions
J\342\200\224

transformed

\342\226\241

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240
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1

2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmGreedyJob(d,J,n)
// J is a set of jobsthat can be completedby their deadlines.

{

7

8
9
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10 }

J:={1};

for i := 2 to n do

{

Ju{i}can be completed
their deadlines)thenJ :=J U {i};

if (alljobsin

}

by

Algorithm4.5High-leveldescriptionof jobsequencingalgorithm

...

J[k] are changedafter the insertion.Hence,it is necessaryto verify
thesejobs(and alsojobi) do not violatetheir deadlinesfollowing
the insertion.The algorithmthat resultsfrom this discussionis function
JS (Algorithm 4.6).The algorithmassumesthat the jobsare already sorted
suchthat p\\ > p'2 > > pn- Furtherit assumesthat n > 1and the deadline
d[i] of jobi is at least1.Note that no jobwith d[i] < 1can ever be finished
of
by its deadline.Theorem4.5proves that JS is a correctimplementation
,

only that

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

the greedy strategy.

Theorem4.5FunctionJS is a correctimplementation
of the greedy-based
methoddescribedabove.

Proof:Since d[i] > 1, the jobwith the largestpt

will always be in the
greedy solution.As the jobsare in nonincreasingorder of the p^'s, line
8 in Algorithm 4.6includesthe jobwith largestp%. The for loopof line
10considersthe remainingjobsin the orderrequiredby the greedy method
describedearlier.At alltimes,the setof jobsalready includedin the solution
is maintainedin J. If J[i],1 < < k, is the set already included,then J is
< d[J[i+ 1]],1< i < k. This allows for easy application
such that d[J[i]]
of the feasibility test of Theorem4.3.When jobi is being considered,
the
%

while loopof line 15determineswherein J this jobhas to be inserted.The
1.Let w
use of a fictitious job0 (line 7) allows easy insertioninto position
be such that d[J[u;]]< d[i] and d[J[g]]> d[i],w < q < k. If jobi is included
into J, then jobsJ[q],w < q < k, have to be moved one position
up in J
(line 19).FromTheorem4.3,it follows that such a move retainsfeasibility
of ,/ iff d[J[<7]]7^ q, w < q < k. This conditionis verified in line 15.In
w + 1 iff d[i] > w. This is verified in
addition,i can be insertedat position
line 16(note r = w on exitfrom the while loopif <i[J[g]]7^ q, w < q < k).
Thecorrectness
of JS follows from theseobservations.
\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmJS(d,j,n)
> 1,1< i < n are the deadlines,n > 1.Thejobs
// d[i]
> p[n].J[i]
areordered
that p[\\] > p[2] >
// is the ith such
in
1<
i < k.
the
job
solution,
optimal
//
// Also, at terminationd[J[i]]< d[J[i+ 1]],1 < i < k.
{
7
rf[0] := J[0]:= 0; // Initialize.
8
J[l]:= 1;//Includejob1.
9
fc:=l;
10
for i :=2 to n do
11 {
12
Find
in nonincreasingorderof p[i].
// Considerforjobs
i
check
of
insertion.
13
and
position
feasibility
//
14
r :=k;
15
while ((d[J[r]\\> d[i\\) and (d[J[r]]^ r)) dor :=r 1;
< d[i]) and (d[i\\ > r)) then
if ((d[J[r]]
16
17
{
18
// Inserti into J[ ].
for q := k to (r + 1) step do J[q+ 1]:=J[q];
19
20
J[r + 1]:=i; k := k + 1;
21
}

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

-

-1

22
23

24 >

}
returnk;

Algorithm4.6Greedy algorithmfor sequencingunit timejobswith
deadlines

and profits

ForJSthereare two possible
parametersin termsof which its complexity

can be measured.We can use n, the numberof jobs,and s, the numberof
jobsincludedin the solutionJ. Thewhile loopof line 15in Algorithm 4.6is
iteratedat most k times.Eachiterationtakes9(1)time. If the conditional
of line 16is true, then lines 19and 20 are executed.Theselines require
@(k r) time to insert jobi. Hence,the total time for eachiterationof
the for loopof line 10is @(k). This loopis iteratedn 1 times. If s is
the final value of k, that is,s is the number of jobsin the final solution,
then the total timeneededby algorithm JS is @(sn). Sinces < n, the
worst-casetime,as a function of n alone is G(n2). If we considerthe job
set pi = di = n i + 1, 1 < i < n, then algorithmJS takes G(n2) time
to determineJ. Hence,the worst-case
computingtimefor JS is 0(n2).In
addition to the spaceneededfor d, JS needs0(s)amount of spacefor J.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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Note that the profit values are not neededby JS.It is sufficient to know that
Pi

>Pi+i,1<i <n.

The computingtime of JS can be reducedfrom 0(n2)to nearly 0(n)
by using the disjointset union and find algorithms(seeSection2.5)and a
different methodto determinethe feasibility of a partialsolution.
If J is a
feasiblesubsetof jobs,then we can determinethe processing
timesfor each
of the jobsusing the rule: if jobi hasn't beenassigneda processing
time,
then assign it to the slot[a l,a],where a is the largestinteger r such
that 1< r < di and the slot[a l,a] is free. This rule simply delays the
of jobi as much as possible.
Consequently,when J is beingbuilt
processing
up jobby job,jobsalready in J do not have to be moved from their assigned
slotsto accommodate
the new job.If for the new jobbeingconsidered
there
is no a as defined above,then it cannot be includedin J. The proofof the
validity of this statementis left as an exercise.
\342\200\224
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4.3Let n = 5,(pi,...
and (di,...,d5)
Example
,p5) = (20,15,10,5,1)
= (2,2,1,3,3).Usingthe above feasibility rule,we have
J

assignedslots
none

0

action
jobconsidered
I
assignto [1,2J
2
assignto [0, 1]

{1}
[1,2]
{1,2}
[0, 1],[1,2]
{1,2}
[0, 1],[1,2]
{1,2,4}[0, 1],[1,2], [2, 3]
The optimalsolutionis J = {1,
2,4}with

cannot fit; reject
assignto [2, 3]

3
4
5

reject

a profit of 40.

profit
0
20
35
35

40
\342\226\241

Since thereare only n jobsand eachjobtakesone unit of time, it is
necessaryonly to considerthe time slots[i l,i], 1 < i < b, such that
b = min {n,max {di}}.
One way to implementthe above schedulingrule is
to partitionthe timeslots[i 1,i],1< i < 6, into sets.We use i to represent
the timeslots[i 1,i].For any sloti, let rii be the largestintegersuch that
we introducea fictitious
rii < i and slotrii is free. To avoid end conditions,
slot
which is always free. Two slotsi and j are in the sameset iff
+ +
rii = nj- Clearly, if i and j, i < j, are in the sameset,then
j
are in the sameset.Associated
with eachset k of slotsis a value f(k). Then
of Section2.5,
f(k) rii for all slotsi in set k. Usingthe set representation
eachset is representedas a tree. The root node identifies the set. The
function / is defined only for root nodes.
Initially, all slotsare free and we
have 6+1sets corresponding
to the 6+1slots[i 1,i],0 < i < b. At this
time
We use p(i) to link slot i into its set tree. With
the conventionsfor the union and find algorithmsof Section2.5,p(i) =
0 < i < 6, initially. If a jobwith deadlined is to be scheduled,
then we need
to find the root of the tree containingthe slot min{n,d}.If this root is j,
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

i,i l,i 2,...,

[\342\200\2241,0]

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

f(i)=i,0<i<b.

\342\200\2241,
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then f(j) is the nearestfree slot,provided /(j) ^ 0. Having usedthis slot,
the set with rootj shouldbecombined
with the set containingslot/(j) 1.
\342\200\224

Example4.4The treesdefined by the p(i)'sfor the first threeiterations
in Example4.3are shown in Figure4.4.
\342\226\241

.,

trees
J

f

0

1

0

2

3

0 0 0

&

4

&

5

, action
considered
\\,d\\ = 2 select

0

P(0) P(l) P(2) P(3) P(4) P(5)

{1}

f

1

0

0
P(0)

3

Qpd)

\302\256

4
\302\251

P(3) P(4)

5 2,d2= 2

select

0
P(5)

P(2)

{1,2}

f(i)=o

f(3)=3f(4)=4 f(5)=5

0

i3l
\\

P(3)

\302\251

3,^3=1 reject

@

P(4) P(5)

Figure4.4Fast jobscheduling
The fast algorithmappearsas FJS (Algorithm 4.7).Its computingtime
is readily observedto be 0(na(2n,n))
(recallthat a(2n,n) is the inverse
of Ackermann'sfunction defined in Section2.5).It needsan additional2n
words of spacefor and p.

/
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1 AlgorithmFJS(d,n, b,j)
solutionJ[l : k]. It is assumedthat
II Find>an optimal
II p[l] p[2] > > p[n] and that b = min{n,maxj(d[i])}.

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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{

// Initially thereare 6+1singlenodetrees.
for i := 0 to b do f[i]:= i;
k := 0; // Initialize.
for i :=1to n do
{ // Usegreedy rule.

10
q := CollapsingFind(min(n,
d[i]));
11
if (/[<?]^ 0) then
12
{
13
k := k + 1;J[k] := i; // Selectjobi.
14
m := CollapsingFind(/[(?] 1);
15
WeightedUnion(m,q);
16
f[q] := f[m]',// q may be new root.
17
}
18
}
19 }
\342\200\224

Algorithm4.7 Fasteralgorithmfor jobsequencing

EXERCISES
1.You aregiven a set of n jobs.Associatedwith eachjobi is a processing

time t{ and a deadlinedi by which it must be completed.A feasible
scheduleis a permutationof the jobssuchthat if the jobsareprocessed
in that order,then eachjobfinishes by itsdeadline.Define a greedy
scheduleto be one in which the jobsare processedin nondecreasing
orderof deadlines.Show that if thereexistsa feasibleschedule,then
all greedy schedulesarefeasible.

2. [Optimalassignment]Assume thereare n workers and n jobs.Let Vij
be the value of assigningworker i to jobj. An assignmentof workers to
to the assignmentof 0 or 1to the variablesXij, 1< i,
jobscorresponds
<
j n. Then xy =1meansworker i is assignedto jobj, and Sy = 0
means that worker i is not assignedto jobj. A valid assignmentis
one in which eachworker is assignedto exactlyone joband exactly
one worker is assignedto any one job.The value of an assignmentis
l^i l^j vijxij-
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For

example,assumetherearethreeworkers w\\,W2, and w3 and three

jobsji,j'2,and j'3.Let the values of assignmentbe v\\\\ = 11,v\\2 == 5,
^13 = 8, v2\\ = 3, v22 = 7, v23 = 15,^31 = 8, v32 = 12,and v33 9.
Then, a valid assignmentis xu = 1, = li and x3i = 1-Therest of
the Xjj's arezeros.The value of this assignmentis 5 + 15+ 8 = 28.
\302\24323

optimalassignmentis a valid assignmentof maximumvalue. Write
algorithmsfor two different greedy assignmentschemes.One of these
assignsa worker to the bestpossible
job.Theotherassignsto a jobthe
bestpossible
worker.Show that neitherof theseschemesis guaranteed
to yield optimalassignments.
Iseitherschemealways better than the
An

other?Assume Vij > 0.

3.

(a)

What
7,

is the solution generatedby the function JS when n =

= (3,5,20,18,1,6,30),
and (di,d2,...
(pi,P2,---,P7)
,d7) =

(1,3,4,3,2,1,2)?

(b) Show that Theorem4.3is true even if jobshave different
Associatedwith job
requirements.
profit pi > 0,a time
requirementU > 0,and a deadlinedi >U.
(c) Show that for the situationof part (a), the greedy methodof this
sectiondoesn'tnecessarily
yield an optimalsolution.
processing

iisa

4. (a) For the job sequencingproblemof this section,show that the
subset J representsa feasiblesolution iff the jobsin J can be
processedaccordingto the rule:if jobi in J hasn'tbeenassigned
a processing
time,then assignit to the slot[a 1,a],wherea is
the leastintegerr such that 1< r < di and the slot [a I,a] is
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

free.
(b) Forthe probleminstanceof Exercise3(a) draw the treesand give
the values of /(i),0< i < n, after eachiterationof the for loop
of line 8 of Algorithm 4.7.

4.5 MINIMUM-COSTSPANNINGTREES
Definition4.1Let G = (V, E) be an undirectedconnectedgraph. A
subgraph

t

= (V, E')of G is a spanningtreeof G iff t is a tree.

\342\226\241

Example4.5Figure4.5shows the completegraph on four nodestogether
with threeof its spanningtrees.
\342\226\241

For example,they can be used
Spanningtreeshave many applications.
obtainan independentset of circuitequationsfor an electricnetwork.
First, a spanningtree for the electricnetwork is obtained.Let B be the
set of network edgesnot in the spanningtree. Adding an edgefrom B to

to

4.5.MINIMUM-COST
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\\

Figure4.5An undirectedgraph and threeof its spanningtrees

the spanning tree createsa cycle. Kirchoff'ssecondlaw is used on each
cycle to obtain a circuitequation. The cycles obtainedin this way are
none of thesecycles can be obtainedby taking a linear
independent(i.e.,
combinationof the remainingcycles)as eachcontainsan edgefrom B that
is not containedin any othercycle.Hence,the circuitequationssoobtained
are alsoindependent.In fact, it can be shown that the cycles obtainedby
introducingthe edgesof B one at a time into the resultingspanningtree
form a cycle basis,and soall othercycles in the graph can be constructed
of the cycles in the basis.
by taking a linearcombination
Another applicationof spanning treesarisesfrom the property that a
spanningtreeis a minimalsubgraphG'of G suchthat V{G')= V(G) and G'
is connected.(A minimalsubgraphis one with the fewest numberof edges.)
Any connected
graph with n verticesmust have at leastn 1edgesand all
connectedgraphs with n 1 edgesare trees. If the nodesof G represent
citiesand the edgesrepresentpossible
communicationlinks connectingtwo
cities,then the minimum numberof links neededto connectthe n citiesis
1.The spanningtreesof G representall feasiblechoices.
n
In practicalsituations,the edgeshave weights assignedto them. These
the length of the link, and
weights may representthe costof construction,
so on.Given such a weightedgraph, one would then wish to selectcitiesto
have minimum total costor minimum total length. In eithercasethe links
selectedhave to form a tree (assumingall weights are positive).If this is not
so,then the selectionof links containsa cycle.Removal of any one of the
links on this cycle resultsin a link selectionof lesscostconnectingall cities.
We are thereforeinterestedin finding a spanningtree of G with minimum
cost.(The cost of a spanningtree is the sum of the costsof the edgesin
that tree.)Figure4.6shows a graph and one of its minimum-costspanning
trees.Sincethe identificationof a minimum-costspanningtree involves the
selectionof a subset of the edges,this problemfits the subsetparadigm.
\342\200\224
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10/

V

7 14/ \\16

2)

\302\256

\302\256

25V

(5) /12
/

22T4)
(b)

Figure4.6A graph and its minimum costspanningtree

4.5.1Prim'sAlgorithm
A greedy methodto obtain a minimum-costspanningtree buildsthis tree
edgeby edge.Thenext edgeto includeis chosenaccordingto some
criterion.The simplestsuch criterionis to choosean edgethat results
in a minimum increasein the sum of the costs
of the edgessofar included.
Thereare two possible
ways to interpretthis criterion.In the first, the set
of edgessofar selectedform a tree. Thus, if A is the set of edgesselected
sofar, then A forms a tree. The next edge(u,v) to be includedin A is a
minimum-costedgenot in A with the property that A U {(u,v)}
is alsoa
tree. Exercise2 shows that this selectioncriterionresultsin a minimum-cost
spanningtree. The corresponding
algorithmis known as Prim'salgorithm.
optimization

Example4.6Figure4.7shows the working of Prim'smethodon the graph
of Figure 4.6(a).
The spanningtreeobtainedis shown in Figure4.6(b) and
has a costof 99.
\342\226\241

Having seenhow Prim'smethodworks, let us obtain a pseudocode

a minimum-costspanningtree using this method.The
start with a tree that includesonly a minimum-costedgeof G.
Then, edgesare addedto this tree one by one.The next edge(i,j) to be
addedis suchthat i is a vertexalready includedin the tree,j is a vertexnot
is minimum among all edges
yet included,and the cost of (i,j),cost[i,j],
is
in
vertex
I is not in the tree. To
such
that
vertex
k
the
and
tree
{k,l)
determinethis edge(i,j) efficiently, we associatewith eachvertexj not yet
The value near[j]is a vertex in the tree
includedin the treea value near[j].
is minimum amongallchoicesfor near[j].
such that cost[j,
We
near[j]]
near[j]= 0 for all verticesj that are already in the tree. The next edge
algorithm

to find

algorithm

will

define
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Figure4.7 Stagesin Prim'salgorithm
to includeis defined by the vertexj such that near[j]^ 0 (j not already in
the tree) and cost[j,
near[j]]is minimum.
In function Prim (Algorithm 4.8),line 9 selectsa minimum-costedge.
Lines 10to 15initializethe variables so as to representa tree comprising
of the spanning
only the edge(k,I). In the for loopof line 16the remainder
as the next
tree is built up edgeby edge.Lines18and 19select(j,near[j])

edgeto include.Lines23 to 25 updatenear[ ].
The timerequiredby algorithmPrim is 0(n2),
wheren is the numberof
verticesin the graph G. To seethis, note that line 9 takes
timeand
line 10takes6(1)time. The for loopof line 12takes0(n)time. Lines 18
and 19and the for loopof line 23 require0(n)time. So,eachiterationof
the for loopof line 16takes0(n)time.Thetotaltimefor the for loopof
line 16is therefore0(n2).Hence,Prim runs in 0(n2)time.
0(|2\302\243|)
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If we storethe nodesnot yet includedin the treeas a red-black
tree (see
Section2.4.2),
lines 18and 19take O(logn) time. Note that a red-black
tree supportsthe following operationsin O(logn) time: insert,delete(an
arbitrary element),find-min, and search(for an arbitrary element).The
for loopof line 23 has to examineonly the nodesadjacentto j. Thus its
overall frequency is
Updatingin lines 24 and 25 alsotakesO(logn)
time (sincean updatecan be done using a deleteand an insertioninto the
red-blacktree).Thus the overall run timeis 0((n+ \\E\\) logn).
The algorithmcan be speededa bit by makingthe observationthat a
minimum-costspanningtreeincludesfor eachvertexv a minimum-costedge
incidentto v. To seethis, supposet is a minimum-costspanningtreefor G =
(V,E). Let v be any vertex in t. Let {v,w) be an edgewith minimumcost
amongall edgesincidentto v. Assume that {v,w) 0 E(t) and cost[v,w]<
cost[v,x]for all edges(v,x) E{t).The inclusionof {v,w) into t creates
a uniquecycle.This cycle must includean edge{v,x), x ^ w. Removing
(v, x) from E{t)U {(v,w)} breaksthis cycle without disconnectingthe graph
is alsoa spanning
Hence,(V,E{t)l){{v,w)}-{{v,x)})
(V,E(t)\\J{{v,w)}).
tree. Sincecost[v,w]< cost[v,x],
this spanningtree has lower costthan t.
This contradictsthe assumptionthat t is a minimum-costspanningtree of
G. So,t includesminimum-costedgesas statedabove.
Fromthis observationit follows that we can start the algorithmwith a
treeconsistingof any arbitrary vertexand no edge.Then edgescan beadded
one by one.The changesneededare to lines 9 to 17. Theselinescan be
replacedby the lines
0(|2\302\243|).

\302\243

9'

mincost:= 0;

10'
for i 2 to n do near[i]:= 1;
11'
// Vertex1 is initially in t.
12'
near[l]:=0; 13'-16' for i :=1to-n 1do
:\342\200\224

17'

{ // Find n 1edgesfor t.

4.5.2 Kruskal'sAlgorithm
Thereis a secondpossible
interpretationof the optimizationcriteria
in which the edgesof the graph areconsidered
in nondecreasing
mentioned earlier
orderof cost.This interpretationis that the set t of edgessofar selectedfor
the spanningtreebe such that it is possible
to completet into a tree. Thus
t may not be a tree at all stagesin the algorithm.In fact, it will generally
into a tree iff there
only bea forest sincethe set of edgest can be completed
are no cycles in t. We show in Theorem4.6that this interpretationof the
greedy methodalsoresultsin a minimum-costspanningtree.This method
is due to Kruskal.
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1 AlgorithmPrim(E,cost,n,t)
// E is the set of edgesin G. cost[\\: n, 1:n] is the cost

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

is
adjacencymatrixof an n vertex graph such that cost[i,j]
// eithera
real
number
or
oo
if
exists.
no
positive
edge
// minimum
(i,j)
is computedand storedas a set of
//A in the spanning:tree
array i[l n 1,1: 2].(t[i,l],t[i,
// edges
2]) is an edgein
minimum-cost
tree. Thefinal costis returned.
\342\200\224

//the
{

(k,l)be an edgeof minimum costin E;
mincost cost[k,I];
:= k; t[l,2]:=I;
i[l,l]
for i 1to n do // Initializenear.
if (cost[i,l]
< cost[i,k])
thennear[i]:=I;
elsenear[i]:=k;
near[k]:= near[l]:= 0;
for i := 2 to n 1do
{ // Find n 2 additionaledgesfor i.
Let j be an indexsuch that near[j]^ 0 and
cost\\j,near[j]] is minimum;
Let

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

spanning

:\342\200\224

:\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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:=near[j];
t[i,l]:=j;t[i,2]

mincost:= mincost+ co.sifj,
near[j]];

near[j]:= 0;
for k :=1to n do // Updatenear[].
if ((near[k]^ 0) and (cost[k,
near[k]]> cost[k,j]))
thennear[k]:=j;

}

}
returnmincost;

Algorithm4.8Prim'sminimum-costspanningtree algorithm
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We beginwith no edges
Example4.7 Considerthe graph of Figure4.6(a).
selected.
Edge
Figure4.8(a)shows the currentgraph with no edgesselected.
(1,6)is the first edgeconsidered.It is includedin the spanningtree being
built.This yields the graph of Figure4.8(b).Next,the edge(3,4) is selected
The next edgeto be consideredis
and includedin the tree (Figure4.8(c)).
in
inclusion
the
tree
built
doesnot createa cycle,sowe get
Its
(2,7).
being
is
the graph of Figure4.8(d).
Edge(2,3) considerednext and includedin
the tree Figure 4.8(e).
Of the edgesnot yet considered,
(7,4) has the least
cost.It is considerednext. Itsinclusionin the treeresultsin a cycle, sothis
edgeis discarded.Edge(5,4) is the next edgeto be addedto the tree being
built.This resultsin the configurationof Figure4.8(f).The next edgeto be
is the edge(7,5).It is discarded,as its inclusioncreatesa cycle.
considered
and includedin the tree being built.This
Finally, edge(6,5) is considered
t
he
tree.
The
completes spanning
resultingtree (Figure4.6(b)) has cost99.
\342\226\241

Forclarity, Kruskal'smethodis written

out

moreformally

4.9. Initially E is the set of all edgesin G. The only
to

performon this set are (1) determinean edgewith

in Algorithm
functions we wish

minimum

cost (line

4) and (2) deletethis edge(line 5).Both thesefunctions can be performed
efficiently if the edgesin E are maintainedas a sortedsequentiallist.It is
not essentialto sort all the edgessolong as the next edgefor line 4 can be
determinedeasily. If the edgesare maintainedas a minheap,then the next

of the
edgeto considercan beobtainedin 0(log\\E\\) time.Theconstruction
time.
heap itselftakes
To be able to performstep 6 efficiently, the verticesin G should be
groupedtogetherin such a way that one can easily determinewhetherthe
verticesv and w are already connectedby the earlierselectionof edges.If
they are,then the edge(v,w) is to bediscarded.If they are not, then {v,w)
is to beaddedto t. One possible
groupingis to placeallverticesin the same
of t will also
connectedcomponentof t into a set (all connectedcomponents
be trees).Then, two verticesv and w areconnectedin t iff they are in the
sameset.Forexample,when the edge(2,6)is to be considered,
the setsare
in
different
sets
a
nd
2
and
6
are
so
thesesets
V
ertices
{1,2},{3,4,6}, {5}.
The next edgeto be considered
arecombinedto give {1,2,3,4,6}
and {5}.
is (1,4).Sincevertices1and 4 are in the sameset,the edgeis rejected.The
edge(3,5) connectsverticesin different sets and resultsin the final
and the union and find algorithms
tree. Usingthe set representation
of
of Section2.5,we can obtain an efficient (almostlinear) implementation
line 6. The computingtimeis,therefore,determinedby the timefor lines4
and 5, which in the worst caseis
log \\E\\).
of
If the representations
discussedabove are used, then the pseudocode
results.In line 6 an initial heap of edgesis constructed.In
Algorithm 4.10
line 7 eachvertex is assignedto a distinct set (and henceto a distincttree).
Theset t is the set of edgesto be includedin the minimum-costspanning
0(|2\302\243|)

spanning

0(|2\302\243|
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Figure4.8 Stagesin Kruskal'salgorithm
tree and i is the number of edgesin t. The set t can be representedas a
: 2].Edge(u,v) can
sequentiallist usinga two-dimensional
array t[l: n
be addedto t by the assignmentst[i,1]:=u; and t[i,2] :=v;. In the while
loopof line 10,edgesareremovedfrom the heap oneby onein nondecreasing
orderof cost.Line 14determinesthe setscontainingu and v. If j ^ k, then
verticesu and v are in different sets(and so in different trees) and edge
(u,v) is includedinto t. The setscontainingu and v arecombined(line20).
If u = v, the edge(u,v) is discardedas its inclusioninto t would createa
cycle. Line 23 determineswhether a spanningtree was found. It follows
that i ^ n
1 iff the graph G is not connected.One can verify that the
computingtimeis 0(\\E\\ log\\E\\), whereE is the edgeset of G.
\342\200\2241,1

-

Theorem4.6Kruskal'salgorithmgeneratesa minimum-costspanningtree

for every

connectedundirectedgraph G.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

t:=0;
while
{

\342\200\224

1edges) and

(2\302\243

^ 0)) do

Choosean edge{v,w)from I? of lowest cost;
Delete(v, w) from E;
if {v,w) doesnot createa cycle in thenadd (v,w) to
elsediscard{v,w);
\302\243

7

8

has lessthan n

((\302\243

}

Algorithm4.9Early form
to Kruskal

\302\243;

of minimum-costspanningtree algorithmdue

1 AlgorithmKruska\\(E,cost,
n,t)
// E is the set of edgesin G.G has n vertices.cost[u,v] is the

2
3
4
5
6

(u,v). t is the set of edgesin the minimum-cost
// costof edge
tree.
// spanning Thefinal costis returned.

{

:= 1to n doparent[i]:= 1;
Each vertexis in a different set.
//
i :=0;mincost:=0.0;
while ((i < n 1) and (heapnot empty)) do
{

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Constructa heap out of the edgecostsusing Heapify;

for i

7

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Deletea minimum costedge(u,v)
and reheapify usingAdjust;

from the heap

k := Find(w);
then

j :=F\\nd(u);
if (j ^ k)

{

i:=i+ l;

t[i,i\\:=u;t[i,2]:=vi
:=mincost
mincost

Union(j,fc);

}
}
if (i n 1) thenwrite (\"Nospanningtree\;
elsereturnmincost;
\342\200\224

y\302\243

}

+ cost[u,
v];

Algorithm4.10Kruskal'salgorithm

SPANNING TREES
4.5.MINIMUM-COST
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Proof:Let G be any undirectedconnectedgraph.Let t be the spanningtree
for G generatedby Kruskal'salgorithm.Let t' be a minimum-costspanning
tree for G. We show that both t and t' have the samecost.
Let E(t) and E(t')respectivelybethe edgesin t and t'. If n is the number
of verticesin G, then both t and t' have n 1 edges.
If E(t) = E{t'),
then
t is clearly of minimum cost.If E{t) ^ E(t'),then let q be a minimum-cost
and q 0
edgesuch that q
Clearly, such a g must exist. The
inclusionof q into t' createsa uniquecycle (Exercise5).Let q, e\\. e2,...,
e^
be this unique cycle.At leastone of the ej's,1< i < &, is not in
as
otherwiset would alsocontainthe cycle q, e2, &k- Let e3 be an edge
on this cycle suchthat ej E(t).If ej is of lower costthan q, then Kruskal's
algorithmwill considerej beforeq and includeej into t. To seethis, note
that all edgesin E(t) of costlessthan the costof q arealsoin E(t')and do
> cost(q).
not form a cycle with ey So cost(ej)
t
he
with
reconsider
Now,
graph
edgeset E(t')U {q}.Removal of any
will
on
the
leave behind a tree t\" (Exercise
5).In
cycle q, ei,e-2, e^
edge
delete
have
a
i
f
the
then
the
tree
t\"
will
we
particular,
resulting
edgee7,
is
alsoa
costno morethan the costof t' (as cost(ej)> cost{e)).
t
\"
Hence,
minimum-costtree.
By repeatedlyusing the transformationdescribedabove, tree t' can be
transformedinto the spanningtree t without any increasein cost.Hence,t
\342\200\224

\342\202\254

2\302\243(\302\243)

#(\302\243')\342\200\242

2\302\243(\302\243)

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

e\302\261,

\342\200\242,

\302\243

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

is a minimum-costspanningtree.

\342\226\241

4.5.3 An OptimalRandomizedAlgorithm(*)
algorithmfor finding the minimum-costspanningtreeof a given graph
G(V,E) will have to spendfi(|F|+ \\E\\) time in the worst case,sinceit
has to examineeachnode and eachedgeat leastoncebeforedetermining
the correctanswer. A randomizedLas Vegas algorithmthat runs in time
follows: (1) Randomly samplem edgesfrom
0(|V|+ \\E\\) can be devisedasLet
G' be the inducedsubgraph;that is,G'
G (for somesuitablem). (2)
has V as itsnodeset and the samplededgesin its edgeset.The subgraph
G' neednot be connected.Recursively find a minimum-costspanningtree
for eachcomponentof G'. Let F be the resultant minimum-costspanning
forestof G'. (3) UsingF, eliminatecertainedges(calledthe F-heavy edges)
of G that cannot possibly be in a minimum-costspanningtree. Let G\" be
the graph that resultsfrom G after eliminationof the F-heavy edges.(4)
Recursively find a minimum-costspanningtree for G\". This will alsobe a
minimum-costspanningtree for G.
Steps1 to 3 are useful in reducingthe number of edgesin G. The
algorithm can be speededup further if we can reducethe number of nodes
in the input graph as well. Such a nodeelimination
can be effected using
the Boriivka steps.In a Boruvka step,for eachnode,an incidentedgewith
is
minimumweight is chosen.Forexamplein Figure4.9(a),
the edge(1,3)
Any

226
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chosenfor node1,the edge(6,7) is chosenfor node7, and soon. All the
of the
chosenedgesare shown with thick lines.
The connectedcomponents
inducedgraph are found. In the exampleof Figure 4.9(a),the nodes1,2,
and 3 form one component,the nodes4 and 5 form a secondcomponent,
and the nodes6 and 7 form another component.Replaceeachcomponent
with a singlenode.The componentwith nodes1,2, and 3 is replacedwith
the nodea. The othertwo components
are replacedwith the nodesb and c,
are thrown away. The
respectively.Edgeswithin the individual components
resultant graph is shown in Figure4.9(b).In this graph keeponly an edge
of minimum weight betweenany two nodes.
Deleteany isolatednodes.
Sincean edgeis chosenfor every node,the number of nodesafter one
Boruvka step reducesby a factor of at least two. A minimum-cost
tree for the reducedgraph can be extendedeasily to get a minimumcost spanningtree for the originalgraph. If E' is the set of edgesin the
minimum-costspanningtree of the reducedgraph, we simply includeinto
E' the edgeschosenin the Boruvka stepto obtain the minimum-cost
tree edgesfor the original graph. In the exampleof Figure 4.9,a
minimum-costspanningtreefor (c) will consistof the edges(a,b) and (b,c).
Thus a minimum-costspanningtreefor the graph of (a) will have the edges:
(1,3),
(3,2), (4, 5),(6,7), (3,4),and (2,6).More detailsof the algorithmsare
spanning

spanning

given

below.

Definition4.2Let F bea forest that forms a subgraphof a given weighted
graph G(V, E).If u and v areany two nodesin F, let F(u,v) denotethe path
(if any) connectingu and v in F and let Fcost(u,
v) denotethe maximum
weight of any edgein the path F(u,v).If there is no path betweenu and
v in F, Fcost(u,
v) is taken to be oo. Any edge(x,y) of G is said to be
F-heavy if cost[x,
y) and F-lightotherwise.
y] > Fcost(x,
Note that all the edgesof F are F-light.
Also, any F-heavy edgecannot
belongto a minimum-costspanningtree of G. The proofof this is left as
an exercise.Therandomized
algorithmappliestwo Boruvka stepsto reduce
\342\226\241

the numberof nodesin the input graph.Next,it samplesthe edgesof G and
processesthem to eliminatea constantfraction of them. A minimum-cost
spanningtreefor the resultantreducedgraph is recursively computed.From
A detaileddescription
this tree, a spanningtree for G is obtained.
of the
algorithmappearsas Algorithm 4.11.
Lemma4.3states that Step 4 can be completedin time
+ \\E\\).
The proofof this can be found in the references
at
end
of this
the
supplied

0(|F|

chapter.Step1takes0(|V| + \\E\\) timeand step2 takes0(\\E\\) time.Step6
takes
timeas well. Thetimetaken in all the recursivecallsin steps3
at the
and 5 can be shown tobe 0(|V|+ \\E\\). Fora proof, seethe references
end of the chapter.A crucialfact that is used in the proofis that both the
numberof nodesand the numberof edgesarereducedby a constantfactor,
with high probability, in eachlevel of recursion.
0(|2\302\243|)
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(c)

(b)

Figure4.9A
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Boruvka step

Lemma 4.3Let G(V,E)be any weightedgraph and let F be a subgraph
a forest.Then, all the F-heavy edgesof G can be identified
in time0(\\V\\ + \\E\\).
of G that forms

\342\226\241

Theorem4.7 A

minimum-weight spanning tree for any given weighted
can
be
computedin time0(|V|+
graph
\342\226\241

|2\302\243|).

EXERCISES
1.Computea minimum

costspanningtree for the graph of Figure4.10
Prim's
using(a)
algorithmand (b) Kruskal'salgorithm.

2. Prove that Prim's methodof
spanningtrees.

this sectiongeneratesminimum-cost
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Step1. Apply two Boriivka steps.At

nodeswill have decreasedby a factor
graph be G(V,E).

at

the end, the numberof

least4. Let the resultant

of G,whereeachedgeof G
Step2. Forma subgraphG'{V',E')
E' with probability \\. Theexpected
numberof edgesin E' is K^-.
Step3. Recursively find a minimum-costspanningforest F for

is chosenrandomly to be in

G'.

Step4. Eliminateall the F-heavy edgesfrom G. With

high

probability, at leasta constantfractionof the edgesof G will be
eliminated.Let G\" be the resultant graph.

Step5. Computea minimum-costspanning tree (callit T\

for G\" recursively. The
spanningtree for G.

tree T\"

will

alsobe a minimum-cost

Step6. Returnthe edgesof T\" togetherwith the edgeschosenin
the Boruvka stepsof step 1.Theseare the edgesof a minimumcostspanningtree for G.
Algorithm4.11An optimalrandomizedalgorithm

3.

(a) RewritePrim'salgorithmunder the assumptionthat the graphs
are representedby adjacencylists.
(b) Programand run the above version of Prim'salgorithmagainst
the two on a representative
setof graphs.
Algorithm 4.9.Compare
of
(c) Analyze preciselythe computingtimeand spacerequirements
of
lists.
new
version
Prim's
your
algorithmusingadjacency
4. Programand run Kruskal'salgorithm,describedin Algorithm 4.10.
You will have to modify functions Heapify and Adjust of Chapter2.Use
the sametest data you devisedto test Prim'salgorithmin Exercise3.
if t is a spanningtreefor the undirected
graph G,then
the additionof an edgeq, q E(t) and q E(G),to t createsa

5. (a) Show that

\342\202\254

\302\243

unique cycle.
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Figure4.10Graph for Exercise1
(b) Show that if any of the edgeson this unique cycle is deletedfrom

E(t) U

{q},then the remainingedgesform a spanningtree of G.

6. In Figure4.9,find a minimum-costspanningtreefor the graph of part

(c) and extendthe treeto obtain a minimum costspanningtreefor the
of your answer by applying
graph of part (a). Verify the correctness
eitherPrim'salgorithmor Kruskal'salgorithmon the graph of part
(a).

7. Let G(V,E)be any weighted connectedgraph.
(a) If C is any cycle of G, then show that the heaviest edgeof C
cannot belongto a minimum-costspanningtree of G.
(b) Assume that F is a forest that is a subgraphof G. Show that any
F-heavy edgeof G cannot belong to a minimum-costspanning

tree of G.

the completegraph with n vertices,show that
8. By considering
number

the

of spanningtreesin an n vertexgraph can be greaterthan 2n_1

\342\200\224

2.

4.6 OPTIMAL STORAGEON TAPES
Thereare n programsthat are to be storedon a computertape of length
is a length ^,1 < i < n. Clearly, all
be
on
if
c
an
stored
the
tape and only if the sum of the lengthsof
programs

I. Associatedwith eachprogrami

230
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the programsis at most I. We assumethat whenever a programis to be
at the front. Hence,
retrievedfrom this tape, the tape is initially positioned
if the programsarestoredin the order/ = ii,i%,...,
in, the timetj needed
to retrieveprogramij is proportionalto J2i<k<j^ik- ^ an programsare
retrievedequally often, then the expectedor mean retrievaltime (MRT) is
the optimalstorageon tape problem,we are required
(Vn) Yj\\<j<n tj- I11
to find a permutationfor the n programsso that when they are stored
on the tape in this order the MRT is minimized.This problemfits the
orderingparadigm.Minimizingthe MRT is equivalent to minimizingd(I) =
z^i<j<nXa<fc<jhk
\342\226\240

Thereare n! =
Example4.8Let n = 3 and (Zi,^2?^3)= (5,10,3).
possible
orderings.Theseorderingsand their respectived values are:

ordering/

d(I)

1,2,3 5 + 5 + 10+ 5 + 10+ 3
1,3,2 5 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 10
2,1,3 10+ 10+ 5 + 10+ 5 + 3
2,3,1 10+ 10+ 3 + 10+ 3 + 5
3,1,2 3 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 10
3,2,1 3 + 3+10+ 3 + 10+ 5

==

=
==
==
==
==

The optimalorderingis 3,1,2.

6

38

31
41

43
29

34
\342\226\241

A greedy approachto buildingthe requiredpermutationwould choose
the next programon the basisof someoptimization
measure.One possible
measurewould be the d value of the permutationconstructedsofar. The
next programto be storedon the tape would be one that minimizesthe
increasein d. If we have already constructedthe permutationii,%2,...
,ir,
then appendingprogramj gives the permutationi\\, i2,. ir,v+i = j- This
increasesthe d value by J2i<k<rhk+ h- SinceJ2i<k<rhk1S fixed and
of j, we trivially observethat the increasein d is minimizedif
independent
the next programchosenis the one with the least length from amongthe
remainingprograms.
The greedy algorithmresulting from the above discussionis sosimple
that we won't botherto write it out.Thegreedy methodsimply requiresus
to storethe programsin nondecreasing
orderof their lengths. This ordering
can be carriedout in O(nlogn)time using an efficient sorting algorithm
(e.g.,heap sort from Chapter2). For the programsof Example4.8,note
that the permutation
that yields an optimalsolutionis the one in which the
programsare in nondecreasingorderof their lengths. Theorem4.8shows
that the MRT is minimizedwhen programsarestoredin this order.
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,
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Theorem4.8If l\\ < <

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

l<i

minimizes
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< ln, then the orderingij = j, 1 < j< n,
11

k

\302\243\302\243<

over all

possible
permutationsof the ij.

Proof:Let / = ii,i-2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242,

Then

in

be any permutationof the indexset

fc=ij=i
If

{1,2,...,
n}.

fc=i

thereexista and b such that a < b and
/' with
if, resultsin a permutation

and

lla

>

Zj

,

then interchangingia

d(l') ^2(n-k+ l)li + (n-a+ l)lib + (n-b+l)lia
k

.kjtb

Subtractingd(I')from

d(I),we obtain
d(I)-d(I')== (n-a+ Wia-lib)+ (n-b+l)(lib-lia)
(b-a)(lia-lib)
> 0

not in nondecreasing
order of the lt7s can
in nondecreasing
have minimum d. It is easy to see that all permutations
order of the Zj's have the samed value. Hence,the orderingdefined by

Hence,no permutationthat is

ij = J, 1< j < n. minimizesthe d value.
m

\342\226\241

The tapestorageproblemcan be extendedto severaltapes.If thereare
then the programsare to be distributedover
> 1 tapes,To,...,Tm_i,

thesetapes.Foreachtape a storagepermutationis to be provided.If L
is the storagepermutationfor the subset of programson tape j, then d(Ij)
is as defined earlier.The total retrievaltime {TD)is
d(Ij).The
is
the
i
n
a
minimize
TD.
to
store
such
as
to
way
objective
programs
of the solution for the one-tapecase is to
The obvious generalization
considerthe programsin nondecreasing
orderof Zj's. Theprogramcurrently
X/0<j<m\342\200\2241
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1 AlgorithmStore(n,m)

2
3
4
5
6
7

// n is the numberof programsand m the numberof tapes.
{
j 0;// Next tape to storeon
for i :=1to n do
'\342\226\240=

{

8
9

10

11 } }

write (\"appendprogram\",i,
\"to permutation
for tape\",j);
mod
+
m;
j (j 1)
'\342\226\240=

Algorithm4.12Assigning programsto tapes
is placedon the tape that resultsin the minimum increase
being considered
in TD. This tape will be the one with the least amount of tape used so
far. If there is morethan one tape with this property, then the one with
the smallestindexcan be used.If the jobsare initially orderedso that l\\ <
< ln, then the first m programsare assignedto tapes
I2 <
Tm-\\
Tm_i
respectively.The next m programswill be assignedto tapes
respectively.The generalrule is that programi is storedon tape T{ m0<x m.
On any given tape the programsarestoredin nondecreasingorderof their
It assumesthat
lengths. Algorithm 4.12presentsthis rule in pseudocode.
the programsare orderedas above. It has a computingtime of &(n) and
doesnot need to know the programlengths. Theorem4.9proves that the
resultingstoragepatternis optimal.

To,...,
To,...,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\226\240

Theorem4.9If

l\\

< I2 <

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

< ln, then Algorithm 4.12generatesan

optimalstoragepatternfor m tapes.

Proof:In any storagepatternfor m tapes,let r, be one greaterthan the

numberof programsfollowing programi on its tape.Thenthe totalretrieval

timeTD is given by

td

n

= Y, nU

In any given storagepattern,for any given n, therecan be at most m
for which r, = j. FromTheorem4.8it follows that TD is minimized
programs
if the m longestprogramshave r, = 1,the next m longestprogramshave

4.6.OPTIMAL STORAGEON TAPES
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= 2,and soon.When programsareorderedby length, that is,l\\ <h <
< ln, then this minimizationcriteriais satisfied if r, = \\(n i + l)/m\"|.
Observethat Algorithm 4.12
resultsin a storagepatternwith theser^s.
The proofof Theorem4.9shows that thereare many storagepatterns
i + l)/m]for eachprogrami,
that minimizeTD.If we computer, = \\(n
then solong as all programswith the same arestoredon different tapes
and have rL 1programsfollowing them, TD is the same.If n is a multiple
of m, then thereare at least (m\\)n'm storagepatternsthat minimizeTD.
producesone of these.
Algorithm 4.12
T{

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\241

\342\200\224

r\302\273

\342\200\224

EXERCISES
1.Find an optimalplacementfor 13programson threetapesTo,T\\,and
areof lengths12,5,8,32,7,5,18,
26,4,3,11,10,
T2, wherethe programs
and

6.

2. Show that replacingthe codeof Algorithm 4.12by
for i :=1to n do
write (\"appendprogram\",i, \"to permutationfor
tape\",(i 1) modm);
\342\200\224

doesnot

affect the output.

3. Let Pi,P2, Pn bea set of n programsthat areto bestoredon a tape
of length I. ProgramP, requiresOj amount of tape.If J2ai^ U then
can bestoredon the tape.So,assumeJ2 > I.
clearly all the programs
The problemis to selecta maximumsubset Q of the programsfor
storageon the tape. (A maximumsubset is one with the maximum
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240,

a%

numberof programsin it).A greedy algorithmfor this problemwould
build the subset Q by includingprogramsin nondecreasingorderof a\\.
(a) Assume the p areorderedsuch that a\\ < 0,2 < < an. Write
a function for the above strategy. Your function should output
an array ,s[l: n] such that s[i]= 1 if Pi is in Q and s[i]= 0
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242

otherwise.

(b) Show that this strategy always finds a maximumsubset Q such
that J2pt^Qai<l(c) Let Q be the subsetobtainedusing the above greedy strategy.
How smallcan the tape utilizationratio (J2pieQai)/l
Se^
(d) Supposethe objectivenow is to determinea subset of programs
the tape utilization ratio. A greedy approach
that maximizes

CHAPTER4. THEGREEDY METHOD
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would be to considerprogramsin nonincreasingorderof ai. If
thereis enoughspaceleft on the tape for Pj,then it is includedin
Q. Assume the programsareorderedso that a\\ > a<i > > an.
Write a function incorporating
this strategy. What is its timeand
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

spacecomplexity?
(e) Show that the strategy of part (d) doesn'tnecessarilyyield a
subset that maximizes{J2pteQai)l^- How smallcan this ratio
get? Prove your bound.
4. Assume n programsof lengthsh,l2,---,ln
are to be storedon a tape.
If the programsare
Programi is to be retrievedwith frequency
storedin the orderii,i2, ,in,the expected
retrievaltime (ERT) is

/,.

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

j

fc=i

iY,fi

orderof li does
(a) Show that storingthe programsin nondecreasing
not necessarilyminimizethe ERT.
(b) Show that storingthe programsin nonincreasingorderof /j does
not necessarilyminimizethe ERT.
(c) Show that the ERT is minimizedwhen the programsarestored
in nonincreasingorderof fi/l{.
5. Considerthe tape storageproblemof this section.Assume that two
tapes Tl and T2, are available and we wish to distributen given
onto thesetwo tapesin sucha manner
programsof lengthsl\\,l2,...,ln
that the maximumretrievaltimeis minimized.
That is,if A and B are
the setsof programson the tapesTl and T2respectively,then we wish
to chooseA and B suchthat max{ J2ieA h, J2ieBh } 1Sminimized.
A
possible
greedy approachto obtainingA and B would be to start with
A and B initially empty. Then considerthe programs
one at a time.
The programcurrently beingconsidered
is assignedto set A if J2ieA h
= min { YjieA^iiYjieBh }> otherwiseit is assignedto B. Show that
< ln.
this doesnot guaranteeoptimalsolutionseven if l\\ < I2 <
> lnShow that the sameis true if we requirel\\ > I2 >
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

4.7 OPTIMAL MERGE PATTERNS
In Section3.4we saw that two sorted files containingn and m records
respectivelycouldbe mergedtogetherto obtainone sortedfile in time0(n+
m). When morethan two sortedfiles are to be mergedtogether,the merge
can be accomplished
by repeatedlymergingsortedfiles in pairs.Thus, if

4.7. OPTIMAL MERGE PATTERNS
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files x\\,X2,x%,and x\\ are to be merged,we could first mergex\\ and a;2
to get a file y\\. Then we could mergeyi and x.3 to get y-i- Finally, we
couldmergey2 and X4 to get the desiredsortedfile. Alternatively, we could

and get y2, and
first mergex\\ and x-i getting y\\, then mergeX3 and
the
file.
Given
n sortedfiles,
and
desired
and
sorted
finally mergey\\
y2
get
thereare many ways in which to pairwisemergethem into a singlesorted
\302\2434

file. Different pairings requirediffering amounts of computingtime. The
problemwe addressourselvesto now is that of determiningan optimalway
to pairwisemergen sortedfiles. Since
(onerequiringthe fewest comparisons)
this problemcallsfor an orderingamongthe pairsto be merged,it fits the
orderingparadigm.

Example4.9 Thefiles x\\,X2, and x-j arethreesortedfiles of length 30,20,
and 10recordseach.Mergingx\\ and X'i requires50 recordmoves.Merging
the result with 23 requiresanother 60 moves. Thetotal number of record
moves requiredto mergethe threefiles this way is 110.
If, instead,we first
and
then
60
and
30
x^
x\\
X3 (taking
merge
moves)
(taking moves),the total
recordmoves madeis only 90. Hence,the secondmergepattern is faster
than the first.
\342\226\241

A greedy attemptto obtainan optimalmergepatternis easy to formulate.
Since mergingan n-recordfile and an m-recordfile requirespossibly n +
m recordmoves, the obvious choicefor a selectioncriterionis: at each
step mergethe two smallestsizefiles together.Thus, if we have five files
30), our greedy rule would generatethe
(x\\,..., with sizes(20,30,10,5,
and
23 to get z\\ (\\z\\\\ = 15),
mergez\\ and
following mergepattern:mergex\\
=
=
and
to
to
X2
x\\
x5
get Z2 (|^21 35), merge
get 23 (\\z^\\ 60), and merge
Thetotal
of recordmoves is 205.
and
to
the
number
answer
24.
Z2
z;$
get
One can verify that this is an optimalmergepatternfor the given problem
\302\2435)

instance.
The mergepattern such as the one just describedwill be referredto
as a two-way mergepattern (each mergestep involves the mergingof two
files). The two-way mergepatternscan be representedby binary merge
the optimalmerge
shows a binary mergetree representing
trees.Figure4.11
are
drawn as squares
for
five
leaf
nodes
obtained
the
above
files.The
pattern
and representthe given five files.Thesenodesarecalledexternalnodes.The
remainingnodesare drawn as circlesand are calledinternal nodes.Each
internal nodehas exactlytwo children,and it representsthe file obtained
by its two children.The number in each
by mergingthe files represented
the numberof records)of the file represented
nodeis the length (i.e.,
by that

node.

Theexternalnode x\\ is at a distanceof 3 from the root node z\\ (a node
at level i is at a distanceof i 1 from the root).Hence,the recordsof file
X4 are moved three times,onceto get zi, onceagain to get Z2, and finally
one moretimeto get 24. If dt is the distancefrom the root to the external
\342\200\224
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Z]

5
X

4

(Tty

20

30

30

X

*5

X

1

2

10
*3

Figure4.11Binary mergetree representinga mergepattern
nodefor file x\\ and qi, the length of
moves for this binary mergetree is

x\\

is then the total number of record

X^i
i=i
This sum is calledthe weightedexternalpath length of the tree.

to a binary mergetree
optimaltwo-way mergepatterncorresponds
external
The
function Treeof
path
weighted
length.
4.13uses the greedy rule statedearlierto obtain a two-way merge
tree for n files.The algorithmhas as input a list listof n trees.Each node
in a tree has three fields, Ichild,
rchild,and weight. Initially, eachtree in
listhas exactlyone node.This nodeis an externalnodeand has Ichildand
rchildfields zerowhereasweight is the length of one of the n files to be
merged.Duringthe courseof the algorithm,for any tree in listwith root
nodet, t weight is the lengthof the mergedfile it represents(t weight
equalsthe sum of the lengthsof the externalnodesin treet). FunctionTree
uses two functions,Least(list)and \\nsert(list,t). Least(list)finds a tree in
listwhose roothas leastweight and returns a pointerto this tree. This tree
is removed from list.\\nsert(list,
t) insertsthe tree with roott into list.
Theorem 4.10
shows that Tree (Algorithm4.13)generatesan optimaltwo-way
mergetree.
An

with minimum

Algorithm

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>
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treenode= record{
treenode* Ichild;
treenode* rchild;

h

integerweight;

1 AlgorithmTree(n)

2
3
4
5
6

// listis a globallist of n singlenode
// binary treesas describedabove.
{

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

for i :=1to n

\342\200\224

1do

//

pt := new treenode; Geta new tree node.
(pt Ichild) := Least(list); Mergetwo treeswith
(pt rchild) := Least(list); smallestlengths.
(pt weight) := ((pt Ichild) weight)

//
//

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

|

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>\342\200\242

+((p\302\243

~*\342\200\242

rchild)

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>\342\200\242

weight);

lnsert(Zis\302\243,p\302\243);

}
returnLeast(Zisi);// Treeleft in Zisi is the mergetree.

Algorithm4.13Algorithm to generatea two-way mergetree
Example4.10Let us seehow algorithmTreeworkswhen listinitially
six files with lengths (2,3,5,7,9,13).
Figure 4.12shows listat the
end of eachiterationof the for loop.The binary mergetree that resultsat
the end of the algorithmcan be used to determinewhich files are merged.
represents

Mergingis performedon those files which are lowest (have the greatest
depth) in the tree.
\342\226\241

The main for loopin Algorithm 4.13is executedn 1 times. If list
is kept in nondecreasing
orderaccordingto the weight value in the roots,
\342\200\224

then Least(list)requiresonly 0(1)time and \\nsert(list,t) can be done in
0(n)time.Hencethe totaltimetaken is 0(n2).In caselistis represented
as a minheapin which the root value is lessthan or equal to the values of
its children(Section2.4),then Least(list)and lnsert(/isi,
t) can be done in
time.
In
this
case
the
time
for
Tree
is
O(logn)
computing
0(nlogn).Some
be
obtained
of
the
Insert
line
12
with the Least
speedupmay
by combining
of line 9.
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Theorem4.10If listinitially containsn > 1singlenodetreeswith
values

weight

then algorithm Tree generatesan optimaltwo-way
(qi,q2,...,qn),
with

mergetree for n

files

theselengths.

Proof:The proofis by

inductionon n. For n = 1,a tree with no internal
and
this
nodesis returned
tree is clearly optimal.Forthe induction
assumethe algorithmgeneratesan optimaltwo-way mergetree for all
), 1< m < n. We show that the algorithmalsogenerates
optimal treesfor all (qi,q2, qn)- Without loss
of generality, we can assume
< qn and q\\ and q2 are the values of the weight fields
that q\\ < q2 <
of the treesfound by algorithmLeast in lines 8 and 9 during the first
of the for loop.Now, the subtreeT of Figure 4.13
is created.Let T\"
be an optimaltwo-way mergetree for {q\\,q2, ,qn)- Let p be an internal
nodeof maximumdistancefrom the root. If the childrenof p are not qi
and q2, then we can interchangethe presentchildrenwith q\\ and q2
increasingthe weighted externalpath length of T\". Hence,T is alsoa
subtreein an optimalmergetree. If we replaceT in T\" by an externalnode
with weight q\\ + q2, then the resultingtree T\" is an optimalmergetree for
T by the
931 i Qn)- Fromthe inductionhypothesis,after replacing
(<7i +12-,
externalnodewith value q\\ + q2, function Treeproceedsto find an optimal
mergetree for (q\\ + q2,
qn). Hence,Tree generatesan optimalmerge
tree for (q1,q2,...
,qn).
hypothesis,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

iteration

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

without

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

53,...,

\342\226\241

The greedy methodto generatemergetreesalsoworks for the caseof kary merging.In this casethe corresponding
mergetree is a A;-ary tree. Since
all internal nodesmust have degreeA;, for certainvalues of n there is no
when k = 3,thereis no A;-ary
A;-ary mergetree. Forexample,
corresponding
=
2
externalnodes.Hence,it is necessaryto introduce
mergetree with n
a certainnumberof dummy externalnodes.Each dummy node is assigned
a qi of zero. This dummy value doesnot affect the weightedexternalpath
length of the resultingA;-ary tree. Exercise2 shows that a A;-ary tree with
all internal nodeshaving degreek existsonly when the numberof external
nodesn satisfies the equality n mod(A; 1) = Hence,at most k 2 dummy
nodeshave to be added.The greedy rule to generateoptimalmergetrees
at eachstep choosek subtreeswith leastlength for merging.Exercise3
proves the optimality of this rule.
\342\200\224

1.

\342\200\224

is:

HuffmanCodes
Another applicationof binary trees with minimalweightedexternalpath
lengthis to obtainan optimalset of codesfor messages
Mn+\\. Each
codeis a binary string that is used for transmissionof the corresponding
message.At the receivingend the code is decodedusing a decodetree.
A decodetree is a binary tree in which externalnodesrepresentmessages.

Mi,...,
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iteration
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m
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\302\256_
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Figure4.12Treesin

h's\302\243
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[5] (Tj

of Tree for
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Figure4.13The simplestbinary mergetree

0/

\\1

o/ \\i
0/
M,

Figure4.14Huffman codes
The binary bitsin the codeword for a messagedeterminethe branching
neededat eachlevel of the decodetree to reachthe correctexternalnode.
For example,if we interpreta zeroas a left branch and a one as a right
tocodes000,001,
branch, then the decodetree of Figure4.14corresponds
1
a
nd
for
and
01,
messagesMi,M2,M3, M4 respectively.Thesecodesare
calledHuffman codes.Thecostof decodinga codeword is proportionalto
the number of bitsin the code.This number is equal to the distanceof
the corresponding
externalnodefrom the root node.If qi is the relative
frequency with which messageMi will be transmitted,then the expected
decodetime is J2i<i<n+i
Qidi, whered{ is the distanceof the externalnode
for message
Mi from the root node.Theexpecteddecodetimeis minimized
by choosingcodewords resulting in a decodetree with minimalweighted
externalpath length! Note that J2i<i<n+i
Qid-i is alsothe expectedlength
of a transmittedmessage.Hencethe codethat minimizesexpecteddecode
timealsominimizesthe expectedlength of a message.
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EXERCISES
1.Find an optimalbinary mergepatternfor ten files whose lengths are
and 11.
28,32,12,5,84,53,91,35,3,
2.

(a) Show that if all internal nodesin a tree have degreek, then the
numbern of externalnodesis such that n mod (k 1) = 1.
(b) Show that for every n suchthat n mod (k 1) = 1,thereexistsa
A;-ary treeT with n externalnodes(in a A;-ary tree all nodeshave
degreeat most k). Also show that all internal nodesof T have
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

degreek.

mod [k 1) = 1,then the greedy rule described
following Theorem4.10
generatesan optimalA;-ary mergetreefor
all (qi,q2,...,qn)(b) Draw the optimalthree-way mergetreeobtainedusing this rule
when {quq2,...,
20,23,25,28).
qn) = (3,7,8,9,15,16,18,
4. Obtain a set of optimalHuffman codesfor the messages(Mi,...,
My)
with relativefrequencies(q-\\,...,
q-?) = (4, 5,7,8,10,12,
20).Draw the
decodetree for this set of codes.
5. Let T bea decodetree. An optimaldecodetree minimizesJ2li^i- For
a given setof g's,let D denoteallthe optimaldecodetrees.For any tree
has shown
Tel?,let L(T) = max{dt}and let SL(T)= dt. Schwartz
that thereexistsa tree T* e D such that L(T*) = minTeD {L{T)j
and SL(T*)= minTeD {SL(T)}.

3. (a) Show that

if n

\342\200\224

\302\243

(a) For

that

= (1,1,2,2,4,4,4,4)
obtain treesTl and T2such
{qi,...,q8)

L(T1)> L(T2).

(b) Usingthe data of a, obtain Tl and T2 e D such that L(Tl) =
> SL(T2).
L(T2) but SL(T1)
if
Show
that
the
subalgorithmLeastused in algorithmTree is such
(c)

caseof a tie it returnsthe treewith leastdepth,then Tree
generatesa tree with the propertiesof T*.
that in

4.8 SINGLE-SOURCESHORTESTPATHS
Graphscan be used to representthe highway structureof a state or country
with verticesrepresenting
sectionsof highway.
citiesand edgesrepresenting
The edgescan then be assignedweights which may be eitherthe distance
betweenthe two citiesconnectedby the edgeor the averagetime to drive
alongthat sectionof highway. A motoristwishing to drive from city A to B
would be interestedin answersto the following questions:
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Path

1) 1,4
2) 1,4,5
3) 1,4,5,2

Length

10

25
45
45

4) 1,3
(b) Shortestpaths from 1

(a) Graph

Figure4.15Graph and shortestpaths from vertex 1to alldestinations
\342\200\242

\342\200\242

Istherea path from A

to

B1

If thereis morethan one path from A to

B,whichis the shortestpath?

The problemsdefined by these questionsare specialcasesof the path
problemwe study in this section.The length of a path is now defined to
be the sum of the weights of the edgeson that path. The starting vertex
of the path is referredto as the source,and the last vertexthe destination.
The graphs are digraphs to allow for one-way streets.In the problemwe
consider,we are given a directedgraph G = (V,E), a weightingfunction
costfor the edgesof G,and a sourcevertexvq. The problemis to determine
the shortestpaths from vq to all the remainingverticesof G.It is assumed
that all the weights are positive.Theshortestpath betweenvo and some
other node v is an orderingamonga subsetof the edges.
Hencethis problem
fits the orderingparadigm.
Thenumbers
Example4.11Considerthe directedgraphof Figure4.15(a).
on the edgesarethe weights.If node1is the sourcevertex,then the shortest
path from 1 to 2 is 1,4, 5, 2. The length of this path is 10+ 15+ 20 = 45.
Even though thereare threeedgeson this path, it is shorterthan the path
1,2which is of length 50. Thereis no path from 1to 6. Figure4.15(b)
liststhe shortestpaths from node 1to nodes4, 5, 2, and 3, respectively.The
orderof path length.
paths have beenlistedin nondecreasing

\342\226\241

To formulate a greedy-based
algorithmto generatethe shortestpaths,
we must conceiveof a multistagesolution to the problemand also of an

optimizationmeasure.One possibility is to build the shortestpaths one by
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one. As an optimizationmeasurewe can use the sum of the lengthsof all
eachindividual
paths sofar generated.For this measureto be minimized,
i shortest
be
of
minimum
If
we
have
constructed
must
path
length.
already
this
then
the
next
to
beconstructed
measure,
path
paths,
using
optimization
shouldbe the next shortestminimum lengthpath. The greedy way (and also
a systematicway) to generatethe shortestpaths from vq to the remaining
orderof path length.
verticesis to generatethesepaths in nondecreasing
First, a shortestpath to the nearestvertex is generated.Then a shortest
path to the secondnearestvertex is generated,and soon. For the graph
= 10).The
of Figure4.15(a)
the nearestvertex to vq = 1 is 4 (cost[l,4]
path 1,4is the first path generated.The secondnearestvertex to node 1
is 5 and the distancebetween1 and 5 is 25. The path 1,4,5is the next
path generated.In orderto generatethe shortestpaths in this order,we
need to be ableto determine(1) the next vertex to which a shortestpath
must be generatedand (2) a shortestpath to this vertex.Let S denotethe
set of vertices(includingvq) to which the shortestpaths have already been
generated.For w not in S, let dist[w] be the length of the shortestpath
starting from vo, goingthroughonly those verticesthat are in S, and ending
at w. We observethat:

1.If the next shortestpath is to

vertex u, then the path begins at vq,
ends at u, and goesthroughonly thoseverticesthat are in S.To prove
this, we must show that all the intermediateverticeson the shortest
path to u are in S.Assume thereis a vertexw on this path that is not
in S.Then, the vq to u path alsocontainsa path from vo to w that is
of length lessthan the vq to u path. By assumptionthe shortestpaths
are beinggeneratedin nondecreasingorderof path length, and so the
shorterpath vq to w must already have beengenerated.Hence,there
can be no intermediate
vertex that is not in S.

2. Thedestinationof the next path generatedmust be that of vertex u
which has the minimum distance,dist[u],
amongall verticesnot in S.
This follows from the definition of distand observation1.In casethere
are severalverticesnot in S with the samedist,then any of thesemay
be selected.
3. Having selecteda vertexu as in observation2 and generatedthe

S.

a memberof At this point the
to u path, vertex u becomes
of
the
shortest
paths starting at v0, goingthough verticesonly
length
in S, and ending at a vertex w not in S may decrease;that is,the
value of dist[w] may change. If it doeschange,then it must be due
to a shorterpath starting at vq and goingto u and then to w. The
intermediateverticeson the vq to u path and the u to w path must
all be in
Further,the vo to u path must be the shortestsuch path;
otherwisedist[w] is not defined properly.Also, the u to w path can
be chosensoas not to contain any intermediatevertices.Therefore,
shortest

vo

S.
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(i.e.,

we can concludethat if dist[w] is to change
decrease),then it is
becauseof a path from vo to u to w, wherethe path from vo to u is
the shortestsuch path and the path from u to w is the edge(u,w).
The length of this path is dist[u]+ cost[u,
w\\.

The above observationslead to a simpleAlgorithm 4.14for the singlesourceshortestpath problem.This algorithm (known as Dijkstra's
the lengthsof the shortestpaths from vq to allother
algorithm) only determines
verticesin G. Thegenerationof the paths requiresa minorextensionto this
algorithmand is left as an exercise.In the function ShortestPaths(Algorithm
numbered1through n. The
4.14)it is assumedthat the n verticesof G are
set S is maintainedas a bit array with S[i]= 0 if vertex i is not in S and
S[i]= 1if it is.It is assumedthat the graph itselfis representedby its cost
adjacencymatrixwith
j]'sbeing the weight of the edge(i,j). The
is set to somelargenumber,oo,in casethe edge{i,j) is not
weight cost[i,j]
in E(G).Fori = j, cost[i,
j] can be set to any nonnegativenumberwithout
the
outcome
of
the
affecting
algorithm.
Fromour earlierdiscussion,
it is easy to seethat the algorithmis correct.
Thetime taken by the algorithmon a graph with n verticesis 0{n2).To
seethis, note that the for loopof line 7 in Algorithm 4.14takes0(n)time.
Thefor loopof line 12is executedn 2 times.Each executionof this loop
requires0{n)time at lines 15and 16to selectthe next vertex and again
at the for loopof line 18to updatedist.So the total timefor this loopis
0{n2).In casea list t of verticescurrently not in s is maintained,then the
number of nodeson this list would at any timebe n num. This would
speedup lines 15and 16and the for loopof line 18,but the asymptotic
time would remain0{n2).This and other variations of the algorithmare
exploredin the exercises.
Any shortestpath algorithm must examineeach edgein the graph at
leastoncesinceany of the edgescould be in a shortestpath. Hence,the
minimum possible
timefor such an algorithmwould be 0(|.E|).
Sincecost
matrices
were
it
takes
used
to
t
he
adjacency
represent graph,
0(n2)time
to
determine
w
hich
are
in
and
so
shortest
G,
just
any
path algorithm
edges
must take
time.Forthis representation
then,
usingthis representation
algorithmShortestPathsis optimalto within a constant factor.If a change
to adjacencylists
is made,the overall frequency of the for loopof line 18can
be broughtdown to 0(|.E|)(sincedistcan changeonly for verticesadjacent
from u). If V S is maintainedas a red-blacktree (seeSection2.4.2),
each
executionof lines 15and 16takes O(logn) time. Note that a red-black
tree supportsthe following operationsin O(logn) time: insert,delete(an
arbitrary element),find-min, and search(for an arbitrary element).Each
updatein line 21takesO(logn) timeas well (sincean updatecan be done
usinga deleteand an insertioninto the red-blacktree). Thusthe overall run
timeis 0((n+ \\E\\) logn).
cos\302\243[i,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

f\302\243(n2)

\342\200\224
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1 AlgorithmShortestPaths(u,cost,dist,n)
// dist[j],1< j < n, is set to the length of the shortest

2
3
4
5
6
7

path from vertex v to vertexj in a digraphG with n
// vertices.
is set to zero.G is represented
by its
// cost dist[v]matrix
// adjacency
cost[l: n, 1: n].

{

8
9

:=cost[v,i];
S[i]:=false;
}
5[u] := true;dist[v] := 0.0;// Put v in 5.
for num := 2 to n 1do
{
// Determinen 1paths from v.
Chooseu from amongthoseverticesnot
in S such that dist[u] is minimum;
5[u] := true;// Put u in S.
efe\302\243[i]

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

for i :=1to n do
{ // InitializeS.

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

for (eachw adjacentto u with S[w] = false) do
// Updatedistances.
if

}

}

{dist[w\\

> dist[u]+ cost[u,
w])) then
:=
+
dist[w] dist[u] cost[u,
w];

Algorithm4.14Greedy algorithmto generateshortestpaths
Example4.12Considerthe eight vertex digraph of Figure4.16(a)with
cost adjacencymatrixas in Figure4.16(b).
The values of dist and the
verticesselectedat eachiterationof the for loopof line 12in Algorithm 4.14
for finding all the shortestpaths from Boston
are shown in Figure4.17.To
S
Boston.
contains
In
the
first
iterationof the for loop
only
begin with,
=
for
num
the
u
that
is
not
in
S and whosedist[u] is
2),
city
(that is,
minimum is identified to be New York. New York entersthe set S. Also the
dist[] values of Chicago,Miami, and New Orleansget alteredsincethereare
shorterpaths to thesecitiesvia New York. In the next iterationof the for
loop,the city that entersS is Miami sinceit has the smallestdist[] value
from among all the nodesnot in S. None of the dist[] values are altered.
Thealgorithmcontinuesin a similarfashion and terminateswhen only seven
of the eight verticesare in S. By the definition of dist,the distanceof the
last vertex,in this caseLos Angeles,is correctas the shortestpath from
Bostonto Los Angeles can go through only the remainingsixvertices.
\342\226\241
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Boston

Chicago

J^0JL_---H^

/250

1000

SanFrancisco
;2W^\302\260^3

6^)

New York

300

v5^_1000

LosAngeles

New Orleans

\342\200\224~-~/7x

Miami

(a) Digraph
1
1

2
3

2

3

0
300 0
100 800

4
5
6

0
1200

4

0
1500
1000

5

6

0

7

8

1700

7

8

250
0 900 1400
0 1000
0

(b) Length-adjacencymatrix

Figure4.16Figuresfor Example4.12
One can easily verify that the edgeson the shortestpaths from a
v to all remainingverticesin a connected
undirectedgraph G form a
spanningtree of G. This spanningtree is calleda shortest-pathspanning
tree. Clearly, this spanningtree may be different for different rootvertices
v. Figure4.18
shows a graph G, its minimum-costspanning tree, and a
shortest-pathspanningtree from vertex 1.
vertex
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Distance
Iteration

s

Initial

-

1

2
3
4
5
6

Vertex

selected
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(5)
{5,6}

6

{5,6,7)
{5,6,7,4)
15,6,7,4,8)
{5,6,7,4,8,3)
(5,6,7,4,8,3,2)

4
8
3
2

Figure4.17Action

7

LA

SF

[1]

[2]

DEN

[3]

CHI

BOST

[4]

[5]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1500
1250
+oo
+oo
+oo
1250
+oo
+oo
2450 1250
3350 +oo 2450 1250
3350 3250 2450 1250
3350 3250 2450 1250
+oo

+oo

+oo

+oo

+oo

+oo

NY

MIA

[6]

[7]

250
250
250
250
250
250
250

1150
1150
1150
1150
1150
1150

NO

[8]

+oo

+\302\260o

1650

1650
1650
1650
1650
1650

of ShortestPaths

EXERCISES
1.UsealgorithmShortestPathstoobtainin nondecreasingorderthe lengths
of the shortestpaths from vertex 1to all remainingverticesin the
digraph of Figure4.19.

2. Usingthe directedgraph of Figure4.20explainwhy

ShortestPathswill

not work properly.What is the shortestpath betweenverticesv\\ and
Wj ?

3. RewritealgorithmShortestPathsunder the following assumptions:
(a) G is representedby its adjacency lists. The head nodesare
HEAD(l),...,
HEAD(n)and eachlist nodehas threefields:
COST,and LINK.COSTis the lengthof the corresponding
edgeand n the numberof verticesin G.
S,the set of verticesto which the shortest
(b) Insteadof representing
paths have already beenfound, the set T = V(G) S is
usinga linked list.What can you say about the computing
timeof your new algorithmrelativeto that of ShortestPaths?
VERTEX,

\342\200\224

represented

4. Modify algorithmShortestPathsso that it obtainsthe shortestpaths
in additionto the lengthsof thesepaths.What is the computingtime
of your algorithm?
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(a)A Graph

(b) Minimum costspanning tree

(c) Shortestpath spanning treefrom vertex

Figure4.18Graphs and spanningtrees

Figure4.19Directedgraph

1.
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Figure4.20Another directedgraph

4.9 REFERENCES AND READINGS
Thelineartimealgorithmin Section4.3for the treevertexsplittingproblem
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A lineartime algorithmfor minimum-costspanningtreeson a stronger
modelwherethe edgeweights can be manipulatedin their binary form is
given in \"Trans-dichotomous
algorithmsfor minimum spanningtrees and
shortestpaths,\" by M. Fredmanand D.E. Willard, in Proceedings
of the
31stAnnual Symposium on Foundationsof ComputerScience,1990,pp.

719-725.

Thegreedy methoddeveloped
hereto optimally storeprogramson tapes
was first devisedfor a machineschedulingproblem.In this problemn jobs
have to be scheduled
on m processors.
Jobi takesti amount of time.The
timeat which a jobfinishes is the sum of the jobtimesfor all jobs
and includingjob The averagefinish time corresponds
to the mean
accesstime for programson tapes.The (m\\)n'm schedulesreferredto in

i.

preceding

Theorem4.9are known as SPT(shortestprocessingtime) schedules.The
rule to generateSPTschedules
as well as the rule of Exercise4 (Section4.6)
are due to W. E. Smith.
The greedy algorithmfor generatingoptimalmergetrees is due to D.

Huffman.

Fora given set {q\\,...,
qn} thereare many sets of Huffman codes
thereis one that has minimum
Yl Qidi- Fromamongstthesecodesets
^di and minimum max {di}.An algorithmto obtain this codeset was

minimizing

given by

E.S.Schwartz.

The shortest-pathalgorithmof the text is due to E.W. Dijkstra.
Forplanargraphs,the shortest-pathproblemcan be solved in lineartime
as has beenshown in \"Fastershortest-pathalgorithmsfor planar graphs,\"
by P. Klein,S.Rao, and M. Rauch, in Proceedings
of the ACM Symposium
on Theory of Computing, 1994.

The relationshipbetweengreedy methodsand matroidsis discussedin
Combinatorial
Optimization, by E. Lawler, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

1976.

4.10 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.[Coinchanging]Let An

= {a\\,a,2, an} be a finite set of distinct
coin types (for example,a\\ = 50^/, a,2 = 25^/, a^ = 10^/,and soon.) We
can assumeeachaj is an integerand a\\ > a2 > > an. Each type is
available in unlimitedquantity. Thecoin-changingproblemis to make
up an exactamount C using a minimum total numberof coins.C is
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\226\240

an integer> 0.
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if an ^ 1,then thereexistsa finite setof cointypes and
a C for which thereis no solutionto the coin-changingproblem.
(b) Show that thereis always a solutionwhen an = 1.
(c) When an = 1,a greedy solution to the problemmakeschange
by using the coin types in the ordera\\, a-i,
,an. When coin
as many coinsof this type as possible
type at is beingconsidered,
are given. Write an algorithmbasedon this strategy. Show that
this algorithmdoesn't
necessarilygeneratesolutionsthat use the
minimum total numberof coins.
A;\"-2,...,
(d) Show that if An = {A;71-1,
k0}for somek > 1,then the
method
of
greedy
part (c) alwaysyields solutionswith a minimum

(a) Showthat

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

numberof coins.

2. [Setcover] You are given a family S of m sets Si,1< i < m. Denote
the sizeof set A. Let \\Si\\ = jf, that is,Si = {si,S2, ,Sjf}.
by
A subsetT = {Ti,T2,...
,T^} of S is a family of setssuch that for
eachi,1 < i < k, Tj = Sr for somer, 1 < r < m. The subset T is
a cover of S iff LIT, = USi. Thesizeof T, |T|,is the numberof sets
in T. A minimum cover of S is a cover of smallestsize.Consider
the following greedy strategy:build T iteratively, at the kth iteration
T = {Ti,...,
7fc-i})now add to T a set Sj from S that containsthe
\\A\\

\342\226\240
\342\226\240\342\226\240

largestnumberof elementsnot already in T, and stop when UT? = US{.
(a) Assume that USi =
n}and m < n. Usingthe strategy
outlined above, write an algorithm to obtain set covers. How
much timeand spacedoesyour algorithmrequire?
obtain a
necessarily
(b) Show that the greedy strategy above doesn't
minimum set cover.
(c) Supposenow that a minimum cover is defined tobe one for which
^i=i \\Tt\\ is minimum. Doesthe above strategy always find a

{1,2,...,

minimum

cover?

3. [Node cover] Let G = (V, E) be an undirectedgraph.A nodecover of
G is a subsetU of the vertexset V suchthat every edgein E is incident
to at leastone vertex in U. A minimum nodecover is one with the
fewest numberof vertices.Considerthe following greedy algorithmfor

this problem:
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1 AlgorithmCover(V,E)
{
:=0;

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10 }

C7\"

repeat
{

Let q be a vertex from V of maximumdegree;
Add q to t/; Eliminateq from F;

E := E {(x,y) such that x = q ov y = q}',
until
(E = 0); // t/ is the nodecover.
}
\342\200\224

Doesthis algorithmalways generatea minimum nodecover?
4. [Traveling salesperson]
Let G be a directedgraph with n vertices.Let
length(u,v) be the lengthof the edge{u,v). A path starting at a given
vertex vq7 goingthrough every othervertex exactly once,and finally
returningto v0 is calleda tour. The length of a tour is the sum of the
lengthsof the edgeson the path defining the tour. We areconcerned
with finding a tour of minimum length. A greedy way to construct
such a tour is:let (P,v) representthe path sofar constructed;
it starts
at vo and ends at v. Initially P is empty and v = vq, if allverticesin G
are on P, then includethe edge{v,vq) and stop;otherwiseincludean
edge(v,w) of minimum lengthamongall edgesfrom v to a vertex w
not on P. Show that this greedy methoddoesn't
necessarily
generate
a minimum-lengthtour.

Chapter 5

DYNAMIC
PROGRAMMING
5.1 THE GENERALMETHOD
Dynamic programmingis an algorithmdesign methodthat can be used
when the solutionto a problemcan be viewedas the result of a sequence
of
In earlierchapterswe saw many problemsthat can be viewed this
decisions.
way.

Herearesomeexamples:

Example5.1[Knapsack]The solution to the knapsackproblem(Section
We have to
4.2) can be viewed as the result of a sequenceof decisions.
decidethe values of Xj, 1< i < n. First we make a decisionon x\\, then on
of decisions
maximizes
the
X2, then on X3, and soon.An optimalsequence
<
also
f
unction
m
and
satisfies
the
constraints
objective
(It
Yl,wixi
0 < Xi < 1.)
Y^V%X%-

\342\226\241

Example5.2[Optimal mergepatterns] This problemwas discussedin

4.7. An optimalmergepattern tells us which pair of files should be
mergedat eachstep.As a decisionsequence,the problemcallsfor us to
decide which pairof files shouldbe merged
first, which pairsecond,which pair
An
and
soon.
o
f
third,
optimalsequence decisionsis a least-costsequence.
Section

\342\226\241

Example5.3[Shortestpath] One way

to find a shortestpath from vertex
vertexj in a directedgraph G is to decidewhich vertexshouldbe the
secondvertex,which the third, which the fourth, and soon, until vertexj
of decisions
is reached.An optimalsequence
is one that resultsin a path of
leastlength.
i to

\342\226\241
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Forsomeof the problemsthat may be viewed in this way, an optimal
sequenceof decisionscan be found by makingthe decisionsone at a time
and never makingan erroneous
decision.
This is true for allproblems
solvable
it is not possible
to make
by the greedy method.Formany otherproblems,
stepwisedecisions(basedonly on localinformation)in such a manner that
the sequenceof decisions
madeis optimal.

Example5.4 [Shortestpath] Supposewe wish to find a shortestpath from

vertexi to vertexj. Let Ai be the verticesadjacentfrom vertexi. Which of
the verticesin Ai shouldbe the secondvertexon the path? Thereis no way
to makea decisionat this timeand guaranteethat future decisionsleading
to an optimalsequencecan be made.If on the otherhand we wish to find
a shortestpath from vertex i to allotherverticesin G, then at eachstep,a
correctdecisioncan be made(seeSection4.8).
\342\226\241

One way to solve problemsfor which it is not possible
to make a sequence
of stepwisedecisions
to
an
d
ecision
leading
optimal
sequenceis to try all
possible

decisionsequences.We couldenumeratealldecisionsequences
and then

pick out the best.But the timeand spacerequirements
may be prohibitive.
Dynamic programmingoften drastically reducesthe amountof enumeration
that cannot possibly
by avoiding the enumerationof somedecision
sequences
be optimal. In dynamic programmingan optimalsequenceof decisionsis
obtainedby makingexplicitappealto the principleof optimality.

Definition5.1[Principleof optimality] The principleof optimality states
optimalsequenceof decisionshas the property that whatever the
initial state and decisionare, the remainingdecisionsmust constitutean
optimaldecisionsequencewith regardto the state resultingfrom the first
that an

decision.

\342\226\241

Thus, the essentialdifference betweenthe greedy methodand dynamic
programmingis that in the greedy methodonly one decisionsequenceis
ever generated.In dynamic programming,many decisionsequences
may be
cannot
generated.However,sequencescontainingsuboptimalsubsequences
be optimal(if the principleof optimality holds) and sowill not (as far as

be generated.
possible)
Example5.5[Shortestpath] Considerthe shortest-pathproblemof

i?,...,

5.3.Assume that i,ii,
i/.,jis a shortestpath from i to j. Starting
the initial vertex i, a decisionhas beenmadeto go to vertex
this decision,the problemstate is dennedby vertex and we need
to find a path from to j. It is clearthat the sequence
ik,jmust
constitutea shortest to j path. If not, let r\\, r2, rq, j be a shortest
to j path. Then i,ii,n,
rq, j is an i to j path that is shorterthan the
the principleof optimality appliesfor this
Therefore
path i, i2, -,ik,jExample

with

i\\.

i?,...,
i\\

Following

i\\

i\\,

i\\

i\\

i\\,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

i\\,

problem.

\342\226\241
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Example5.6[0/1knapsack]The 0/1knapsackproblemis similarto the
knapsackproblemof Section4.2exceptthat the Xj's arerestrictedto have
a value

of

either0 or

1.UsingKNAP(Z, j,y)

to

representthe problem

maximize
\302\243kj<jPi%i
subjectto Y,i<i<jwixi < V
Xj = 0 or 1,I < i < j

(5-1)

the knapsackproblemis KNAP(1,n,m).Let yi,V2, ,yn be an optimal
sequenceof 0/1values for xi,x2, ,xn, respectively. If y\\ = 0, then
an optimalsequence
for the problemKNAP(2,
y2, ?/3,
yn must constitute
an optimalsequencefor
is
n, m). If it doesnot, then yi,y2,---,yn
If y\\ = 1,then y2,...,yn
must be an optimalsequence
KNAP(1,n,m).
for the problemKNAP(2,n,m w\\). If it isn't,then there is another 0/1
such that Y.2<i<nwiz% < m wi and Y,2<i<nPizi>
sequencez2, z3,...,zn
is a sequencefor (5.1)
Y^2<i<nPiVi- Hence,the sequenceyi,Z2,zs,...,zn
with greatervalue. Again the principle
of optimality applies.
\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

n\302\260t

-

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Let So be the initialproblemstate.Assume that n decisions
di, 1< i < n,
have to be made. Let D\\ =
decision
r2l
r3} be the set of possible
values for d\\. Let Si be the problemstate following the choiceof decision
of decisions
with respectto the
fii 1< i < j- Let Fj be an optimalsequence
state
when
the
o
f
S{.Then,
problem
principle optimality holds,an optimal
w
ith
o
f
t
decisions
sequence
respect o So is the bestof the decisionsequences

{n,

rllYil

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

1< i < j.

Example5.7[Shortest Let Ai be the set of verticesadjacentto vertex
i. Foreachvertex k G Ai,path]let F^ be a shortestpath from k to j. Then, a
shortesti to j path is the shortestof the paths {i,Tk\\kG Ai}.
Example5.8[0/1knapsack]Let gj(y) be the value of an optimalsolution
to KNAP(j + l,n,y).Clearly, go(m)is the value of an optimalsolutionto
= {0,1}).
The possible
decisionsfor are 0 and 1
KNAP(1,n,m).
From
of
it follows that
\342\226\241

x\\

the principle optimality

{D\\

-

g0(m)= max {ffi(m), gi(m wi) +pi}

(5.2)
D

While the principleof optimality has beenstated only with respectto
the initial state and decision,it can be appliedequally well to intermediate
statesand decisions.
The next two examplesshow how this can be done.

Example5.9[Shortestpath] Let k be an intermediatevertexon a shortest
k and k,pi, j
i to j path i,i\\,i2, ,h,pi,p2,-,j- The paths i,i\\,...,
must, respectively,beshortesti to k and k to j paths.
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\241
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be an optimalsolutionto
Example5.10[0/1knapsack]Let yi,?/2,
,yn
KNAP(1,n, m). Then, for eachj, 1 < j < n, 2/1,...,
2/j, and yj+Xl...
must be optimalsolutionsto the problemsKNAP(l,j,
^Z\\<i<jwiyi) and
KNAP(j+ 1,n, m J2i<i<j
wiVi) respectively.Thisobservationallowsus to
\342\226\240..,yn

\342\200\224

generalize(5.2) to

-

^(2/) = max {gi+i(y), gi+]_(y wi+l) + pl+l}

(5.3)
\342\226\241

The recursiveapplicationof the optimality principleresultsin a
equation of type

recurrence

(5.3).Dynamic programmingalgorithmssolve this

recurrenceto obtaina solutionto the given probleminstance.The
(5.3)can be solved using the knowledgegn{y) = 0 for all y > 0 and
2/ < 0. Fromgn(y), onecan obtain gn~i(y)using(5.3) with
9n(y) =
1.Then, usinggn-i(y)i
i =n
one can obtain gn_2(y).Repeatingin this
way, one can determine
g\\(y) and finally go(m)using(5.3) with i = 0.
recurrence

~\302\260\302\260

f\302\260r

\342\200\224

Example5.11[0/1knapsack] Considerthe case in which n = 3, W\\ =
= 4, pi = 1,^2= 2,p3= 5, and m = 6. We have to compute
2,W2 =
The
of g0(6)= max {#1(6),
value
go(6).
g\\(4) + 1}.
=
In turn, 51(6) max {52(6),
g2(3)+ 2}.But#2(6) = max {53(6),
53(2)+
=
=
5} max {0,5} 5. Also, ff2(3) = max {#,(3),53(3 4) + 5} =
= 0. Thus, 51(6)
= max {5,2}
= 5.
max {0,
3,\302\253;3

-

\342\200\22400}

Similarly, gx(4)= max {52(4),

-

3) + 2}.But #2(4) = max {g3(4),
=
=
= max {53(1),
max
of g2{l)
5.
The
value
53(4-4)
+5}
53(1{0,5}
= 5.
4) + 5} = max {0,-00}= 0. Thus, gx (4) = max {5,0}
Therefore,go(6)= max {5,5 + 1}= 6.
\302\2432(4

\342\226\241

Example5.12[Shortestpath] Let P~ be the set of verticesadjacentto
j (that is,k G Pj iff (k,j)G E(G)).Foreachk G Pj,let T^ bea shortest
i to path. The principleof optimality holds and a shortesti to j path is
vertex

fc

the shortestof the paths {F^,j\\k G Pj}.
To obtain this formulation,we startedat vertexj and lookedat the last
decisionmade.The last decisionwas to use one of the edges{k,j),k G Pj.
In a sense,we are lookingbackward on the i to j path.
\342\226\241

Example5.13[0/1knapsack]Lookingbackward on the sequenceof
decisions

we seethat
xi,X2,---,xn,

-

fj(y) = max {/j_i(2/),
fj-i(y wj) + pj}
wherefj(y) is the value of an optimalsolutionto KNAP(1,j,y).

(5.4)
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Thevalue of an optimalsolutiontoKNAP(1,n, m) is fn(m). Equation5.4
can be solved by beginningwith /o(y) = 0 for all y, y > 0,and /o(y) = oo,
for all y, y < 0. Fromthis, /i, /2,
/n can be successivelyobtained.
\342\200\224

\342\226\241

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

The solutionmethodoutlined in Examples5.12
and 5.13
may indicate
lookat all possible
decisionsequences
to obtain an optimal
decisionsequenceusing dynamic programming.This is not the case.
Because of the use of the principle
of optimality, decision
sequences
containing
are
that
subsequences
suboptimalare not considered.Although the total
numberof different decisionsequences
is exponential
in the numberof
d
thereare
choices
f
or
each
of
the
n
decisions
to bemadethen there
(if
decisionsequences),
are dn possible
dynamic programmingalgorithmsoften
have a polynomial complexity.
Another importantfeatureof the dynamic programmingapproachis that
are retainedsoas to avoid recomputing
optimalsolutionsto subproblems
their values. The use of thesetabulatedvalues makesit natural to recast
the recursiveequationsinto an iterative algorithm.Most of the dynamic
programmingalgorithmsin this chapterare expressedin this way.
The remainingsectionsof this chapterapply dynamic programmingto a
shouldhelpyou understandthe method
variety of problems.Theseexamples
betterand alsorealizethe advantageof dynamic programmingover explicitly
enumeratingalldecisionsequences.
that one has to

decisions

EXERCISES
1.The principleof optimality doesnot

hold for every problemwhose

solutioncan be viewed as the result of a sequenceof decisions.
Find
two problemsfor which the principledoesnot hold.Explainwhy the

principledoesnot hold for theseproblems.
2. Forthe graph of Figure5.1,find the shortestpath betweenthe nodes
1 and 2. Usethe recurrencerelationsderived in Examples5.10and

5.13.

5.2 MULTISTAGEGRAPHS
multistagegraph G = (V, E) is a directedgraph in which the verticesare
partitionedinto k > 2 disjointsets Vi, 1< i < k. In addition,if {u,v) is an
edgein E, then u G Vi and v G Vi+\\ for somei,1< i < k. Thesets V\\ and
are such that |Vi|= \\V^\\ = 1.Let s and t, respectively, be the verticesin
and t the sink. Let c(i,j)be the cost
V\\ and Vfc. The vertex s is the source,
of edge(i,j).Thecostof a path from s to t is the sum of the costsof the
edgeson the path. The multistagegraph problem is to find a minimum-cost
A

Vfc
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Figure5.1Graph for Exercise2 (Section5.1)
s to t. Each set Vi defines a stagein the graph. Becauseof the
constraintson E, every path from s to t starts in stage 1,goesto stage2,
then to stage3, then to stage4, and soon, and eventually terminatesin
stagek. Figure5.2shows a five-stagegraph.A minimum-costs to t path is
indicatedby the brokenedges.
can be formulatedas multistagegraph problems.We give
Many problems
only one example.Considera resourceallocationproblemin which n units
of resourceare to be allocatedto r projects.
If j, 0 < j < n, units of the
resourceare allocatedto projecti, then the resultingnet profit is N(i,j).
Theproblemis to allocatethe resourceto the r projects
in such a way as to
maximizetotal net profit. This problemcan be formulated as an r + 1stage
graph problemas follows. Stagei, 1< i < r, representsprojecti. Thereare
n +1verticesV(i,j),0 < j < n, associated
with stagei, 2 < i < r. Stages1
and r + 1eachhave one vertex,V(l, 0) = s and V(r+ 1,n) = t, respectively.
VertexV(i,j),2 < i < r, representsthe state in which a total of j units
1. The edgesin G
of resourcehave beenallocatedto projects
,i
<
1<
are of the form (V(i,j),
f
or
all
I
and
i < r. The edge
+
V(i 1,1)}
j
+ 1,0))J ^ ') is assigneda weight or cost of N(i,l j) and
{V(i,j),V(i
to allocatingI j units of resourceto projecti, 1< i < r. In
corresponds
addition,G has edgesof the type (V(r,j),
V(r + l,n)).Each such edgeis
Theresultinggraph for a threeassigneda weight of maxo<p<n_j{iV(r,p)}.
n
with
=\"4
is
in
shown
projectproblem
Figure5.3.It shouldbe easy to see
that an optimalallocationof resourcesis defined by a maximumcost s to
t path. This is easily convertedinto a minimum-costproblemby changing
the sign of all the edgecosts.
path from

1,2,...
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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V3

V4

V5

Figure5.2Five-stagegraph
dynamic programmingformulation for a A;-stagegraph problemis
by first noticing that every s to t path is the result of a sequence
of k 2 decisions.
The ith decisioninvolves determiningwhich vertex in
Vi+i, 1< i < k 2,is to be on the path- It is easy to seethat the principle
of optimality holds.
Let p(i,j)be a minimum-costpath from vertexj in Vi
to vertex t. Let cost(i,j)
be the costof this path. Then, usingthe forward
A

obtained

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

approach,we obtain

cost(i,j)=

min

{c(j,l)+ cost(i+ 1,1)}

(5-5)

Since,cost(k l,j) = c(j,t)if (j,t) 22 and cost(k l,j) = oo if
by first computingcost(k 2, j)
(5.5)may be solved for cost(l,s)
for all j G Vfc_2, then
3,j) for all j 6 Vfc_3, and soon, and finally
cost(l,s).Trying this out on the graph of Figure5.2,we obtain
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\302\243

\342\200\224

{j,t)\302\243E,

cost(k\342\200\224

cosi(3,6)=
=
cosi(3,7)=
=

min

coai(4,10)}
{6+ cost(4,9),5+

7
min

+ cosi(4,10)}
{4+ co5i(4,9),3

5
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V(2,4)

V(3,4)

X = max{A?(3,0),N(3,l)}
Y= max{iV(3,0),iV(3,l),iV(3,2)}

to a three-project
problem
Figure5.3Four-stagegraph corresponding

5.2.MULTISTAGE GRAPHS
cosi(3,8)=
=
cost{2,2)

261

7
min
7

6),2 + cosi(3,
{4+ cosi(3,
7), 1+cosi(3,8)}
=
cosi(2,3)= 9
= 18
= 15
+ coat(2,4),
+ coat(2,3),3
cost(l,l)= min {9+ cost(2,2),7
cos\302\243(2,4)
cos\302\243(2,5)

2+

= 16

cosi(2,5)}

Note that in the calculationof

we have reusedthe values of
cost(2,2),
and
and
so
avoided
their recomputation.A
6),cost(3,
7),
minimum cost s to t path has a cost of 16.This path can be determined
easily if we recordthe decisionmadeat eachstate (vertex). Let d(i,j)be
the value of I (whereI is a node) that minimizesc(j,l)+ cost(i+ 1,1)
(see
ForFigure5.2we obtain
Equation5.5).
cos\302\243(3,8)

cos\302\243(3,

d(3,6) ==== 10; d(3,7) === 10; d(3,8) == 10;
7;
d(2,3) 6; d(2,4) 8; d(2,5)
rf(2,2)
==
=

d(l,l)

2

Let the minimum-costpath be s =

It is easy to see
1,=V2, i>3, Vk-\\,t.
= d(l,l)= 2,w3 = d(2.d(l,l))
=
and
v4
7,
d(3,d(2,d(l,l)))=
=
10.
d(3,7)
Beforewritingan algorithmto solve (5.5)for a generalfc-stage graph, let
us imposean orderingon the verticesin V. This orderingmakesit easier
to write the algorithm.We requirethat the n verticesin V are indexed1
through n. Indicesare assignedin orderof stages.First,s is assignedindex
1,then verticesin V2 are assignedindices,then verticesfrom V3, and soon.
Vertext has indexn. Hence,indicesassignedto verticesin V^+i are bigger
than thoseassignedto verticesin Vj (seeFigure5.2).As a result of this
1.
indexingscheme,costand d can be computedin the order 1,n
The first subscriptin cost,p, and d only identifies the stagenumberand is
is FGraph
omittedin the algorithm.Theresultingalgorithm,in pseudocode,
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

that v2

\342\200\224

n\342\200\224

2,...,

(Algorithm 5.1).
The complexityanalysis of the function FGraph is fairly straightforward.
If G is represented
then r in line 9 of Algorithm 5.1
by its adjacencylists,
to the degreeof vertexj. Hence,if G has
can be found in timeproportional
of line 7 is @(\\V\\ + \\E\\). Thetime
\\E\\ edges,then the timefor the for loop
for the for loopof line 16is @(k). Hence,the totaltimeis Q(\\V\\ + \\E\\). In
addition to the spaceneededfor the input, spaceis neededfor cost[],d[],
and p[ ].
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1 AlgorithmFGraph(Gr,k,n,p)
The input is a fc-stage graph G = (V, E) with n vertices
// indexed
in orderof stages.
E is a set of edgesand c[i,j]
//

2
3
4
5
6

// is the costof (i,j)-p[l:k] is a minimum-costpath.
{

7

cost[n]:= 0.0;
for j := n 1to 1 step do
{ // Computecost[j].
Let r be a vertexsuch that (j,r) is an edge
of G and c[?,r] + cost[r]is minimum;
\342\200\224

\342\200\2241

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

:=c[j,r]+ cost[r\\\\
cost{j]

}

d|j]:=r;

// Find a minimum-costpath.

}

:= 1;p[k] :=n;
p[l]
for j :=2 to k - 1do p[j]:=d[p|>'- 1]];

to the forward
corresponding
Algorithm5.1Multistagegraph pseudocode

approach

The multistagegraph problemcan alsobe solved using the backward
approach.Let bp(i,j)be a minimum-costpath from vertex s to a vertexj
in V{. Let boost(i,j)
be the costof bp(i,j).Fromthe backward approachwe
obtain

= min {bcost(i1,1)
bcost(i,j)
+c(l,j)}
\342\200\224

(5.6)

= oo if
= c(l,j) if (l,j) G and bcoat(2,j)
Sincebcost(2,j)
can be computedusing (5.6) by first computingfrcosi for i = 3,
bcost(i,j)
=
then for i 4, and soon.Forthe graph of Figure5.2,we obtain
\302\243

bcost(3,6)=

min

(l,j)\302\243\302\243,

+ c(2,6),bcost(2,3)
+ c(3,6)}
{bcost(2,2)

= min {9+ 4,7+ 2}
= 9
6cosi(3,7)= 11
= 10
6cosi(3,8)
6cosi(4,9)= 15
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= 14
bcost(4,10)
= 16
6coat(4,11)
= 16
6co^(5,12)
The corresponding
to obtain a minimum-cost
algorithm,in pseudocode,
t path is BGraph (Algorithm 5.2).The first subscripton bcost,p, and
d areomittedfor the samereasonsas before.This algorithmhas the same
complexity as FGraph provided G is now represented
by its inverse adjacency
lists(i.e.,
for eachvertexv we have a list of verticesw suchthat (w, v) G E).

s

\342\200\224

1 AlgorithmBGraph(G,k, n,p)

2
3
4
5
6

// Samefunction
{

7

8
9

as FGraph

:=0.0;
bcost[l]
for j := 2 to n do
{ // Computebcost[j],

Let r be such that (r,j)is an edgeof
G and bcost[r]+ c[r,j]is minimum;
bcost\\j]:= bcost[r]+c[r,j];

10
d\\j] := r;
11 }
12
a minimum-costpath.
// Find
:
=
13
1;p[k] := n;
p[l]
14
for j := 1to 2 do p[j]:=d[p[;+ 1]];
15 }
A;

-

to
corresponding
Algorithm5.2Multistagegraph pseudocode

backward

approach

It shouldbe easy to seethat both FGraph and BGraph work correctlyeven

a moregeneralized
version of multistagegraphs.In this generalization,
the graph is permittedto have edges(u,v) such that u G Vi,v G Vj, and
on

Kj.

Note:In the pseudocodes
is set to oo for
FGraph and BGraph, boost(i,j)
E.
When
these
one
any (i,j)0
pseudocodes, coulduse the
programming

maximumallowablefloating point numberfor oo.If the weight of any such
edgeis addedto someother costs,a floating point overflow might occur.
Careshouldbe taken to avoid such overflows.
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EXERCISES
1.Find a minimum-costpath from s to

t in

the multistagegraph of

Figure5-4. Do this first using the forward approachand then using
the backward approach.

Figure5.4Multistagegraph for Exercise1

2. Refine Algorithm 5.1into a program.Assume that G is represented
of your codeusingsuitable
Testthe correctness
by its adjacencylists.
graphs.
3. ProgramAlgorithm 5.1.Assume that G is an array G[l : e, 1 : 3].
Each edge(i,j),i < j, of G is storedin G[q], for someq and G[q, 1]=
i, G[q,2]= j, and <G[q,3] = costof edge(i,j)-Assume that G[q,1]<
G[q + 1,1]for 1 q < e, where e is the number of edgesin the
of your function using suitable
multistagegraph.Testthe correctness
multistagegraphs.What is the timecomplexity of your function?

4. ProgramAlgorithm 5.2for the multistagegraph problemusing the
backward approach.Assume that the graph is representedusing
inverse adjacencylists.
Testits correctness.What is its complexity?

5. Do Exercise4 usingthe graph representationof Exercise3. This time,
for 1< q < e.
however, assumethat G[q,2] < G[q + 1,2]
6-

Extendthe discussion
of this sectionto directedacyclicgraphs(dags).
vertices
t
he
o
f
a dag are numberedsothat all edgeshave the
Suppose
form {i,j),
i < j- What changes,if any, needto bemadeto Algorithm

5.1to find

the length of the longestpath from vertex 1 to vertexn?
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7. [W. Miller] Show that BGraphl computesshortestpaths for directed
acyclic graphs represented
by adjacencylists(insteadof inverse
lists as in BGraph).
adjacency

1 AlgorithmBGraphl(G,
n)
{
:=0.0;
bcost[l]
for j := 2 to n do bcost{j]:= oo;
for j :=1to n 1do

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224

7

8

}

for eachr such that (j,r)is an edgeof G do
+ c\\j,r]);
bcost[r]:=mm(bcost[r],bcost[j]

Note:Thereis a possibility of a floating point overflow in this function.
In such casesthe programshouldbe suitably modified.

5.3

ALL-PAIRSSHORTESTPATHS

Let G =

(V, E) be a directedgraph with n vertices. Let costbe a cost
= 0, 1 < i < n. Then cost(i,j)
adjacencymatrixfor G such that cost(i,i)
= oo if
of
if
is the length (or cost) edge{i,j) (i,j)G E(G) and cost(i,j)
and
is
i 7^ j
(i,j)0 E(G).The all-pairsshortest-pathproblem to determine
a matrixA such that A(i,j)is the length of a shortestpath from i to j.
The matrixA can be obtainedby solving n single-source
problemsusing
the algorithmShortestPathsof Section4.8.Since eachapplicationof this
procedurerequires0{n2)time,the matrixA can beobtainedin 0(n3)time.
We obtain an alternate0(nA) solutionto this problemusing the principle
of optimality. Our alternatesolutionrequiresa weaker restrictionon edge
coststhan requiredby ShortestPaths.Rather than requirecost(i,j)> 0,
for every edge (i,j),we only requirethat G have no cycles with negative
length. Note that if we allow G to containa cycle of negativelength, then
the shortestpath betweenany two verticeson this cycle has length
Let us examinea shortesti to j path in G, i ^ j. This path originates
at vertexi and goesthroughsomeintermediate
vertices(possibly none) and
terminatesat vertex j. We can assumethat this path contains no cycles
for if thereis a cycle,then this can be deletedwithout increasingthe path
vertex on this
length (no cycle has negativelength). If k is an intermediate
shortestpath, then the subpathsfrom i to k and from k to j must beshortest
paths from i to k and k to j, respectively.Otherwise,the i to j path is not
of minimum length. So,the principleof optimality holds.
This alertsus to
the prospectof usingdynamic programming.
If k is the intermediate
vertex
with highestindex,then the i to k path is a shortesti to k path in G going
through no vertex with indexgreaterthan k 1.Similarly the k to j path
is a shortestk to j path in G goingthrough no vertexof indexgreaterthan
\342\200\224oo.

\342\200\224
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1. We can regardthe constructionof a shortesti to j path as first
requiringa decisionas to which is the highest indexedintermediatevertex
k. Oncethis decisionhas beenmade,we needto find two shortestpaths,
one from i to k and the otherfrom k to j. Neitherof thesemay gothrougha
vertex with indexgreaterthan k 1.UsingAk(i, j) to representthe length
of a shortestpath from i to j goingthrough no vertexof indexgreaterthan
k, we obtain
k

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

min {Ak~\\i,k) + Ak~\\k,j)},cost(i,
A(i,j)= min {l<k<n
j)}

=

1 < i < n, 1 < j < n.
cost{i,j),

(5.7)

can obtain
a recurrencefor Ak(i,j) using an argumentsimilarto that used before.A
shortestpath from to j goingthrough no vertex higherthan k eithergoes
throughvertexk or it doesnot.If it does,Ak(i,j) = Ak~1(i,k) + Ak~l (k,j).
If it does
vertexhas indexgreaterthan
Hence
not; then no intermediate
=
w
e
Ak{i,j) Ak~1(i,j).
Combining, get
Clearly,

A\302\260(i,j)

We

%

k\342\200\2241.

{Ak-\\i,j),Ak~l{i,k)+ Ak-\\k,j)},k>\\

Ak(i,j) = mm

(5.8)

Thefollowing exampleshows that (5.8)is not true for graphswith cycles of
negativelength.

Example5.14Figure5.5shows a digraphtogetherwith its matrixA0. For
this graph A2(l,3) minjA^l, 3), A1 {1,2)
+ Al{2,3)}= 2.Insteadwe see
= -00.The length of the path
that A2(l,3)
7^

1,2,1,2,1,2,...,1,2,3
can bemadearbitrarily small.This is sobecauseof the presenceof the cycle
121which has a length of
\342\200\2241.

\342\226\241

Recurrence(5.8) can be solved for An by first computingA1, then A2,
then A3, and soon.Sincethereis no vertex in G with indexgreaterthan n,
A(i,j)= An(i,j).FunctionAllPaths computesAn(i,j).The computation
is done inplaceso the superscripton A is not needed. The reasonthis
computationcan be carriedout in-placeis that Ak(i,k) = Ak~l{i,k)and
Hence,when Ak is formed,the kth columnand row do
Ak(k,j) = Ak~1(k,j).
in line 11of Algorithm
not change.Consequently,when Ak(i, j) is computed
=
=
=
5.3,A{i,k) Ak~l(i,k) Ak{i,k)and A{kJ) Ak~1{k,j)= Ak{k,j).So,
the old values on which the new values are baseddo not changeon this
iteration.
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-2

0 1
-2 0
oo oo

oo
1

0

Figure5.5Graph with negativecycle

0 Algorithm
A, n)
1 // cost[l: n, 1: n] is the costadjacencymatrixof a graph with
2 // n vertices;A[i, j] is the costof a shortestpath from vertex
= 0.0,for 1< i < n.
3 // i to vertexj. cost[i,i]
4 {
5
for i := 1to n do
6
for j := 1to n do
7
^[^ j] :=cost[i,j];
// Copy into A.
8
for /c := 1to n do
9
for i :=1 to n do
10
for j :=1to n do
11
A[i,j]:=mm(A[i,j],A[i,k]+A[k,j]);
12 }
AIIPaths(cos\302\243,

cos\302\243

Algorithm5.3Functionto computelengthsof shortestpaths
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Example5.15The graph of Figure 5.6(a) has the cost matrix of

5.6(b).The initial A matrix,

Figure

A^l\\

A^2\\

plus its values after 3 iterations
and A^ are given in Figure5.6.
A(\302\260\\

\342\226\241

1 2 3
1 0 4 11
2 6 0 2
3 3
0

A0

OO

(a)Exampledigraph

A1

1

2
3

(C)A1

(b)A\302\260

1 2 3
1 0 4 6
2 6 0 2
3 3 7 0

A2

(d)A2

1 2 3
0 4 11
6 0 2
3 7 0

A3

1

2

3

1

0

4

6

2

5

0

2

3

3

7

0

(e)A3

Figure5.6Directedgraph and associatedmatrices
Let M = max {cost(i,j)\\(i,j)
6 E(G)}.It is easy to seethat An(ij) <
1)M.Fromthe working of AllPaths, it is clearthat if (i,j) E(G)
and i ^ j, then we can initializecost(i,j)to any number greaterthan
(n \\)M (rather than the maximumallowablefloating point number). If,
at termination,
A(i,j)> (n 1)M,then thereis no directedpath from i to
j in G.Even for this choiceof oo,careshouldbe taken to avoid any floating
point overflows.
Thetimeneededby AllPaths (Algorithm 5.3)is especiallyeasy to
becausethe loopingis independentof the data in the matrixA. Line
11is iteratedn3 times,and sothe time for AllPaths is @(n3). An exercise

(n

-

\302\243

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

determine

examinesthe extensions
neededtoobtainthe i to j paths with theselengths.
Somespeedupcan beobtainedby noticingthat the innermostfor loopneed
be executedonly when A(i,k) and A(k,j) are not equal to oo.
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EXERCISES
1. (a) Doesthe recurrence(5.8)hold for the graph of Figure5.7?Why?

Figure5.7Graph for Exercise1
doesEquation5.8not hold for graphswith cyclesof negative
length?
2. Modify the function AllPaths so that a shortestpath is output for each
of the
pairof vertices(i, j). What are the timeand spacecomplexities
new algorithm?
3. Let A be the adjacencymatrixof a directedgraph G. Define the
transitiveclosureA+ of A to be a matrixwith the property A+ (i,j)= 1
iff G has a directedpath, containingat leastone edge,from vertex i
to vertexj. A+(i, j) 0 otherwise.The reflexive transitiveclosureA*
is a matrixwith the property A*(i,j)= 1 iff G has a path, containing
(b)

Why

\342\200\224

zeroor moreedges,from
(a) Obtain A+ and

A*

i to

j. A*(i,j)= 0 otherwise.

for the directedgraph of Figure

5.8.

Figure5.8Graph for Exercise3
(b) Let Ak(i, j) = 1iff thereis a path with zeroor moreedgesfrom i
to j goingthrough no vertex of indexgreaterthan k. Define A0
in termsof the adjacencymatrixA.
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1

(c) Obtain a recurrencebetweenAk and Ak similarto (5.8).Use
the logicaloperatorsor and and ratherthan min and +.
(d) Write an algorithm,using the recurrenceof part (c), to find A*.
Your algorithmcan use only 0(n2)space.
What is its time
complexity?

A+ = A x A*, wherematrixmultiplicationis defined
as A+(i,j)= Vl=1(A{i,k)
A A*(k,j)).The operationV is the
o
r
a
nd
the
HenceA+
logical operation, A
logicalandoperation.
be
from
A*.
computed
may

(e) Show that

5.4 SINGLE-SOURCESHORTESTPATHS:
GENERALWEIGHTS

the single-source
We now consider
shortestpath problemdiscussed
in

Section

4.8when someorall of the edgesof the directedgraph G may have negative
length. ShortestPaths(Algorithm 4.14)doesnot necessarily
give the correct
resultson such graphs. To see this, considerthe graph of Figure5.9.Let
v = 1 be the sourcevertex.Referringback to Algorithm 4.14,
sincen = 3,
the loopof lines 12to 22 is iteratedjust once. Also u = 3 in lines 15and
16,and sono changesare madeto dist[]. The algorithmterminateswith
= 5. The shortestpath from 1 to 3 is 1,2,3.This
dist[2]= 7 and
path has length 2,which is lessthan the computedvalue of
cfo\302\243[3]

gKs\302\243[3].

Figure5.9Directedgraph with a negative-lengthedge
When negative edgelengths are permitted,we requirethat the graph
have no cycles of negativelength. This is necessaryto ensure that shortest
For example,
in the graph of Figure
paths consistof a finite numberof edges.
The
the length of the shortestpath from vertex 1 to vertex 3 is
length of the path

5.5,

\342\200\224oo.

1,2,1,2,1,2,---,1,2,3

can be madearbitrarily smallas was shown in Example5.14.
When there are no cycles of negativelength, there is a shortestpath
betweenany two verticesof an n-vertexgraph that has at most n 1edges
\342\200\224
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it. To seethis, note that

a path that has morethan n 1 edgesmust
repeatat leastone vertex and hencemust contain a cycle.Eliminationof
the cycles from the path resultsin another path with the samesourceand
destination.This path is cycle-free
and has a length that is no morethan
that of the originalpath, as the length of the eliminated
cycles was at least
zero. We can use this observationon the maximumnumberof edgeson a
shortestpath to obtainan algorithmto determinea shortestpath
cycle-free
from a sourcevertex to all remainingverticesin the graph. As in the case
of ShortestPaths(Algorithm4.14),
we computeonly the length, dist[u],
of
the shortestpath from the sourcevertex v to u. An exerciseexaminesthe
extensionneededto constructthe shortestpaths.
Let disr[u]be the length of a shortestpath from the sourcevertex v
to vertex u under the constraintthat the shortestpath containsat most I
= cost[v,u],
1< u < n. As noted earlier,when there
edges.Then, distl[u]
are no cycles of negativelength, we can limit our searchfor shortestpaths
to paths with at most n
1 edges.Hence,distn~l[u] is the length of an
unrestrictedshortestpath from v to u.
Our goal then is to computedistn~1[u]for all u. This can be done
using the dynamic programmingmethodology.First, we makethe following
observations:
on

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1.If the shortestpath from v to u with
morethan k

\342\200\224

at most k, k

1edges,then distk[u] distk~l[u\\.

> 1,edgeshas no

\342\200\224

2. If the shortestpath from

v

to u with at most k, k

> 1,edgeshas

edges,then it is madeup of a shortestpath from v to some
vertex j followed by the edge{j,u).The path from v to j has k 1
All verticesi such that the edge
edges,and its length is distk~l[j].
in
is
the
f
or j. Sincewe areinterestedin a
arecandidates
graph
(i,u)
shortestpath, the i that minimizesdistk~1[i]+ cost[i,
u] is the correct
exactlyk

\342\200\224

value for

j.

Theseobservationsresult in the following recurrencefor dist:
min {distk~l[i\\+
distk[u] = min {distk~1[u],
i

This recurrence
can be used to computedistk from

n

\342\200\224

1.

cost[i,u]}}

3,...

for k 2,
dist1'-1,
\342\200\224

,

Example5.16Figure5.10gives a seven-vertexgraph, togetherwith the
,6.Thesearrays were computedusing the equation
arrays distk,k =
just given. For instance,distk[l]= 0 for all k since1 is the sourcenode.
= 6, dist1
Also, dist1^]
[3] = 5, and distx[A] = 5, sincethereare edgesfrom

1,...
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1 to thesenodes.Thedistancedistl\\\\ is oo for the nodes5,6,and 7 since
thereare no edgesto thesefrom 1.
+ cost[i,
[2],mhij distl[i]
dist2[2]== min {dist1
2]}
min {6,0
+ 6,5 2,5+ oo,oo + oo,oo + oo,oo + oo}= 3
\342\200\224

Herethe terms0 + 6,5 2, 5 + oo,oo + oo,oo + oo,and oo + oo correspond
choiceof i = 1,3,4,5,6,and 7, respectively.Therest of the entriesare
computedin an analogousmanner.
\342\200\224

to a

\342\226\241

disf*[1..7]
k

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0 6 5 5

2
3
4
5
6

0
0
0
0
0

(a) A directedgraph

3 3
1 3
1 3
1 3
1 3

5
5
5
5
5

\302\260\302\260

5
2
0
0
0

OO

4
4
4
4
4

OO

OO

7

5
3
3

(b)distk

Figure5.10Shortestpaths with negativeedgelengths
exerciseshows that if we use the samememory locationdist[u] for
,n
1,then the final value of dist[u] is stilldistn~l[u\\.
distk[u],k =
this
fact
and
the
recurrencefor distshown above, we arrive at the
Using
of Algorithm 5.4 to computethe length of the shortestpath
pseudocode
from vertex v to eachothervertex of the graph. This algorithmis referred
to as the Bellmanand Fordalgorithm.
Each iterationof the for loopof lines 7 to 12takes0(n2)time if
matricesare used and O(e) time if adjacencylistsare used.Heree
is Ofa3) when
is the numberof edgesin the graph.The overall complexity
adjacencymatricesare used and 0(ne)when adjacencylistsare used.The
of the shortest-pathalgorithmcan be reducedby
observedcomplexity
that if none of the distvalues changeon one iterationof the for loop
of lines 7 to 12,then none will change on successive
iterations. So,this
loopcan be rewritten to terminateeitherafter n 1 iterationsor after the
An

1,...
\342\200\224

adjacency

noting

\342\200\224
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1 AlgorithmBe\\\\manFord(v, cost,dist,n)
shortest
// Single-source/all-destinations
// paths with negativeedgecosts
{
for i :=1to n do // Initializedist.
dist[i]:=cost[v,
for k := 2 to n 1do
7

2
3
4
5
6

-

8
9

\342\200\242/,'];

and u has
for eachu such that
at leastone incomingedgedo
for each(i,u) in the graph do
\302\253/\302\273

10
11
12
13 }

if dist[u] > dist[i]
then
+ cost[i,u]

+ cost[i,u];
dist[u]:= dist[i]

Algorithm5.4Bellmanand Fordalgorithmto computeshortestpaths
iterationin which no distvalues are changed,whichever occursfirst.
Another possibility is to maintain a queue of verticesi whose distvalues
changedon the previousiterationof the for loop.Theseare the only values

first

for i that need to be considered
in line 10during the next iteration.When
a queueof thesevalues is maintained,we can rewritethe loopof lines 7 to
12sothat on eachiteration,a vertex i is removed from the queue,and the
distvalues of all verticesadjacentfrom i are updatedas in lines and 12.
Verticeswhosedistvahies decreaseas a result of this areaddedto the end
of the queue unless they are already on
The loopterminateswhen the
of
queue becomesempty. Thesetwo strategiesto improve the performance
in the exercises.
Otherstrategiesfor improving
BellmanFord areconsidered

11

it.

arediscussedin References
and Readings.
performance

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Find the shortestpaths from node1 to every othernodein the graph
of Figure5.11
usingthe Bellmanand Fordalgorithm.
2. Provethe correctnessof BellmanFord (Algorithm 5.4).Note that

this
of the
algorithmdoesnot faithfully implementthe computation
for distk.In fact, for k < n 1,the distvalues following iteration
k of the for loop
of lines 7 to 12may not be distk.
recurrence

\342\200\224

3.Transform BellmanFord into a program.Assume that
represented

graphsare
usingadjacencylistsin which eachnodehas an additionalfield
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Figure5.11Graph for Exercise1
calledcostthat gives the length of the edgerepresentedby that node.
As a result of this, there is no costadjacencymatrix.Generatesome
test graphs and test the correctness
of your program.

4. Rewritethe algorithm BellmanFord sothat the loopof lines 7 to 12
terminateseitherafter n 1 iterationsor after the first iterationin
which no distvalues are changed,whichever occursfirst.
5. Rewrite BellmanFord by replacingthe loopof lines 7 to 12with code
that uses a queueof verticesthat may potentially result in a reduction
of otherdistvertices.This queueinitially containsall verticesthat are
\342\200\224

iterationof the
adjacentfrom the sourcevertex v. On eachsuccessive
new loop,a vertex i is removed from the queue (unlessthe queue is
empty), and the distvalues to verticesadjacentfrom i are updatedas
in lines 11and 12of Algorithm 5.4.When the distvalue of a vertex
is reducedbecauseof this, it is addedto the queueunlessit is already
on the queue.
(a) Prove that the new algorithmproducesthe sameresultsas the
originalone.
of the new algorithmis no morethan
(b) Show that the complexity
that of the originalone.

6. Comparethe run-time performanceof the Bellmanand Ford

of the preceding
two exercises
and that of Algorithm 5.4.For
of
this, generatetest graphsthat will exposethe relativeperformances
the threealgorithms.
algorithms
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7. Modify algorithmBellmanFord sothat it obtainsthe shortestpaths, in
additionto the lengthsof thesepaths.What is the computingtimeof
your algorithm?

5.5

OPTIMAL BINARYSEARCHTREES (*)
for

( do )

('while)

( int )

(

if

\")

(while

(a)

Figure5.12Two possible
binary searchtrees
Given a fixed set of identifiers,we wish to createa binary searchtree
(seeSection2.3)organization.We may expectdifferent binary searchtrees
The
for the sameidentifier set to have different performance
characteristics.
in the worst case,requiresfour comparisons
to find
tree of Figure5.12(a),
an identifier,whereasthe tree of Figure5.12(b)
requiresonly three. On the
respectively.For
averagethe two treesneed 12/5and 11/5comparisons,
3,and 4 comparisons,
example,in the caseof tree (a), it takes1,2,2,
to find the identifiers for, do.while,int,and if. Thus the average
is 1+2+2+3+4_ j^ This calculationassumesthat
numberof comparisons
eachidentifieris searchedfor with equalprobability and that no unsuccessful
searches(i.e.,
searchesfor identifiers not in the tree) aremade.
In a generalsituation, we can expectdifferent identifiers to be searched
respectively,

for with different frequencies(or probabilities).
In addition,we can expect
unsuccessfulsearchesalso to be made. Let us assumethat the given set
of identifiers is
,an}with ai < 02 < < an. Let p(i) be the
which
we
with
searchfor Oj. Let q(i) be the probability that
probability
the identifier x being searchedfor is such that Oj < x < ai+i,0 < i < n
and an+\\ = +00).Then, X^o<i<n?(*)^s the probability of
(assumeoq =

{01,02,...

\342\200\22400

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
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= 1-Given this
an unsuccessfulsearch.Clearly, Yl,i<i<nP{^)+ So<i<n
</(*)
for {a\\,
data,we wish to constructan optimalbinary searclTtree
an}.
First, of course,we must be preciseabout what we mean by an optimal

02,...,

binary searchtree.

In obtaininga costfunction for binary searchtrees,it is useful to add a
fictitious nodein placeof every empty subtreein the searchtree. Suchnodes,
calledexternalnodes,are drawn squarein Figure5.13.
All othernodesare
internal nodes.If a binary searchtree representsn identifiers,then there

be exactlyn internal nodesand n + 1 (fictitious)externalnodes.Every
internal noderepresentsa point where a successfulsearchmay terminate.
Every externalnoderepresentsa point wherean unsuccessfulsearchmay
will

terminate.

(a)

Figure5.13Binary searchtreesof Figure5.12with externalnodesadded
If a successfulsearchterminatesat an internal nodeat level I,then I
of the while loopof Algorithm 2.5areneeded.Hence,the expected
costcontributionfrom the internal nodefor aj is p(i) * level (aj).
Unsuccessfulsearchesterminatewith t = 0
at an externalnode) in
algorithmISearch(Algorithm 2.5).The identifiers not in the binary search
tree can be partitionedinto n + 1 equivalenceclassesEi,0< i < n. The
classEq containsall identifiers x such that x < a\\. TheclassEi contains
all identifiers x such that aj < x < aj+i,1< i < n. TheclassEn contains
all identifiers x, x > an. It is easy to seethat for all identifiers in the same
classEi,the searchterminatesat the sameexternalnode.Foridentifiers in
different Ei the searchterminatesat different externalnodes.
If the failure
iterations

(i.e.,
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node for Ei is at level Z, then only I 1 iterationsof the while loopare
made.Hence,the costcontributionof this node is q(i) * (level(Ei) 1).
The precedingdiscussion
leadsto the following formula for the expected
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

costof a binary searchtree:

-

J2 p(i) * level{a,i)+ Y^ q{i)* {level(Ei) 1)
l<i<n
0<i<n
We definean optimalbinary searchtreefor the identifier set {a\\,
to be a binary searchtree for which (5.9) is minimum.

(5.9)

02,...
,an}

Example5.17The possible
binary searchtreesfor the identifier set (ai,
=
are
With equal probabilities
if,
while)
02^3)
given if Figure 5.14.
(do,
=
=
for
all
we
have
i,
p(i) q(i) 1/7
cost(treea) = 15/7 cost(treeb) = 13/7
c) = 15/7 cost(treed) = 15/7
cosi(tree
e) = 15/7
cost(tiee
As expected,tree b is optimal. With p(l) = .5,p(2) =
q(0) = .15,
q(l) = .1,q(2) = .05and g(3) = .05we have

cost(treea) = 2.65 cost(treeb)
1.5 cost(treed)

cost(tveec) =
e) =
co.s\302\243(tree

1.6

==
==

.1,p(3) = .05,

1.9

2.05

For instance,cost(treea) can be computedas follows. The contribution
from successfulsearches
is 3 * 0.5+
+0.05 1.75and the contribution
from unsuccessfulsearchesis 3 *
+ 3 * + 2 * 0.05+ 0.05= 0.90.All
the othercostscan alsobecalculatedin a similarmanner.Treec is optimal
with this assignmentof p'sand

2*0.1
0.15 0.1
g's.

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

To apply dynamic programmingto the problemof obtainingan optimal
of such a tree as the
binary searchtree, we need to view the construction
result of a sequenceof decisionsand then observethat the principleof optimality holdswhen appliedto the problemstate resultingfrom a decision.
A possible
approachto this would be to makea decisionas to which of the
should
be assignedto the rootnodeof the tree. If we choosea^, then
aj's
it is clearthat the internal nodesfor a\\,
afc_i as well as the external
nodesfor the classesEq, Ei
E^-iwill liein the left subtreeI of the root.

,...,

a?,...,

level(aj)+

^ q(i)

The remainingnodeswill be in the right subtreer. Define

cost(l)=

^ p(i)
Ki<k

*

0<i<k

*

(level(\302\243j)

- 1)
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while
if

^

if

do

\342\226\241

(while

)

do

\342\226\241

(b)

(a)

do
while

(c)

(d)

binary searchtrees for the
Figure5.14Possible

while}

(e)
identifier set

{do,if,
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and

cost(r)= ^2 P(0* level(aj)+ J^ q(i) * (level(-Ej) 1)
\342\200\224

k<i<n

k<i<n

In both casesthe level is measuredby regardingthe root of the respective
subtreeto be at level 1.

(

ak

)

I

r

Figure5.15An optimalbinary searchtree with root a^
Usingw(i,j)to representthe sum q(i) + X];=i+i(9(0
+p(0)>we obtain
the following as the expectedcostof the searchtree (Figure5.15):

-

+ cost(r)+ w(0,k 1) + w(k,n)
p(k) + cost(l)
(5.10)
If the tree is optimal,then (5.10)
must be minimum. Hence,cost(l)
must be minimum over allbinary searchtreescontaininga\\,
a,k-iand
Eq,E\\, Eie_i. Similarly cost(r)must be minimum. If we use c(i,j)to
representthe costof an optimalbinary searchtreetij containingaj+i,...
,a,j
and E{,...,Ej,
then for the tree to be optimal,we must have cost(I) =
c(0,k 1) and cost(r)= c(k,n).In addition,k must be chosensuch that

02,...,

...,

\342\200\224

-1)

+ c(k,n) + w(0,k
p(k) + c(0,k
is minimum.Hence,for c(0,n) we obtain

- 1) + w(k,n)

k- 1) +c(k,n)+ p(k) +w(0,k-l) + w(k,n)} (5.11)
min {c(0,
c(0,n)=l<fe<n
We

can generalize(5.11)
to obtain for any

c(i,j) =

i<k<j{c(i,
min

k

\342\200\224

c(i,j)

1) +c(k,j)+ p(k) + w(i, k

\342\200\224

1) + w(k,j)}
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mm {c(i,k1) +c(kj)}+w(i,j)
(5.12)
c(i,j) = i<k<]
can be solved for c(0,n)
Equation5.12
by first computingall c(i,j)such
that j i = 1 (note c(i,i)= 0 and w(i,i) = q(i), 0 < i < n). Next we
can computeall c(i,j)such that j i = 2, then all c(i,j)with j i = 3,
and so on.If during this computationwe recordthe root r(i,j)of eachtree
from theser(i,j).
Uj, then an optimalbinary searchtree can be constructed
Note that r(i,j)is the value of k that minimizes(5.12).
= (do,if, int, while).Let
5.18Let n = 4 and (01,02,03,04)
Example
=
=
:
:
and
Thep'sand g'shave been
p(l 4) (3,3,1,1) g(0 4) (2,3,1,1,1).
=0
for
convenience.
we
have
16
multipliedby
Initially,
w(i,i)= q(i),c(i,i)
and r(i,i)= 0,0 < i < 4. UsingEquation5.12
and the observationw(i,j)=
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

P(j)+ <l(j)+ w(i,j 1),we get
u>(0,l) =

c(0,l) =
r(0,l) =
iu(l,2)=
c(l,2) =
r(0,2) =
u;(2,3) =
c(2,3) =
r(2,3) =
u;(3,4) =
c(3,4) =
r(3,4) =

=8
p(l)+q{l)+w(0,0)

io(0,l)+min{c(0,0)+c(l,l)}
1

= 7
p(2) + <7(2)+ti>(l,l)
u;(l,2) + min {c(l,1) + c(2,2)}
2

= 3
p(3)+g(3)+u;(2,2)
+ c(3,3)}
w(2,3) + min {c(2,2)
3

= 3
p(4)+<7(4)+ti>(3,3)
+ min {c(3,
3) + c(4,4)}
io(3,4)
4

+ 1) and

+ 1),0 < < 4, we can again use Equation

io(i,
5.12to compute
w(i,i+ 2), c(i,i+ 2), and r(i,i+ 2), 0 < i < 3. This process
can be repeateduntil io(0,4),
c(0,4),and r(0,4)are obtained.The table
of Figure5.16
shows the resultsof this computation.Theboxin row i and
columnj shows the values of w(j, j +i), c(j,j+i) and r(j,j+i) respectively.
the
Knowing

i

\302\253

c(i,\302\253

The computationis carriedout by row from row 0 to row 4. From table
we see that c(0,4)= 32 is the minimum cost of a binary searchtree for
Theroot of tree is 0-2- Hence,the left subtreeis and
(01,02,03,04).
the right subtree^4- Tree has root a\\ and subtrees and t\\\\. Tree
and its right subtree
has root 03;its left subtreeis
Thus, with the
a
data in the tableit is possible
to reconstruct Figure5.17shows
\302\24304

\302\24301

\302\24300

\302\24301

\302\24322

\302\24324

\302\24334.

\302\243q4-

\302\243q4-
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0

4
w00 = 2 wu =3 W22 = 1 w33 = 1 w44 = 1
coo =0 cu = 0 c22 =0 c33=0 c44 = 0
=0 r22 =0 r33 =0 r44 = 0
roo =0
Woi = 8 w12 =7 w23 =3 w34 =3
c01 = 8 c12 =7 C23 =3 c34 = 3
= 1 r12 =2 ^23 =3 r34=4
'\"01
3

r\342\200\236

= 12W|3 = 9 w24 =5
c02 = 19 C,3 = 12 c24 = 8
r02 = 1 '\"13=2 r24 = 3

w02

= 14 W14 = 11
=
c03 25 c14= 19
^03 = 2 r14= 2

w03

= 16
=
c04 32
ro4 = 2

W04

Figure5.16Computationof c(0,4),
w(0,4),and r(0,4)

Figure5.17Optimalsearchtree for Example5.18
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The above exampleillustrateshow Equation 5.12
can be used to
the c'sand r's and alsohow to reconstructton knowing the r's.Let us
examinethe complexity
of this procedureto evaluatethe c'sand r's. The
evaluationproceduredescribedin the above examplerequiresus to compute
for (j i) =
,n in that order. When j i = m, thereare
c(i,j)
n
m + 1 c(i,
j)'sto compute.The computationof eachof thesec(i,j)'s
requiresus tofind the minimum of m quantities(seeEquation5.12).
Hence,
eachsuch c(i,j)can be computedin time 0(m). The total time for all
c(i,j)'swith j i = m is therefore0(nm m2).Thetotaltimeto evaluate
all the
is therefore
and
determine

1,2,...

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

r(\302\253,j)'s

c(\302\253,j)'s

-

Y^ {nm m2) =
l<m<n

0(n3)

can dobetterthan this usinga resultdue to D.E.Knuth whichshows
5.12can be found by limitingthe searchto
the range r(i,j 1) < k < r(i +
In this casethe computingtime
becomes0(n2)(seethe exercises).Thefunction OBST(Algorithm 5.5)uses
this result to obtain the values of w(i,j),r(i,j),and c(i,j),0 < i < j < n,
in 0(n2)time.Thetree ton can be constructed
from the values of r(i,j)in
time.The
for
this
is
left
as
an
exercise.
algorithm
0(n)
We

that the optimalk in Equation
\342\200\224

l,j).

EXERCISES
1.Usefunction OBST(Algorithm 5.5) to computew(i,j),r(i,j),and
= (cout,
identifier set (01,02,03,04)
c(i,j),0 < i < j < 4, for the
float,if, while) with p(l)= 1/20,p(2) = 1/5,p=(3) = 1/10,
p(4) =
=
=
=
and
1/20,q{0) 1/5,g(l) 1/10,q{2) 1/5,g(3) 1/20, g(4) =
1/20.Usingthe

2.

r(\302\253,j)'s,

constructthe optimalbinary searchtree.

(a) Show that the computingtimeof function OBST(Algorithm 5.5)
is 0(n2).

(b) Write an algorithmto constructthe optimalbinary searchtree
given the rootsr(i,j),0< i < j < n. Show that this can bedone
in

timeO(n).

3. Sinceoften only the approximatevalues of the p'sand g'sareknown, it

is perhapsjust as meaningfulto find a binary searchtreethat is nearly
optimal. That is,its cost,Equation 5.9,is almostminimalfor the
given p'sand g's.This exerciseexploresan 0(nlogn) algorithmthat
resultsin nearly optimalbinary searchtrees.Thesearchtreeheuristic
we use is
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1 AlgorithmOBST(p,q,n)
n distinctidentifiers a\\ < a,2 <
< an and probabilities
// Given1<
<
<
<
i
i
and
this
0
n,
n,
algorithm
computes
// p[i],
q[i],
for
identifiers
cost
o
f
searchtrees
the
b
inary
optimal
c[i,j]
//
t^
,
,
also
the
root
of
It
,
computes
r
[i,
ai+i,,
j
],
//
tij.
cij.
w[i,j] is the weight of tij.
//
7
{
8
for i := 0 to n 1do
9
{
10
// Initialize,
11
:=0.0;
w[i,i]:=q[i];r[i,i]:=0;c[i,i]
12
one
node
t
rees
with
// Optimal
13
+ l]+p[i+ l]i
w[i,i+ i\\:=q[i]+q[i
14
:=i
+
+
l;
r[i,i l]
15
+ l] :=q[i] + q[i + 1]+ p[i + 1];
16
}
:=0.0;
17
io[n,n] := q[n];r[n,n\\ := 0;c[n,n]
18
for m :=2 to n do // Find optimaltreeswith m nodes.
for i :=0 to n m do
19
20
{
21
j :=i + m;
22
:=io[i,j 1]+ p[j]+ q\\j]\\
2
3
4
5
6

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\224

c[\302\273,\302\273

\342\200\224

-

w;[\302\253',j]

Solve 5.12
usingKnuth's result.
k := Find(c,r, i,j);

//

23

24

in the range r[i,j 1]< I
// A value+ of I that
minimizes I
+

25

\342\200\224

26

\342\200\224

27
28
29
30

1,j]
c[i, 1]
+c[i,k- 1]+c[k,j]-,
c[i,j]:=w[i,j]
r[i,j]:=fc;
//<?'[\302\253

}

write

(c[0,n],
w[0,n],r[0,n]);

31 }
1 AlgorithmFind(c, j)
2 ^
3
min :=oo;
4
for m :=r[i,j 1]to r[i+ 1,j] do
if (c[i,m 1]+c[m,
5
j]) < mm then
6
{
mm :=c[i,m 1]+c[m,,7'];I :=m;
7
8
}
9
returnI;
10 }
r,\302\253,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Algorithm5.5Findinga minimum-costbinary searchtree

c[l,j];
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Choosethe root

such that \\w(0, k 1) w(k,n)\\ is as
smallas possible.
Repeat this procedureto find the left and
right subtreesof the root.
k

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

(a) Using this heuristic,obtain the resulting binary searchtree for
the data of Exercise1.What is its cost?
(b) Write an algorithmimplementingthe above heuristic.Your
algorithm shouldhave timecomplexity
0(nlogn).

5.6 STRING EDITING
We
%i,

are given

two strings X

=

and Y = 2/1,2/2,
x\\,X2,...,xn

-,2/m,

\342\200\242\342\200\242

where

1< i < n, and yj, 1< j< m, are membersof a finite set of symbols

known as the alphabet. We want to transform X into Y using a sequence
of edit operationson X. The permissible
edit operationsare insert,delete,
and change(a symbol of X into another),and thereis a costassociatedwith
of operations
is the sum of the costs
performingeach.Thecostof a sequence
of the individual operationsin the sequence.The problemof string editing
is to identify a minimum-costsequence
of editoperations
that will transform
X into Y.
Let D(xi)be the costof deletingthe symbol X{ from X, I(yj) be the cost
of insertingthe symbol yj into X, and C(xi,yj)
be the costof changingthe
of
X
into
symbol X{
yj.

= a,a,b,a,b
5.19Considerthe sequencesX =
Example
and Y = 2/1,2/2,2/3,2/4= b,a,b,b.
Let the costassociatedwith eachinsertion
and deletionbe 1 (for any symbol).Also let the costof changingany symbol
to any other symbol be 2. One possible
way of transformingX into Y is
deleteeachXj, 1< i < 5, and insert eachyj, 1 < j' < 4. Thetotal cost of
this edit sequenceis 9. Another possible
edit sequenceis deletex\\ and X2
xi,X2,X3,x\302\261,x\302\247

and insert 2/4 at the end of string X. Thetotalcostis only

3.

\342\226\241

A solutionto the stringeditingproblem
consistsof a sequence
of decisions,
one for eachedit operation.
Let be a minimum-costedit sequencefor
transformingX into Y. The first operation,O, in is delete,insert,or
change.If =
{O}and X' is the result of applying O on X, then
shouldbe a minimum-costedit sequencethat transformsX' into Y. Thus
the principleof optimality holdsfor this problem.A dynamic programming
to be
solutionfor this problemcan be obtainedas follows. Define cost(i,j)
the minimum cost of any edit sequencefor transformingxi,X2,
Xj into
\302\243

\302\243

\342\200\224

\302\243'

\302\243'

\302\243

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

< i < n and 0 < j < m). Computecost(i,j)for eachi
2/1,2/2, , 2/j
and j. Then cost(n,
m) is the costof an optimaledit sequence.
=
=
= 0, sincethe two sequencesare identical(and
For i j 0, cost(i,j)
=
of
empty). Also, if j 0 and i > 0,we can transform X into Y by a sequence
\342\226\240,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

(for 0
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= cost(i
deletes.
Thus, cost(i,0)

\342\200\2241,0)

we get cost(0,
j)

+D(xi).Similarly,if i = 0 and j > 0,

/ 0 and j / 0,

= cost(0,
j 1) + I(yj).If i
\342\200\224

can be transformedinto

1.Transform x\\, X2,

yi,y2,---,Vj one of threeways:
in

x\\,X2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240,

x\\

edit
a>j-i into j/i, j/2>
J/j usinga minimum-cost
a
nd
then
delete
The
cost
is
x\\.
sequence
corresponding
cost(i 1,j) +
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

5

\342\200\242,

\342\200\224

D(xi).

2. Transform x\\,X2,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242,

\302\243j_i

into yi, j/2,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242,

J/j-iusing a minimum-cost
to j/j. The associated

edit sequenceand then changethe symbol x\\
costis cost(i
1) + C(xi,yj).
\342\200\224

l,j

3. Transform x\\,X2,

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240,

X{

into j/i, y2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240,

yj-i usinga minimum-costedit

to a costof cost(i,j
sequenceand then insert yj. This corresponds
\342\200\224

1)+

/(%\342\226\240)\342\200\242

The minimum cost of

,Xi
any edit sequencethat transformsx\\,X2,
and
i
0
is
the
minimum
of
the
above
three
>
>
j
0)
(for
yj
costs,accordingto the principleof optimality. Therefore,we arrive at the
equationfor cost(i,j):
following recurrence

into yi, y2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

i=j=0
+ D(xi) j = 0, i > 0
cost(i
1,0)
cost(i,j) cost(0,j-l)
(5.13)
+ I(yj) i = 0, j>0
i
0
> 0, j >
cost'(i,j)
= min { cost(i l,j)+ D(xi),
wherecost'(i,j)
cost(i l,j 1) + C(xi,yj),
+ I(yj) }
cost(i,j-l)
We have to compute
values of i and j (0 < i < n
cost(i,
j) for all possibles
and 0 < j < m). Thereare (n + l)(m + 1) suchvalues.Thesevalues can be
0

- \342\200\224

to a
computedin the form of a table,M, whereeachrow of M corresponds
to a specificvalue
particularvalue of i and eachcolumnof M corresponds
of j. M(i,j)storesthe value cost(i,j).Thezerothrow can be computed
first sinceit corresponds
to performinga seriesof insertions.Likewise the
zerothcolumncan alsobe computed.After this, one could computethe
entriesof M in row-majororder,starting from the first row. Rows should
be processedin the order
,n. Entriesin any row are computedin
of
columnnumber.
order
increasing
Theentriesof M can alsobe computedin column-major
order,starting
from the first column.Lookingat Equation5.13,
we seethat eachentry of
M takesonly 0(1)time to compute.Thereforethe whole algorithmtakes
is the final answer we areinterestedin.
0(mn)time. The value cost(n,m)
all
the
entries
of
M, a minimum edit sequencecan be
Having computed

1,2,...
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obtainedby a simplebackward tracefrom cost(n,
m). This backward trace
is enabledby recordingwhich of the threeoptions
for i > 0,j' > 0 yielded
the minimum costfor eachi and j.
X=
Example5.20Considerthe string editingproblemof Example5.19.
a,a, b, a, b and Y = 6, a, b, b. Eachinsertionand deletionhas a unit costand
a changecosts2 units. Forthe casesi = 0,j > 1,and j = 0,i > 1,cost(i,j)
Let us computethe rest of the entries
can be computedfirst (Figure5.18).
in row-major
order.The next entry to be computedis cost(l,
1).

cost(l,l)==

min
min

+ D(xi),cost(0,
0) + I(yi)}
0) + C(xi,yi),cost(l,
{cost(0,1)
=2
{2,2,2}

Next is computedcost(l,2).

cost{\\,2)=
=

min
min

+ C{xuy2),cost{l,
2) + D(xi),cosf(0,1)
1) + I{y2)}
{cosi(0,
=

{3,1,3}1

Therest of the entriesare computedsimilarly. Figure 5.18
displays the
= 3. One possible
whole table. The value cosi(5,4)
minimum-costedit
minimum
sequenceis deletex\\, deletex2, and insert j/4. Another possible
D
costedit sequenceis changex\\ to y2 and delete
\302\2434.

l~* 0

12

3

4

2

1

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

0-01234
!
1

2-23234
3-3
\342\200\224

4-4

4

5-54323
3

Figure5.18Costtablefor Example5.20
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EXERCISES
1.Let X = a,a,b,a,a,b,a,b,a,a
and Y

=

Find a
b,a,b,a,a,b,a,b.
minimum-costedit sequencethat transformsX into Y.
2. Presenta pseudocodealgorithm that implementsthe string editing
in this section.
algorithmdiscussed
Programit and test its correctness
suitable
data.
using
3. Modify the above programnot only to computecost(n,
m) but alsoto
of
output a minimum-costeditsequence.What is the timecomplexity

program?
of X is dennedto be any
4. Given a sequenceX of symbols, a subsequence
=
i
f
X
X.
of
For
example,
x\\, X2,
X2,
contiguousportion
X and Y,
and #1,0:2,2:3
are subsequences
of X. Given two sequences
that
presentan algorithmthat will identify the longestsubsequence
is commonto both X and Y. This problemis known as the longest
commonsubsequenceproblem.What is the time complexity
of your
your

\302\2433,

\302\2434,

\302\2435,

\302\2433

algorithm?

5.7 0/1KNAPSACK
The terminology and notation used in this sectionis the sameas that in
Section5.1.A solutionto the knapsackproblemcan beobtainedby making
a sequenceof decisions
on the variables x\\, X2,
xn. A decisionon variable
Xi involves determiningwhich of the values 0 or 1is to be assignedto it. Let
us assumethat decisionson the x% are madein the orderxn,xn-i,...
,x\\.
states:the
Following a decisionon xn, we may be in one of two possible
capacity remainingin the knapsackis m and no profit has accruedor the
capacity remainingis m wn and a profit of pn has accrued.It is clearthat
the remainingdecisions
X\\ must be optimalwith respectto the
state
on xn. Otherwise,xn,...
from
the
decision
,X\\ will
problem
resulting
not be optimal.Hence,the principleof optimality holds.
Let fj(y) be the value of an optimalsolutionto KNAP(1,j,y). Sincethe
principleof optimality holds,we obtain
\342\226\240

\342\226\240.,

\342\200\224

xn\342\200\224\\,...,

-

wn) + pn}
fn(m) = max
Forarbitrary fi(y), i > 0,Equation5.14generalizes
to
{/\342\200\236-i(m),/\342\200\236_i(m

/i(y)=max{fl-i(y)Ji-\\(y-wi)+pl}

(5.14)

(5.15)

can be solvedfor fn(m) by beginningwith the knowledgefo(y)
Equation5.15
= 0 for all y and fi(y) = 00,y < 0. Then /1,
fn can be successively
computedusing (5.15).
\342\200\224

/2,...,
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needto computefi(y) for integery, 0 <
y < 0, thesefunction values neednot be
y
each
from /$_i in 0(m)time,
Since
computedexplicitly.
fi can be computed
it takes@(mn)timeto computefn. When the w^s arerealnumbers,fi(y) is
neededfor realnumbersy such that 0 < y < m. So,/j cannot be explicitly
computedfor all y in this range.Even when the ioj'sare integer,the explicit
@(mn)computationof fn may not be the most efficient computation.So,
we explorean alternativemethodfor both cases.
Noticethat fi(y) is an ascendingstep function; i.e.,thereare a finite
number of y's, 0 = yx < y2 <
< yk, such that fi(y{) < fi(y2) < <
fi(yk); fi(y) = -oo,y < yv, fi(y) = f(yk), y > Vk\\ and My) = U(yj),
< y < Uj+i- So,we needto computeonly fi(yj), 1 < j < k. We use the
Vj
< j < k} to representfi(y). Each memberof
orderedset Sl= {(/(yj),yj)|l
Slis a pair(P,W), whereP = /.-(yy)and W = yr Noticethat = {(0,0)}.
We can computeSl+1
from Sl by first computing
When the

ioj'sare

we

integer,
< m. Sincefi(y) = oo for
\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

5\302\260

-

-

= {(P,W)\\(P Pi,W Wi) S?}
(5.16)
can be computedby mergingthe pairsin S1and S\\ together.
Now, Sl+1
Note that if Sl+1
containstwo pairs(Pj,Wj) and (Pk,Wk) with the property
that Pj < Pfc and Wj > W^, then the pair (Pj,Wj) can bediscarded
because
this
are
of (5.15).
o
r
rules
such
as
one
also
known
as
Discarding purging
dominancerules. Dominatedtuplesget purged. In the above, (Pk,Wk)
dominates(Pj,Wj).
Interestingly,the strategy we have comeup with can alsobe derived by
attemptingto solve the knapsackproblemvia a systematicexaminationof
the up to
for x\\,X2,
,xn. Let Sl representthe possible
possibilities
for xx,...
statesresultingfrom the 21 decisionsequences
,X{. A staterefers
to a pair (Pj,Wj),Wj being the total weight of objects
included in the
obtain
and
the
To
profit.
Sl+1,we note
knapsack
corresponding
Pj being
that the possibilities
for Xi+\\ are xi+\\ = 0 or Xj+i = 1.When X{+\\ = 0,the
resultingstatesare the sameas for Sl.When Xi+\\ = 1,the resultingstates
areobtainedby adding(pi+i,Wi+i)to eachstate in Sl.Callthe set of these
can
additionalstatesS\\. The S\\ is the sameas in Equation5.16.
Now, Sl+1
be computedby mergingthe statesin Sl and S\\ together.
Considerthe knapsackinstancen = 3,(w\\,W2,w^)= (2,3,4),
Example5.21
=
and m = 6. Forthesedata we have
(PiiP2,Pa) (1,2,5),
= {(0,0)};5?={(1,2)}
51 = {(0,0),(1,2)};511={(2,3),(3,5)}
52 = {(0,0),
(1,2),
(2,3),(3,5)};
5? ={(5,4),
(6,6),(7,7),(8,9)}
53 = {(0,0),
(1,2),
(2,3),(5,4),(6,6),(7,7),(8,9)}
S\\

2\342\204\242

S\302\260

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\202\254
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Note that the pair (3, 5) has beeneliminatedfrom S3 as a result of the
purgingrule statedabove.
\342\226\241

When generatingthe S^'s,we can alsopurgeall pairs(P,W) with W > m
as these pairs determinethe value of fn(%) only for x > m. Sincethe
knapsackcapacity is m, we arenot interestedin the behaviorof fn for x > m.
When all pairs (Pj,Wj) with Wj > m are purged from the Sl,s,
fn(m) is
given by the P value of the last pair in Sn (note that the Sl,sare ordered
sets).Note alsothat by computingSn, we can find the solutionsto all the

knapsackproblemsKNAP(1,n, x), 0 < x < m, and not justKNAP(1,n, m).
Since,we want only a solutionto KNAP(1,n,m),we can dispensewith the
computationof Sn.Thelast pairin Sn is eitherthe last one in S12^1or it is
(Pj +pn,Wj + wn), where(Pj,Wj) S\"\"\"1 such that Wj +wn<rn and Wj
\342\202\254

is maximum.

If (PI,Wl) is the last tuple in Sn, a set of 0/1values for the x^s such
that Y^Pi'xi = PI and J2wixi = Wl can be determinedby carrying out
If
a searchthrough the
We can set xn = 0 if (P1,W1)
E
(PI,Wl) 0 Sn~l,then (PI pn, Wl wn) e S\"\"-1 and we can set xn =
This leavesus to determinehow either(PI,Wl) or (PI pn, Wl wn) was

Sls.

-

Sn^.

-

\342\200\224

1.

\342\200\224

obtainedin Sn~~l.This can be donerecursively.

Example5.22With

m = 6,the value of /s(6)is given by the tuple (6, 6)
S3 (Example5.21).
The tuple (6, 6) 0 S'2,and sowe must set = 1.
The pair (6, 6) camefrom the pair (6 ^3,6 w^) = (1,2).Hence(1,2)
e S2. Since (1,2)e 51,we can set x-i = 0. Since(1,2) 0 we obtain
#1=1.Hencean optimalsolutionis (xi,X2,X3)= (1,0,1).
in

\302\2433

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

S\302\260,

\342\226\241

We can sum up allwe have saidsofar in the form of an informal algorithm
of the algorithm, we
DKP (Algorithm 5.6).To evaluate the complexity
needto specify how the sets Sl and S\\ are to be represented;provide an
algorithm to mergeS1 and S\\; and specify an algorithm that will trace
and determinea set of 0/1values for
x\\.
through

xn,...,

Sl
S\"\"-1,...,

all the pairs(P,W). The P values
We canuse an array pair[] to represent
Sn~l
arestoredin pair[].pand the W values in pair[].w.Sets
can be storedadjacentto eachother. This requiresthe use of pointersb[i],
0 < i < n, where b[i] is the locationof the first elementin Sl,0 < i < n,
and b[n] is one morethan the locationof the last elementin S12\"1.
S\302\260,

Example5.23Usingthe representationabove,the sets
Example5.21appearas

S\302\260,S},

Sl,...,
and S2 of
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1 AlgorithmDKP(p,w,n,m)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

{

{(0,0)};
:=
1to n 1do
{
S*\"1:={(P,W)\\(P- Pi,W - Wi) GS*-1
and W < m};
Sl:= MergePurge(5i-1,S,j-1);
}
(PX,Ifl) :=lastpair in S*1\"1;
W' + wn) whereW is the largestW in
(PF,WT) := (P'
5\302\260:=

for i

\342\200\224

10
11
such that W + wn < m;
any pair in S12\"1
12 II Tracebackfor xn,xn-i,...
,x\\.
13 if (PX > PY) thenxn :=0;
14 CloC
15 TraceBackFor(a;\342\200\236_i,...,xi);
16 }
+p\342\200\236,

\342\200\242\342\200\224

\342\200\242I'Tl

J-5

Algorithm5.6Informalknapsackalgorithm

pa\302\253r[

pa\302\253r[

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

0

1

0

1

2

3

0

0

2

0

2

3

5

t

t

6[0]

6[1]

t

t

6[2]

6[3]

\342\226\241

Themergingand purgingof Sl~~land S\\~~l can becarriedout at the same
timethat S\\~ is generated.Sincethe pairsin Sl~l are in increasingorder
of P and W, the pairsfor Sl are generatedin this order. If the next pair
then we can mergeinto S1 all pairsfrom
generatedfor S\\~~ is (PQ,WQ),
with W value < WQ. The purgingrule can be used to decidewhether
S1\"1
any pairsget purged.Hence,no additionalspaceis neededin which to store

si_i.

Sl,s

are
DKnap (Algorithm 5.7) generatesSl from Sl~~l in this way. The
the
the
in
of
to
42
of
5.7.
At
start
for
lines
7
loop
Algorithm
generated
of eachiterationt = b[i 1]and h is the indexof the last pair in S1\"1.
The variable k points to the next tuple in S1\"1
that has to be mergedinto
In line 10,the function Largest determinesthe largestq, t < q < h,
\342\200\224

Sl.
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for which pair[q].w+ w[i] < m. This can be doneby performinga binary
search. The codefor this function is left as an exercise. Since u is set
such that for all Wj,h > > u, Wj + Wi > m, the pairs for S\\~ are
(P(j)+Pi,W(j) + Wi), 1< j' < u. The for loopof lines to 33 generates

j

11

thesepairs.Each timea pair (pp,ww)is generated,all pairs(P,W) in S1\"1
< ww not yet purgedor mergedinto Sl are mergedinto S1.Note
that none of thesemay be purged.Lines21to 25 handlethe casewhen the
next pair in S1^1has a W value equal to ww. In this casethe pair with
lesserP value getspurged.In casepp > P(next 1),then the pair (pp,ww)
getspurged.Otherwise,(pp,ww) is addedto Sl.Thewhile loopof lines31
that can be purged at this time.
and 32 purges all unmergedpairsin S1\"1
of
the
into
S{,theremay be pairsremaining
Finally, following
merging SPf1
in Sl~l to be mergedinto Sl. This is taken care of in the while loopof
lines 35 to 39. Notethat becauseof lines 31and 32,none of thesepairs
can be purged.FunctionTraceBack
the if statement
(line 43) implements
and trace-backstepof the function DKP (Algorithm 5.6).This is left as an
exercise.
If \\Sl\\ is the number of pairs in S\\ then the array pair should have a
minimum dimensionof d =
to predict
l^l- Sinceit is not possible
d
the exactspaceneeded,it is necessaryto test for next > eachtimenext
is incremented.
SinceeachS\\ i > 0,is obtainedby mergingS1\"1
and S\\~
< |<S'i_1|,
In the worst caseno pairs
and l-Si\"1!
it follows that \\Sl\\ < 2|S'l~1|.
with W

\342\200\224

X^o<\302\253<n-i

will

get purgedand

Y^

\\Sl\\

0<K\302\273-1

=

2l

Y
0<i<n-l

= 2n

-1

The timeneededto generateSz from S*~~l is
Hence,the time
neededto computeall the S^'s, 0 < i < n, is
IS1^1)).Since\\Sl\\ < 2\\
the timeneededto computeall the S^'s is 0(2n).If the pfs are integers,
then eachpair(P,W) in Sl has an integerP and P < ^2i<j<iPjSimilarly,
if the lOj's are integers,eachW is an integer and W < m. In any Sl the
pairshave distinctW values and alsodistinctP values.Hence,
\302\251(IS\"1\"1!).

6(\302\243

when the pj'sare integersand

IS*|< 1+ min {

^ Wj,m}
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PW

= record{floatp; float

w;

}

1 Algorithm DKnap(p,w,x,n,to)

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

// pair[}is an array:=of PWs.:=
1;pair[l].p pair[l].w 0.0;//
end of
1;
t:=l;h:=
//2; StartNextandfree
:=
next
:=
spot pair[]
//
b[l]
for i := 1to n 1do
S\\
{ //kGenerate
:=t;
6[0]:=

in

\342\200\224

:=Largest(pair,w, t, h, i,to);
j := t to u do
{ // Generate
S\\~l and merge.
+ p[i]; ww :=pair[j].w
+ w[i];
pp :=pair[j].p
(pp,ww)is the next element in 5J_1.
//
while ((k < h) and (pair[k].w< ww)) do
{
:=pair[k].p;
pair
pairnext].w:=pair[k].w,
next :=next+ 1;k := k + 1;

u

for

14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21

\342\226\240[next].p

}
{

if ((fc < h) and (pair[k].w= ww)) then

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

k:=k+l;

\342\200\224

pair[next].p pp; pair[next].w:= ww;
next :=next+ 1;

}
while

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41

if pp < pair[k].p
then pp := pair[k].p;

}
if pp > pair[next l].p
then
{
:=

31

42
43
44 >

S\302\260

S\302\260

< h) and
<
dok:=k+ 1; (pair[k].p pair[next l].p))

}

// Merge
while <

((k

in

\342\200\224

remaining terms from
h)

Sl~l

\342\200\224

}

\342\226\240

do
{
:=pair[k].p;
pair[next].w:= pair[k].w;
pair[next].p
next :=next+ 1;k :=k + 1;
}
Initialize for Si+l.
//
t :=h + 1;h :=next 1;b[i + 1] :=next;
(k

w, pair,x,to, n);
TraceBack(p,

Algorithm 5.7 Algorithm

for

0/1knapsackproblem
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when the wj's are integers.When both the py's and Wj's are integers,the
time and spacecomplexityof DKnap (excludingthe time for TraceBack)
^n this bound Y^\\<i<nPi can be replaced
is 0(min{2n,
nEi<i<nft)nm})'
and
by
CPi,---,Pn) m by gcd (wuw2, wn,m) (seethe
soas
Theexercises
indicatehow TraceBack
exercises).
may be implemented
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\243i<i<\342\200\236Wgcd

\342\226\240,

to have a spacecomplexity0(1)and a timecomplexity0(n2).
Although the above analysis may seemto indicatethat DKnap requires
toomuch computationalresourceto be practicalfor largen, in practice

many instancesof this problemcan be solved in a reasonableamount of
time. This happensbecauseusually, all the p'sand io'sare integersand m
The purgingrule is effective in purgingmost of the
is much smallerthan
otherwise
remainin the Sl,s.
would
pairsthat
Algorithm DKnap can be speededup by the use of heuristics.Let L
be an estimateon the value of an optimalsolutionsuch that fn(m) > L.
Let PLEFT(i)= Y,i<j<nPj-If ^ containsa tuple (P,W) such that P +
PLEFT(i)< L, then (P,W) can be purged from S\\ To see this, observe
that (P,W) can contributeat best the pair (P+ Y.i<j<nPji
W + Y.i<j<nw)
= p + PLEFT(i)< L, it follows that'this
to S?~l.SinceP + Ei<j<nPj
pair cannot leadto a pair with value at leastL and socannot determinean
A simpleway to estimateL such that L < fn(m) is to
optimalsolution.
considerthe last pair (P,W) in S\\ Then, P < fn{m).A betterestimateis
obtainedby addingsomeof the remainingobjects
to (P,W). Example5.24
illustratesthis.Heuristicsfor the knapsackproblemarediscussedin greater
detailin the chapteron branch-and-bound.
Theexercisesexplorea divideto
so
and-conquerapproach speedup DKnap that the worst casetime is
2\342\204\242.

0{2nl'2).
Example5.24Considerthe
following instanceof the knapsackproblem:
= {wi,W2,wz,w\302\261,W5,w&) = (100,50, 20,10,7,
n = 6,(pi,P2,P3,P4,P5,Pe)
in the order
3), and m = 165.Attempting to fill the knapsackusingobjects
we
in
and
see
that
and
fit
and
6
1,2,3, 4, 5, 6,
objects1,2, 4,
yield a profit
as
of 163and a capacity utilizationof 163.
We can thus beginwith L = 163

a value with the property L < fn(m). Sincepi = wi, every pair (P,W) Sl,
0 < i < 6 has P = W. Hence,eachpair can be replacedby the singletonP
or W. PLEFT(O)= 190,PLEFT(l)= 90,PLEFT(2)= 40, PLEFT(3)=
20,PLEFT(4)= 10,PLEFT(5)= 3,and PLEFT(6)= 0.Eliminatingfrom
eachSl any singletonP such that P+ PLEFT(i)< L, we obtain
\342\202\254

,S0 =

{0};5? = {100}
S{= {100};
S{ = {150}
S2 = {150};
S2 =
<f>
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S3 = {150};
5? ={160}
=
SA
{160};Sf =
S5 = {160}
<f>

The singleton0 is deletedfrom S1as 0 + PLEFT(1)<
163.Theset Sf
=
doesnot containthe singleton150+ 20 170asm < 170.S3 doesnot
containthe 100or the 120as eachis lessthan L PLEFT(3).And so on.
Thevalue /g(165)
can bedeterminedfrom S5.In this example,the value of
L did not change. In general,L will changeif a betterestimateis obtained
as a result of the computationof someS1.If the heuristicwasn't used,then
the computationwould have proceededas
\342\200\224

S\302\260

51
52
53
54

55

=
=
=
=
=
=

{0}
{0,100}

{0,50,100,150}
{0,20,50,70,100,120,150}
{0,10,20,30,50,60,70,80,100,110,120,130,150

{0,7,10,17,20,27,30,37,50,57,60,67,70,77,80,87

107,110,117,120,127,130,137,150,157,160}

can
/e(165)
(P6,we) (3, 3).

The value

now

be determinedfrom S5, using the knowledge
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Generatethe setsSl,0 < i < 4 (Equation5.16),
when (w\\,W2, w^,Wi) =
=
and
(10,15,6,9) (pi,p2,P3,P4)(2,5,8,1).
2. Write a function Largest(pair,
w, t, h, i,m) that uses binary searchto
<

determinethe largestq, t < q < h, such that pair[q].w+ w[i] m.
an optimalsolutionx\\, X2,
to determine
3. Write a function TraceBack
xn to the knapsackproblem.Assume that Sl,0 < i < n, have already
been computedas in function DKnap. Knowing b(i) and b(i + 1),
you can use a binary searchto determinewhether (P',W') Sl.
of your algorithmshouldbe no morethan
Hence,the timecomplexity
\342\226\240

\342\226\240.,

\302\243

=0(n2).
0(nmaxi{log|5i|})

4. Give an exampleof a set of knapsackinstancesfor which \\Sl\\ = 2l,
0< i < n. Your set shouldincludeone instancefor eachn.

5.8.RELIABILITYDESIGN
5.
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(a) Show that if the pj'sare integers,then the sizeof eachSl,\\Sl\\, in
the knapsackproblemis no morethan 1+Xa<i<j
Pj/gcd(pi,P2,
pn), where gcd(p\\,p2, ,pn) is the greatestcommondivisor of
the pi's.
(b) Show that when the w/s are integer,then |S*|< 14- mm{Y,l<j<i
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

,wn,m).
Wj,m}/gcd(wi,w2,...

6.

approachcoupledwith the set
(a) Usinga divide-and-conquer
approachof the text, show how to obtain an 0(2n'2)
algorithm for the 0/1knapsackproblem.
(b) Developan algorithmthat uses this approachto solve the 0/1
knapsackproblem.
of this approach
(c) Comparethe run timeand storagerequirements
generation

thoseof Algorithm 5.7.Usesuitabletest data.
7. Considerthe integerknapsackproblemobtainedby replacingthe 0/1
constraint in (5.2)by xj > 0 and integer. Generalizefi(x) to this
problemin the obvious way.
relation
(a) Obtainthe dynamic programmingrecurrence
with

corresponding

to (5.15).

(b) Showhow to transform this probleminto a 0/1knapsackproblem.
(Hint: Introducenew 0/1variablesfor eachX{. If 0 < X{ < 2J,
then introducej variables,one for eachbit in the binary
representation

Of Xi.)

5.8 RELIABILITYDESIGN
In this sectionwe lookat an exampleof how to use dynamic programming
function. The
to solve a problemwith a multiplicativeoptimization
of severaldevicesconnectedin
is to designa system that is composed
Let i\\ be the reliability of deviceD{ (that is,n is the
series(Figure5.19).
probability that devicei will function properly).Then, the reliability of the
entiresystem is Ilrj. Even if the individual devicesare very reliable(the
the reliability of the system may not be very
rj'sare very closeto one),
=
i
f
n
10
and r{ = .99,1 < i < 10,then Un = .904.
good.Forexample,
i
t
is
to
desirable
Hence,
duplicatedevices.Multiple copiesof the same
in parallel(Figure5.20)
device type areconnected
throughthe use of switching
circuits.The switchingcircuitsdeterminewhich devicesin any given group
are functioningproperly.They then make use of one such deviceat each
problem

stage.
If stage containsmi copiesof deviceDi,then the probability that all
rrii have a malfunction is (1 ri)mi.Hencethe reliability of stagei becomes
%

\342\200\224
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Dx

D2

3\302\273

\342\200\224=\302\273

\302\243>3

Figure5.19n devicesZ?,, 1< < n, connectedin series
%

stage 2

stage 1

stage 3

stage n

D3

Di

D2
D2

Dx
Dx

\302\2733

\302\243>3

^3

Figure5.20Multiple devicesconnectedin parallelin eachstage
1 (1 ri)mi. Thus, if T{ = .99and mi = 2, the stagereliability becomes
.9999.In any practicalsituation, the stage reliability is a little lessthan
1 (1 ri)mi becausethe switchingcircuitsthemselvesare not fully reliable.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Also, failuresof copiesof the samedevicemay not be fully independent
if failure is due to designdefect).Let us assumethat the reliability of stage
i is given by a function
that <pi(m,i)
(It is quite conceivable
The reliability of the system of
may decreaseafter a certainvalue of

(e.g.,

0j(mj),1 < n.

m,.)

stagesis Ui<i<n(pi(mi).
Our problemis to use deviceduplicationto maximizereliability. This
maximization
is to be carriedout under a costconstraint. Let c, be the
cost of eachunit of device and let c be the maximumallowablecost of
the system being designed.We wish to solve the following maximization
problem:
%

maximizeX\\.\\<i<n
subjectto

y~\"

Ciirii

4>i{mi)

<c

\\<i<n

mi

> 1and integer,1< i < n

(5-17)
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A dynamic programmingsolutioncan beobtainedin a mannersimilarto
that used for the knapsackproblem.Since,we can assumeeachCj > 0,each
rrii

must be in the range 1< rrii

< Ui, where

(c + Ci -^c?)/c*

Ui

1.

follows from the observationthat rrij > An optimal
of decisions,
one decision
is the result of a sequence
for eachmt. Let ft(x) representthe maximumvalue of fli<j<,<p(rrij) subject
< x and 1< rnj < uji 1< J < Then, the
to the constraintsJ2i<j<icjrnj
maderequiresone to
value of an optimalsoTuFionis /n(c).The last decision
choosemn from 2,
, un}. Oncea value for mn has beenchosen,the
must be such as to usethe remainingfunds c cnmn in
remainingdecisions
an optimalway. The principalof optimality holdsand

The upper bound Ui
solutionrri\\,

rnn
rri2,...,

*\342\200\242

{1,

3,...

\342\200\224

fn(c)= max {(pn{mn)fn-i(c-cnmn)}
to
Forany fi{x),i > 1,this equationgeneralizes

(5.18)

max {(pi{mt)fi-i(x-Ciirii)}
fi{x)=\\<rrii<Ui

(5.19)

l<m\342\200\236<un

c

1for all x, 0 < x < Hence,(5.19)can be solved using
an approachsimilarto that used for the knapsackproblem.Let Sl consist
of tuples of the form (/,x), where = fi(x).Thereis at most one tuple for
eachdifferent x that resultsfrom a sequenceof decisionson rri\\,m2,
mn.
Clearly, fo{x)=

/

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

Thedominance
rule {f\\,x\\) dominates(/2,#2)iff/i > f'2 and x\\ < X2 holds
for this problemtoo.Hence,dominatedtuplescan be discardedfrom Sl.
\342\226\240,

Example5.25We are to designa three stagesystem with devicetypes
Z?i,Z?2,and D%. The costsare $30,$15,and $20 respectively.The costof
the system is to be no morethan $105.
The reliability of eachdevicetype is
.9,.8and .5 respectively.We assumethat if stage has rrii devicesof type
in parallel,then ^(rn,) = 1 (1 r,)m\\ In termsof the notationusedearlier,
= .5,u\\ =2,U2= 3,
c\\ = 30,C2 = 15,C3 = 20,c = 105,
r\\ = .9,r^ = .8,r%
%

\342\200\224

%

\342\200\224

and t/3 = 3.
We use Sl to representthe set of all undominatedtuples (/,x) that
for mi,m2, ,rri{.Hence,
may result from the various decisionsequences
we canobtain eachSlfrom S*~l
f(x) = fi{x).Beginningwith = {(1,0)},
values for rrii and combiningthe resultingtuples
by trying out all possible
together.UsingS1a to representall tuplesobtainablefrom Sl~l by choosing
rrii = j, we obtain S{ = {(.9,
30)}and S% = {(.9,30),(.99,60)}.Theset
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

S\302\260
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S2 = {(.72,45),
(.792,75)};S2={(.864,
60)}.Note that the tuple (.9504,
90)
which comesfrom (.99,60) has beeneliminatedfrom S2 as this leaves only
$10.This is not enoughto allow m3 = 1.Theset S$ = {(.8928,75)}.
= {(.72,45),
Combining, we get S2
(.864,
60),(.8928,
75)}as the tuple (.792,75)is
=
dominatedby (.864,
Theset
60).
80),(.4464,
95)},
65),(.432,
Sf {(.36,
= {(.54,
= {(.63,105)}.
and
Combining,we get S3 =
85),(.648,100)},
(.432,80), (.54,85), (.648,100)}.
{(.36,65),
Thebest designhas a reliability of .648and a costof 100.Tracingback
we determinethat mj = l,m2= 2,and m^ = 2.
through the Sl,s,

5|

5|

\342\226\241

the caseof the knapsackproblem,a completedynamic programming
algorithmfor the reliability problemwill use heuristicsto reducethe sizeof
the Sl,s.There is no need to retain any tuple (/,x) in S1 with x value
greaterthat c Y^i<j<ncj as such a tuple will not leave adequatefunds
to completethe system. In addition,we can devise a simpleheuristicto
a tuple (f,x)in Sl.
determinethe best reliability obtainableby completing
If this is lessthan a heuristicallydeterminedlower bound on the optimal
system reliability, then (/,x) can be eliminatedfrom Sl.
As in

\342\200\224

EXERCISE
1. (a) Presentan algorithm similarto DKnap to
(5.19).

solve the recurrence

of your algorithm?
(b) What are the timeand spacerequirements
Test
the
of
correctness
your algorithmusing suitabletest data.
(c)

5.9 THE TRAVELINGSALESPERSON
PROBLEM

seenhow to apply dynamic programmingto a subsetselection
(0/1knapsack).Now we turn our attention to a permutationproblem.
Note that permutationproblemsusually are much harderto solve than
problemsas thereare n! different permutationsof n objectswhereas
thereare only different subsetsof n objects(n! > 2n). Let G = (V,E)
bea directedgraph with edgecostsqj. Thevariable qj is defined suchthat
Cij > 0 for all i and j and Cy = co if (i,j)0 E. Let \\V\\ = n and assume
n > 1. A tour of G is a directedsimplecycle that includesevery vertex in
V. Thecostof a tour is the sum of the costof the edgeson the tour. The
problem is to find a tour of minimum cost.
traveling salesperson
The travelingsalesperson
problemfinds applicationin a variety of
situations.
Supposewe have to routea postalvan to pick up mail from mail
We have
problem

subset

2\342\204\242
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boxeslocatedat n different sites.An n + 1 vertex graph can be used to
representthe situation.Onevertexrepresentsthe postoffice from which the
postalvan starts and to which it must return. Edge (i,j)is assigneda cost
equalto the distancefrom sitei tositej. Theroutetaken by the postalvan
is a tour, and we areinterestedin finding a tour of minimum length.
As a secondexample,supposewe wish to use a robot arm to tighten
the nuts on somepieceof machinery on an assembly line. The arm will
start from its initial position
(which is over the first nut to be tightened),
of
move
to
each
the
successively
remainingnuts, and return to the initial
The
of
is
the
arm
clearly a tour on a graph in which vertices
position. path
t
he
nuts.
A
minimum-cost
tour will minimizethe timeneededfor
represent
the arm to completeits task (note that only the total arm movement time
is variable;the nut tighteningtimeis independentof the tour).
Our final exampleis from a productionenvironmentin which several
commodities are manufacturedon the sameset of machines.
The manufacture
i
n
n
different
In
each
are
commodities
proceeds cycles.
productioncycle,
produced.When the machinesare changedfrom productionof commodity
to commodity j, a changeover cost c%j is incurred.It is desiredto find a
This sequenceshould
sequencein which to manufacturethesecommodities.
minimizethe sum of changeover costs(the remainingproductioncostsare
sequenceindependent).Sincethe manufactureproceedscyclically,it is
to includethe costof starting the next cycle.This is just the change
necessary
over costfrom the last to the first commodity. Hence,this problemcan be
regardedas a traveling salesperson
problemon an n vertexgraph with edge
costCjj'sbeing the changeovercostfrom commodity i to commodity j.
In the following discussionwe shall, without lossof generality, regard
a tour to be a simplepath that starts and ends at vertex 1. Every tour
consistsof an edge(l,k)for somek V {1}and a path from vertex k to
vertex 1. The path from vertex k to vertex 1 goesthrough eachvertex in
V
k}exactlyonce.It is easy to seethat if the tour is optimal,then the
{1,
from
k to 1 must be a shortestk to 1 path goingthrough allvertices
path
in V
Hence,the principleof optimality holds.Let g(i,S)be the
{l,k}.
of
a
shortest
length
path starting at vertex i, goingthrough all verticesin
S, and terminatingat vertex 1.The function g(l,V {1})is the length of
an optimalsalesperson
tour. Fromthe principalof optimality it follows that
%

\342\200\224

\302\243

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

min
+ V - {1,k})}
0(1,V-{!})=
2<k<n{clk g(k,

we obtain (for
Generalizing(5.20),

%

0 S)

(5.20)

-

g(i,S) = minted+ g(j,S {j})}

(5.21)

if we know g(k, V
Equation5.20can be solved for g(l,V {1})
{1,k})
for allchoicesof k. The g values can be obtainedby using (5.21).
Clearly,
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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to obtaing(i,S) for all S
g(i,4>) = cji,1< i < n. Hence,we can use (5.21)
of size1.Then we can obtain g(i,S)for S with |,S*| = 2, and soon.When
1,the values of i and S for which g(i,S) is neededare such that
\\S\\ < n
1,10 S,and i 0 5.
\342\200\224

i\302\261

The edge
Example5.26Considerthe directedgraph of Figure5.21(a).
lengthsare given

by

matrixc of Figure 5.21(b).

0 10 15 20
5 0 9 10
6 13 0 12
8 8 9 0
(a)

(b)

Figure5.21Directedgraph and edgelength matrixc
Thus g(2,(p) = c2i = 5, #(3,0)= c31 = 6, and
we obtain
(5.21),

g(4,</>)

=

c4X

=

8. Using

ff(2,{3})== c23+ff(3,0)= 15 ff(2,{4})== 18
ff(3,{2})= 18
ff(3,{4})= 20
ff(4,{2}) 13
ff(4,{3}) 15
Next,we computeg(i,S) with =2, i^ 1,10 5 and i 0 S.
\\S\\

#(2,{3,4})==
#(3,{2,4})
=
ff(4,{2,3})

Finally, from
<7(1,

min
min
min

= 25
{c23+ff(3,{4}),C24+ff(4,{3})}
= 25
{c32+ff(2,{4}),C34+ff(4,{2})}
= 23
{c42+ ff(2,{3}),c43+ff(3,{2})}

(5.20)we obtain

{2,3,4}) =
=
=

min
min

35

+ #(2,{3,4}),
c14+ 0(4,{2,3})}
c13+ </(3, {2,4}),
{c12

{35,40,43}
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An optimaltour of the graph of Figure5.21(a)
has length 35. A tour
of this length can be constructedif we retainwith eachg(i,S) the value of
that minimizesthe right-hand side of (5.21).
Let
be this value.
=
2.
the
from
1
Thus
tour
starts
and
Then,
goesto 2. The
tour
can
beobtained
from
S
o
remaining
g(2,{3,4}). J(2,{3,4}) = 4. Thus
the next edgeis (2,4).The remainingtour is for g(4, {3}).So J(4,{3})=
The optimaltour is 2,4, 3,

j

J(i,S)

J(l,{2,3,4})

3.

1.

1,

\342\226\241

Let N be the numberof g(i,,S)'sthat have to be computedbefore(5.20)
can be used to computeg(l,V {1}).
Foreachvalue of thereare n 1
choicesfor i. The numberof distinct setsS of sizek not including1 and i
/n-2\\
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\\S\\

is

k

\342\200\242

Hence

n\342\200\2242

=
JV=f>-l)(V)
/ (n-l)2nfc=0
1\342\200\224n

V

and (5.21)
algorithmthat proceedsto find an optimaltour by using(5.20)
=
timeas
with
the
o
f
require0(n22\")
computation g(i,S)
|,S| k requires
1 comparisons
when solving (5.21).
This is better than enumeratingall
n! different tours to find the bestone. The mostseriousdrawback of this
dynamic programmingsolution is the spaceneeded,0{n2n).This is too
An

will
k
\342\200\224

largeeven for modestvalues of n.

EXERCISE
1. (a) Obtain a datarepresentationfor the values g(i,S) of the traveling
should allow for easy
salespersonproblem.Your representation
accessto the value of g(i,S),given i and S. (i) How much space
doesyour representationneedfor an n vertex graph? (ii) How
much timeis neededto retrieveor updatethe value of g(i,S)l
of (a), develop an algorithm
(b) Usingthe representation
to the dynamic programmingsolutionof the traveling
corresponding

salesperson

problem.

of your algorithmusingsuitabletest data.
(c) Test the correctness

5.10 FLOW SHOP SCHEDULING
of severaldistinct
Often the processing
of a jobrequiresthe performance
tasks. Computerprogramsrun in a multiprogrammingenvironmentare
the jobis queuedfor output
input and then executed.
Followingthe execution,
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and the output eventually printed. In a generalflow shop we may have

n

jobseachrequiringm tasksTu,T2i,...
,Tmi,1 < < n, to be performed.
Task Tji is to be performed
on processor
Py, 1< j < m . The timerequired
to complete
A
f
or
task Tji is tji. schedule the n jobsis an assignmentof tasks
to timeintervals on the processors.
Task Tji must be assignedto processor
No
more
than
one task assignedto it in any time
have
Pj. processormay
interval. Additionally, for any jobi the processing
of task Tji,j > 1,cannot
%

be starteduntil task Tj^\\^ has beencompleted.

Example5.27Two jobshave

to

J

=

Jbe scheduledon three processors,The

task timesare given by the matrix

2 0
3 3
5 2

Two possible
schedulesfor the jobsare shown in Figure5.22,

time

\342\226\241

12

10

0
r\342\200\236

Pi

T2i

7*22

T22

r3i

7*32

(a)
time

0

2

3

5

11

6

r,i
7*22

Tu
T31

T32

(b)

schedulesfor Example5.27
Figure5.22Two possible
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of a task
nonpreemptivescheduleis a schedulein which the processing
terminateduntil the task is complete.A schedule
be true is calledpreemptive.The scheduleof
is a preemptive
shows a nonpreemptive
schedule.Figure5.22(b)
5.22(a)
schedule.The finish time fi(S)of jobi is the timeat which alltasksof job
i have been completed
in scheduleS. In Figure5.22(a),
fi(S) = 10and
A

on any processoris not
for which this need not
Figure

f2(S) =

F(S)of

12.In Figure5.22(b),
/j(5)=
a scheduleS is given by

11and f2(S) = 5,

max
F(S)=\\<i<n

{/,-(\302\243)}

The mean flow

time MFT(S')is defined to

MFT(S)=

The finish time

(5.22)

be

- J2 MS)

(5-23)

\\<i<n

optimalfinish time (OFT) schedulefor a given set of jobsis a nonpreemptivescheduleS for which F(S)is minimum over all nonpreemptive
schedulesS. A preemptiveoptimalfinish time (POFT)schedule,optimal
mean finish time schedule(OMFT),and preemptiveoptimalmean finish
(POMFT)scheduleare defined in the obvious way.
for
Although the generalproblemof obtainingOFTand POFTschedules
m > 2 and of obtaining OMFTschedules
is computationallydifficult (see
Chapter11),
dynamic programmingleadsto an efficient algorithmtoobtain
OFTschedulesfor the casem = 2. In this sectionwe considerthis special
An

case.

For convenience,we shall use a{ to representtu, and 6j to represent
t2i- For the two-processor
case,one can readily verify that nothing is to
be gainedby usingdifferent processing
orderson the two processors(this is
not true for m > 2), Hence,a scheduleis completely
specifiedby providing
a permutationof the jobs.Jobswill be executedon eachprocessorin this
order.Each task will be startedat the earliestpossible
time.Theschedule
of Figure5,23is completely
specifiedby the permutation(5, 1,3, 2, 4).
We make the simplifying assumptionthat a? ^ 0, 1 < i < n. Note that if
jobswith ai = 0 are allowed,then an optimalschedulecan be constructed
by first finding an optimalpermutationfor all jobswith ai ^ 0 and then
adding all jobswith a^ =0 (in any order) in front of this permutation(see
the exercises).
It is easy to seethat an optimalpermutation(schedule)has the property
that given the first jobin the permutation,the remainingpermutationis
optimalwith respectto the state the two processorsare in following the
of the first job.Let g\\,
bea permutationprefixdefining
completion
a schedulefor jobsT\\, T2,...,
let f\\ and f2 be the times
T^. Forthis schedule
at which the processing
is
of jobsTi,T2,...
on processors
Pi
,Tk completed

a2,...,
<7fc
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a]

a5

a2

a-s

b5

bx

a$

b,

b2

b4

Figure5.23A schedule
and P2 respectively.Let t = fa f\\- Thestate of the processors
following
the sequenceof decisions
characterized
T\\,
T^ is completely
by t. Let
of
an
be
the
the
subset
of
schedule
f
or
optimal
g(S,t)
length
jobsS under
the assumptionthat processor2 is not available until timet. The length of
an optimalschedulefor the jobset {1,
n} is #({1, ,n},0).
Sincethe principleof optimality holds,
we obtain

J2,...,
\342\200\224

2,..., 2,...

min {a,+ g({l,
2,
g({l,2, , n},0) = \\<i<n
\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

n}

- {i},

(5.24)

&,-)}

to (5.25)for arbitrary S and t. This
Equation 5,24generalizes
requiresthat g((p,t) =
0}and that aj ^ 0, 1< < n.

generalization

%

max{\302\243,

g(S,t) = min

-

- a,-,0})}

+ g(S {i}, + max{i

{a2-

ft,-

(5.25)

Thetermmax {t

aj,0}comesinto (5.25)as task T21=cannot start until
is
not
available
until timet). Hence/2
bi +max{a,i,t}
(P2
max{a,,t}
=
We
can
an
solve
for
<H
h +max{\302\243 aj,0}.
g(S,t)using approachsimilar
to that used to solve (5.21).
it
turns
out that (5.25)can be solved
However,
and
a
rule
to
an
simple
very
algebraically
generate optimalscheduleobtained.
Considerany scheduleR for a subset of jobsS, Assume that P2 is not
available until time t. Let i and j be the first two jobsin this schedule.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224/1

\342\200\224

Then, from (5,25)we obtain

-

+max {t-ai,0})
ai + g(S {i},bt
g(S,t) =
+ max {b{+ max {t
g(S,t) = ai + aj + g(S {i,j},bj
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

aj,0} aj,0})
\342\200\224

(5.26)
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Equation5.26can be simplified usingthe following result:

=
+ max {bi + max {t a2, 0} a,-, 0}
= bj
bj + br a,j + max {max{t di,0},
a,j bi}
= bj
+ bi (ij + max {t a,,Oj 6j,0}
iy = ^ + bi a,j a,i + max aj + a, 6j, a^}
tij

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

{\302\243,

If jobs and
%

j are interchangedin R, then the finish timeg'(S,t)is
#'(SU) =

wheretji =

bj

Comparingg(S,t)and

In orderfor

{\302\243,

aj

(5.28)to

\342\200\224

di

\342\200\224

di

+ max a, + aj bj,dj}
\342\200\224

{\302\243,

g'(S,t),we see that

+ aj ij,aj}< max
\342\200\224

{\302\243,

if

aj

(5.28)below holds, then
+ aj 6j,aj}

(5.28)

\342\200\224

hold for all values of t, we need

max {di+ aj
or

-

+ a,j+g(S {i,j},tji)

+ bi aj

g(S,t)<g'(S,t).
max

ai

+ aj + max

\342\200\224

ij,aj}< max {aj+ a,j ~ bj,a,j}

{\342\200\224bi,

\342\200\224dj}

< di+dj + max

{\342\200\224bj,\342\200\224di}

or min {ij,aj}>min
(5.29)
{bj,di}
From (5.29)we can concludethat thereexistsan optimalschedulein
which for every pair (i,j)of adjacentjobs,min{ij,
dj}> min{ij,aj}.
Exercise 4 shows that all schedules
with this property have the samelength.
holds for every
Hence,it suffices to generateany schedulefor which (5.29)
of
W
e
canobtain
a
schedule
w
ith
this
pair adjacentjobs.
property by making
the following observationsfrom (5.29).If min{ai,ct2,...,
an, &i, 62,
bn}
is aj,then jobi shouldbe the first jobin an optimalschedule.If min{ai,02,
an,bi,b2,...
,bn}is bj, then jobj shouldbe the last jobin an optimal
schedule.This enablesus to make a decisionas to the positioningof one
of the n jobs.Equation 5.29can now be used on the remainingn 1jobs
to correctlyposition
anotherjob,and so on. The schedulingrule resulting
from (5.29)
is therefore:

...,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\200\224
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order.
1.Sort all the Oj's and 6j'sinto nondecreasing
2,

in this order.If the nextnumberin the sequence
Considerthis sequence

schedulejobj at the leftmost
is cij and jobj hasn'tyet beenscheduled,
available spot.If the next number is bj and jobj hasn't yet been
scheduled,schedulejobj at the rightmost available spot.If j has
go to the next numberin the sequence.
already beenscheduled,

Note that the above rule alsocorrectlypositions
jobswith Oj =

thesejobsneednot be considered
separately.

0. Hence,

= (3, 4, 8,10),and (&i,&2)&3>&4)=
Example5.28Let n = 4, (01,02,03,04)
61,03,
63,04,64)
(6, 2, 9, 15).The sortedsequenceof a'sand 6'sis (62^1,02,
= (2,3, 4, 6,8,9, 10,15).Let 01,0-2,0-3,
and 04 be the optimalschedule.
Sincethe smallestnumberis 62, we set 04 = 2. The next numberis a\\ and
we set o\\ = a\\. The next smallestnumber is 02- Job2 has already been
scheduled.The next number is 61.Job1 has already beenscheduled.The
next is 03 and we set 03,This leaves 03 free and job4 unscheduled.Thus,
o3 = 4.
\342\226\241

to run in timeO(nlogn)
The schedulingrule above can be implemented
,n,0)for the
(seeexercises).Solving(5.24)and (5.25)directly for
optimalschedulewill take $7(2\") timeas therearethesemany different S\"s
will be computed.
for which g{S,t)

g(l,2,...

EXERCISES
Two machinesA
1.N jobsare to be processed.

and B are available.If
of processing
timeare
o
n
machine
units
is
then
Oj
A,
job processed
time
onmachineB,then 62-units of processing
needed.If it is processed
of the jobsand the machines,
areneeded.Becauseof the peculiarities
that en > 62- for some while a,j < bj for some
it is quite possible
j'; j jL i. Obtain a dynamic programmingformulation to determine
the minimum timeneededtoprocessallthe jobs.Note that jobscannot
be split betweenmachines.Indicatehow you would go about solving
Do this on an exampleof your choice.
relationobtained.
the recurrence
Also indicatehow you would determinean optimalassignmentof jobs
%

%

to

2,

machines.

for processing
onone machine.Associated
N jobshave tobescheduled
time
Thevariable ti is the processing
with jobi is a 3-tuple(pi,ti,di).
neededto completejobi, If jobi is completedby its deadlined,,then
a profit pi is earned.If not, then nothing is earned.PromSection4,4
we know that J is a subset of jobsthat can all be completed
by their

AND READINGS
5.11.REFERENCES
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deadlinesiff the jobsin J can be processedin nondecreasing
orderof
deadlineswithout violatingany deadline.Assume c4 < dj+i,1< < n.
Let fi(x) be the maximumprofit that can be earnedfrom a subset J
of jobswhen n = i. Herefn{dn)is the value of an optimalselection
of
jobsJ. Let fo(x) = 0. Show that for x < t{,
fi(x) = max {/j_!(x),
fi-i(x U) + pi}
%

-

3. Let / be any instanceof the two-processor
flow shop problem.
(a) Show that the length of every POFTschedulefor / is the same
as the length of every OFTschedulefor I. Hence,the algorithm

Section5,10alsogeneratesa POFTschedule.
(b) Show that thereexistsan OFTschedulefor / in which jobsare
processedin the sameorderon both processors,
(c) Show that thereexistsan OFTschedulefor / defined by some
permutationa of the jobs(seepart (b)) such that all jobswith
a, = 0 areat the front of this permutation.Further,show that the
orderin which thesejobsappearat the front of the permutation
is not important.
4. Let / be any instanceof the two-processor
flow shop problem.Let
be a permutationdefining an OFTschedulefor /.
a = o\\02
(a) Use (5.29)to argue that there exists an OFT a such that
> min {bj,at}for every i and j such that i = a^
min {bi,aj)
and j = CTfc+i (that is,i and j are adjacent).
(b) Fora a satisfying the conditionsof part (a), show that min{6j,
aj}>
of

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

ct\342\200\236

o^ and j ar,k < r.
to it'ssatisfying the
(c) Show that all schedulescorresponding
conditions of part (a) have the samefinish time. (Hint: use part (b)
to transform one of two different schedulessatisfying (a) into the
for every
mm{bj,a,}

i

and j such that i

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

otherwithout increasingthe finish time.)

5.11REFERENCES AND READINGS
Two classicreferences
on dynamic programmingare:
Introductionto Dynamic Programming,by G.Nemhauser,John Wiley and

Sons, 1966.

AppliedDynamic Programmingby R. E.Bellmanand S.E.Dreyfus,
University Press,1962.

Princeton
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1982.
SeealsoDynamic Programming,by E.V. Denardo,Prentice-Hall,
The dynamic programmingformulation for the shortest-pathsproblem
was given by R. Floyd.

Bellmanand Ford'salgorithmfor the single-source
shortest-pathproblem
(with generaledgeweights) can be found in Dynamic Programmingby R. E.
Bellman,PrincetonUniversity Press,1957.
of optimalbinary searchtreesusingdynamic
The construction
is describedin The Art of Programming:
Sorting and Searching,Vol.
3,by D.E.Knuth, Addison Wesley, 1973.
The string editingalgorithmdiscussedin this chapteris in \"The stringto-stringcorrectionproblem,\"by R. A. Wagner and M. J. Fischer,Journal
programming

of the

no.1 (1974):
168-173.
ACM21,

The set generationapproachto solving the 0/1knapsackproblemwas
formulatedby G.Nemhauserand Z. Ullman,and E.Horowitzand S.Sahni.

Exercise6 in Section5.7is due to E.Horowitz and S.Sahni.
problem

The dynamic programmingformulation for the travelingsalesperson
was given by M. Heldand R. Karp.

Thedynamic programmingsolutionto the matrixproductchainproblem
(Exercises1 and 2 in Additional Exercises)is due toS.Godbole.

5.12 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.[Matrix productchains] Let A, B, and C be threematricessuch that

A x B. Let the dimensionsof A, B, and C respectivelybe m x
n,n x p, and m x p. Fromthe definition of matrixmultiplication,

C=

C(i,j)= J2Ad,k)B(k,j)
k=\\

(a) Write an algorithmto computeC directly using the above
Show that the number of multiplications
neededby your
formula.
is
mnp.
algorithm
x Mr be a chain of matrixproducts.This
(b) Let M\\ x M2 x
chainmay be evaluatedin severaldifferent ways. Two possibilities
x Mr and (Mx x (M2 x
are
((Mi x M2) x M3) x M4) x
x (Mr_i x Mr)
The cost of any computationof M\\ x
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242)

(\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

(\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242).
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x Mr is the number of multiplications
used.Consider
M2 x
the caser = 4 and matricesMi through M4 with dimensions
x 1,and lx 100respectively.What is the
100x 1,1x 100,100
cost of eachof the five ways to computeM\\ x M2 x M3 x M4
? Show that the optimalway has a costof 10,200
and the worst
Assume that all matrixproductsare
way has a costof 1,020,000.
computedusingthe algorithmof part (a).
(c) Let My denotethe matrixproductM, x Mj+i x x Mj.Thus,
Ma = Mj, 1< i < r. S = Pi,P2, Pr~\\ is a product sequence
computingM\\r iff eachproductPk is of the form Mi3 x Mj+ii9,
where My- and Mj+itQ have been computedeither by an
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

productP[,I< k, or representan input matrixMu- Note
x Mj+ij = Mj9. Also note that every valid
of M\\r using only pairwise matrix productsat each
computation
step is defined by a productsequence.Two productsequences
S\\ = Pi,P2,
Pr-1and S2 = U\\, U2, Ur-\\ are different if
Pi 7^ Uj for somei. Show that the number of different product
if (r 1)!
sequences
many of
(d) Although thereare (r 1)!different product, sequences,
theseare essentially the samein the sensethat the samepairs
of matricesare multiplied.For example,the sequencesSi =
(Mi x M2),(M3 x M4), (M12x M34) and S2 = (M3 x M4), (Mi x
x M34) are different under the definition of part (c).
M2),(Mi2
However,the samepairsof matricesare multipliedin both S\\ and
S2.Show that if we consideronly thoseproductsequencesthat
differ from eachother in at least one matrixproduct,then the
is equal to the numberof different
numberof different sequences
1nodes.
trees
r
binary
having exactly
(e) Show that the numberof different binary treeswith n nodesis
earlier

that Mtj

\342\200\242\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\200\242,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1 (2n\\
n + 1y n J
2. [Matrix productchains] In the precedingexerciseit was established
that the numberof different ways to evaluatea matrixproductchain
is very largeeven when r is relatively small(say 10or 20).In this
exercisewe shalldevelopan 0{r^)algorithmto find an optimalproduct
sequence(that is,one of minimum cost).Let D(i),0< i < r, represent
the dimensionsof the matrices;that is,Mj has D(i~ 1) rows and D(i)
columns.Let C(i,j)be the costof computingM{j using an optimal
productsequencefor Mij. Observethat C(i,i)= 0,1< i < r, and
that C(i,i + 1) = D(i l)D(i)D(i
+ 1),1< i < r.

-
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(a) Obtain a recurrencerelationfor C(i,j),j> i. This recurrence
relationwill be similarto Equation5.14.
relationof part (a) for
(b) Write an algorithmto solve the recurrence
Y
our
should
be
of
complexity 0(r3).
C(l,r). algorithm
in
What
are
the
needed
changes
(c)
algorithmof part (b) to
an optimalproductsequence.Write an algorithmto
such a sequence.Show that the overall complexity of your
algorithmremains0(r3).
(d) Work through your algorithm (by hand) for the productchain
of part (b) of the previous exercise. What are the values of
C(i,j),1 < i < r and j > i? What is an optimalway to compute
determine

determine

M14?

Thereare two warehousesW\\ and W2 from which suppliesare to be
shippedto destinationsD{,1 < i < n. Let di be the demand at D{
and let r, be the inventory at Wj. Assume r\\ + r^ = X!di- Let Cjj(xy)
be the costof shippingX{j units from warehouseWi to destinationDj.
The warehouseproblemis to find nonnegativeintegersXij, 1< i < 2
and 1< j < n, such that x\\j + X2j = dj, 1< j < n, and J2ij cij(xij)IS
minimized.Let gi(x) be the costincurredwhen W\\ has an inventory
of x and suppliesare sent to Dj,l< j < i, in an optimalmanner (the
inventory at W2 is Y^\\<j<i dj x).The costof an optimalsolutionto
the warehouseproblemis gn{f\\).
(a) Usethe optimality principleto obtain a recurrencerelationfor
9i(x)and obtainan optimal
(b) Write an algorithmto solve this recurrence
sequenceof values for x^, 1< i < 2,1< j < n.
Given a warehousewith a storagecapacity of B units and an initial
stockof v units, let y, be the quantity soldin eachmonth, i,1< i < n.
Let Pi be the per-unit sellingpricein month i, and Xj the quantity
purchasedin month i. The buying priceis q per unit. At the end of
eachmonth, the stockin hand must be no morethan B. That is,
\342\200\224

v

+ J2 (X* ~ Vi) ^ -B' l ^ J

-

n

\\<i<j

The amount soldin each month cannot be morethan the stockat
the end of the previousmonth (new stockarrives only at the end of a
month). That is,
Vi

<v +

Y^

(XJ

~ %')'

l<i<n
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Also, we requireX{ and yi to be nonnegativeintegers.The total profit
derived is

-

n

Pn

= ^{PjVj CjXj)

i=i

The problemis to determineXj and yj such that Pn is maximized.
Let fi{vi) representthe maximumprofit that can beearnedin months
i + 1,i +
units of stockat the end of month
n, starting with
i. Then fo(v) is the maximumvalue of Pn.

2,...,

Wj

(a) Obtain the dynamic programmingrecurrencefor fi(vi) in terms
of

/i+i(\302\253j).

is
(b)
(c) Solve part (a) analytically to obtain the formula
What

/\342\200\236(Wi)?

fi(vi) = a%Xi + biVi
for

someconstantsa% and 6j.

(d) Show that an optimalPn is obtainedby usingthe following
strategy:

i. pt > ci

6j+i > c^ then yi = V{ and x\\ = B.
B. If 6j+i < q, then y, = Vj and Xj = 0.
ii.c% > pi
A. If bi+\\ > ci, then j/j = 0 and Xi = B ~ viB. If 6j+i < p^ then yj = wj and a;j = 0.
C If Pi < 6j+i < Ci, then j/j = 0 and Xj = 0.
(e) Usethe pi and cj in Figure 5.24and obtain an optimaldecision
sequencefrom part (d).
A. If

i

Pi
ct

12
88234325
3

6

3

4

5

6

7

8

7

1

4

5

1

3

Figure5.24pj and cj for Exercise4
Assume the warehousecapacity to be 100and the initial stockto

be 60.
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(f)

Frompart (d) concludethat an optimalset of values for %i and y%
will always leadto the following policy:Do no buying or selling
for the first k months (k may be zero) and then oscillatebetween
a full and an empty warehousefor the remainingmonths.

n programsare to be storedon two tapes. Let lj be
the length of tape neededto store the ith program. Assume that
J2h < where L is the length of each tape. A programcan be
storedon eitherof the two tapes.If S\\ is the set of programson tape
1,then the worst-caseaccesstime for a programis proportionalto
hi JligSi
h}- An optimalassignmentof programsto tapes
max{Eies1
minimizesthe worst-case
accesstimes.Formulatea dynamic
accesstimeof an optimal
approachto determinethe worst-case
assignment.Write an algorithmto determinethis time. What is the
complexity of your algorithm?
6. Redo Exercise5 makingthe assumptionthat programswill be stored
on tape 2 using a different tape density than that used on tape 1. If
li is the tape length neededby programi when storedon tape 1,then
ah is the tape length neededon tape 2.

5. Assume that
\302\243,

programming

7. Let L be an array of n distinct integers.Give an efficient algorithmto
of entriesin L. For
find the length of a longestincreasing
subsequence
a longestincreasing
example,if the entriesare 11,17,
5,8,6,4,7,12,3,
is 5,6, 7,12.
What is the run timeof your algorithm?
subsequence

Chapter 6

BASICTRAVERSAL AND
SEARCH TECHNIQUES
The techniquestobediscussed
in this chapteraredivided into two categories.
The first categoryincludestechniquesapplicableonly to binary trees.As
described,thesetechniquesinvolve examiningevery nodein the given data
objectinstance.Hence,thesetechniquesarereferredto as traversalmethods.
The secondcategoryincludestechniquesapplicable
to graphs(and hencealso
to trees and binary trees).
Thesemay not examineall verticesand soare
referredto only as searchmethods. During a traversal or searchthe fields
of a node may be used severaltimes. It may be necessaryto distinguish
certainusesof the fields of a node.Duringtheseuses,the nodeis saidto be
visited. Visitinga node may involve printing out its data field, evaluating
the operationspecified
by the nodein the caseof a binary tree representing
an expression,
a
setting mark bit to one or zero,and so on. Sincewe are
and searchesof treesand graphsindependentlyof their
t
raversals
describing
we
use
the
term \"visited\" ratherthan the term for the specific
application,
function performed
on the nodeat this time.

6.1 TECHNIQUESFOR BINARY TREES
The solutionto many problemsinvolves the manipulationof binary trees,
trees,or graphs.Often this manipulationrequiresus to determinea vertex
(node)or a subset of verticesin the given data objectthat satisfies a given
property. Forexample,we may wish tofind all verticesin a binary tree with
a data value lessthan x or we may wish to find allverticesin a given graph
G that can be reachedfrom another given vertex v. The determination
of this subsetof verticessatisfying a given property can be carriedout by
systematically examiningthe verticesof the given data object.This often
takesthe form of a searchin the data object.When the searchnecessarily
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treenode= record

{
}

Type data; // Type is the data type of data,
treenode*lchild;
treenode*rchild;

1 AlgorithmInOrder(i)
is a binary tree.Each nodeof t has
// tthreefields:
//
Ichild,data, and rchild.

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

if

{

8
9

10

11 } }

t^ 0 then
In0rder(i Ichild);
->\342\226\240

Visit(i);

In0rder(i rchild);
->\342\226\240

Algorithm6.1Recursiveformulation

of

inordertraversal

involves the examination
of every vertex in the

calleda traversal.

objectbeing searched,it

is

We have already seenan exampleof a problemwhosesolutionrequireda
searchof a binary tree. In Section5.5we presentedan algorithmto search
a binary searchtree for an identifier x. This algorithmis not a traversal
algorithmas it doesnot examineevery vertexin the searchtree. Sometimes,
we may wish to traversea binary searchtree (e.g.,
when we wish to list out
allthe identifiers in the tree).Algorithms for this arestudiedin this chapter.
Thereare many operationsthat we want to performon binary trees. One
that arisesfrequently is traversinga tree, or visiting eachnodein the tree
exactlyonce.A traversal producesa linearorderfor the information in a
tree. This linearordermay be familiar and useful.When traversinga binary
tree, we want to treat eachnodeand its subtreesin the samefashion. If
we let L, D, and R stand for moving left, printing the data, and moving
combinations
of traversal:
right when at a node,then therearesix possible
LDR, LRD, DLR, DRL, RDL, and RLD. If we adoptthe conventionthat
we traverseleft beforeright, then only threetraversalsremain:LDR, LRD,
and DLR. To thesewe assign the namesinorder,postorder,and preorder.
Recursivefunctions for thesethree traversalsare given in Algorithms 6.1

and 6.2.

6.1.TECHNIQUES
FOR BINARY TREES
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1 AlgorithmPreOrder(i)
is a binary tree. Eachnodeof t has
// tthreefields:
Ichild,data, and rchild.
//

2
3
4
5
6

{

if t ^ o

{

7

8
9

then

Visit(i);

PreOrder(i Ichild);
PreOrder(i rchild);
->\342\200\242

->\342\226\240

10

11 }

}

1 AlgorithmPostOrder(i)
is a binary tree. Eachnodeof has
// tthreefields:
Ichild,data, and rchild.
//

2
3
4
5
6

\302\243

{

7

if

{

PostOrder(i Ichild);
->\342\226\240

8
9

10

t^ 0 then
PostOrder(\302\243

11 } }

Visit(i);

\342\200\224>\342\226\240

rchild);

Algorithm6.2Preorderand postordertraversals
Figure 6.1shows a binary tree and Figure 6.2traceshow InOrderworks
on it. This traceassumesthat visiting a noderequiresonly the printing
of its data field. The output resultingfrom this traversalis FDHGIBEAC.
of Algorithm
With Visit(i) replacedby a printingstatement,the application
and
6.2to the binary treeof Figure6.1resultsin the outputs ABDFGHIEC
FHIGDEBCA,
respectively.

Theorem6.1LetT(n) and S(n) respectivelyrepresentthe timeand space
neededby
n

any one of the traversal algorithmswhen the input
visit a node are

> 0 nodes.If the time and spaceneededto

T(n) = 0(n)and S(n) = 0(n).

tree t has

0(1),then

Proof:Each traversalcan be regardedas a walk through the binary tree.
Duringthis walk, eachnodeis reachedthreetimes:oncefrom its parent (or
as the startnodein casethe nodeis the root),onceon returningfrom its left
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Figure6.1A

binary tree

callof

value

main

A

InOrder in root

1

2
3
4
4
3
4
5
5
4
5
5
2
3
3

1

2
2

action

B
D
F

G
H

I
E
C
\342\200\224

print
print

('F')
('D')

print
print

('H')
('G')

print (T)
print ('B')
print ('E')
print ('A')
print

('C')

Figure6.2Inordertraversalof the binary tree of Figure 6.1

FOR BINARY TREES
6.1.TECHNIQUES
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subtree,and onceon returningfrom its right subtree.In eachof thesethree
timesa constant amount of work is done. So, the total time taken by the
traversalis O(n). The only additionalspaceneededis that for the recursion
stack.If t has depth d, then this spaceis 0(d).Foran n-nodebinary tree,
d <n and so S(n)

\342\200\224

0(n).

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
Unlessotherwisestated, all binary treesare representedusing nodeswith
threefields:Ichild,
data, and rchild.
Give an algorithmto count the numberof

t. What

is itscomputingtime?

leafnodesin a binary tree

Write an algorithmSwapTree(i)
that takesa binary tree and swaps the
left and right childrenof every node.An exampleis given in Figure
Useone of the threetraversalmethodsdiscussedin Section

6.1.

(K)

6.3.

(G)
SwapTree(t)

Figure6.3Swappingleft and right children
3. Use one of the three traversal methodsdiscussedin Section6.1to

obtain an algorithmEquiv(i,u)that determineswhether the binary
treest and u are equivalent.Two binary treest and u are equivalent
if and only if they are structurally equivalent and if the data in the
nodesof t and u are the same.
corresponding

4. Show the following:
of a binary tree uniquely define
(a) Inorderand postordersequences
the binary tree.
of a binary tree uniquely define
(b) Inorderand preordersequences
the binary tree.
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of a binary treedo not uniquely
(c) Preorderand postordersequences
define the binary tree.
5. In the proofof Theorem6.1,
show, usinginduction,that T(n) < C2n+
c\\ (whereC2 is a constant > 2c\\).
6. Write a function to constructthe binary tree with a given inorder
sequence/ and a given postordersequenceP. What is the complexity
of your function?
7. DoExercise6 for a given inorderand preordersequence.
8. Write a nonrecursivealgorithmfor the preordertraversalof a binary
tree t. Your algorithmmay use a stack.What are the timeand space
of your algorithm?
requirements

9. Do Exercise8 for postorderas well as inordertraversals.

10.[Triple-order
traversal] A triple-ordertraversal of a binary tree t is
defined recursively by Algorithm 6.3.A very simplenonrecursive
for such a traversalis given in Algorithm 6.4.In this algorithm
algorithm

p, q, and r point respectivelyto the presentnode,previously visited
node,and next nodeto visit. The algorithmassumesthat t ^ 0 and
that an empty subtreeof nodep is represented
by a link to p rather
than a zero. Prove that Algorithm 6.4is correct.(Hint: Threelinks,

Ichild,
rchild,and one from itsparent,areassociatedwith eachnode
s. Each time s is visited, the links are rotatedcounterclockwise,
and
soafter threevisits they arerestoredto the originalconfigurationand

the algorithmbacksup the tree.)
11.[Level-order
traversalof a binary tree t all
traversal] In a level-order
nodeson level i are visited beforeany nodeon level i' + 1 is visited.
Within a level,nodesare visited left to right. In level-order
the nodes
of the tree of Figure6.1are visited in the orderABCDEFGHI.
Write
an algorithmLevel(t) to traversethe binary tree t in level order.How
much timeand spaceareneededby your algorithm?

6.2 TECHNIQUESFOR GRAPHS
fundamentalproblemconcerninggraphs is the reachability problem.In
its simplestform it requiresus to determinewhether thereexistsa path in
the given graph G = (V, E) such that this path starts at vertex v and ends
at vertexu. A moregeneralform is to determinefor a given starting vertex
v E V allvertices
u suchthat thereis a path from v to u. This latterproblem
can be solved by starting at vertexv and systematically searchingthe graph
G for verticesthat can be reachedfrom v. We describetwo searchmethods
A

for

this.

FOR GRAPHS
6.2.TECHNIQUES
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1 AlgorithmTriple(i)

2
3
4
5
6

{

if t

{

/ 0 then
Visit(t);
Triple^
Visit(i);

\342\200\224>

7

8
9

Triple(t
Visit

10

11 }

}

\342\200\224>

(t);

Ichild);
rchild);

Algorithm6.3Triple-ordertraversalfor Exercise10

1 AlgorithmTrip(i);
// It is assumedthat Ichildand rchildfields are > 0.

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

P

{

11 }

t;g:=-l;do
-1)

Visit(p);

r := (p

8
9

10

=

w hile(p ^

(p

\342\200\224>

Ichild);(p Ichild) := (p
rchild) := q; q :=p;p := r;
\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

rchild);

\\

Algorithm6.4A nonrecursivealgorithmfor the triple-ordertraversalfor

Exercise10
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6.2.1BreadthFirst SearchandTraversal
In breadthfirst searchwe start at a vertex v and mark it as having been
reached(visited). The vertex v is at this timesaid to be unexplored.A
vertex is saidto have beenexploredby an algorithmwhen the algorithmhas
visited all verticesadjacentfrom it. All unvisited verticesadjacentfrom v
are visited next.Theseare new unexplored
vertices.Vertexv has now been
explored.Thenewly visited verticeshaven't beenexploredand are put onto
the end of a list of unexplored
vertices.Thefirst vertexon this list is the next
to be explored.Exploration
vertexis left.The
continuesuntil no unexplored
list of unexplored
verticesoperatesas a queueand can be representedusing
any of the standardqueuerepresentations
(seeSection2.1).BFS (Algorithm

the detailsof the search.It makesuse of the
6.5)describes,in pseudocode,
queuerepresentation
given

in

Section2.1(Algorithm2.3).

Example6.1Let us try out the algorithmon the undirectedgraph of
6.4(a).If the graph is representedby its adjacencylistsas in Figure
6.4(c),then the verticesget visited in the order 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. A
breadthfirst searchof the directedgraph of Figure6.4(b)starting at vertex
1 resultsin only the vertices1,2, and 3 being visited.Vertex4 cannot be
Figure

reachedfrom

1.

\342\226\241

Theorem6.2Algorithm BFSvisits allverticesreachablefrom v.
Proof:Let G = (V, E) be a graph (directedor undirected)and let v V.
\302\243

prove the theoremby inductionon the length of the shortestpath from
v to every reachable
vertex w EV. The length (i.e.,
numberof edges)of the
shortestpath from v to a reachablevertexw is denotedby d(v, w).

We

BasisStep.Clearly, allverticesw with d(v, w) < 1get visited.
InductionHypothesis.
Assume that all verticesw with d(v,w) < r get
visited.

InductionStep.We now show that allverticesw with d(v, w) = r + 1also
get visited.
Let wbeavertex in V such that d(v, w) = r + 1.Let u be a vertex that

immediately precedesw on a shortestv to w path. Then d(v,u) = r and so
u gets visited by BFS.We can assume
and r > 1.Hence,immediately
beforeu gets visited,it is placedon the queueq of unexplored
vertices.The
algorithmdoesn'tterminateuntil q becomesempty. Hence,u is removed
from q at sometimeand all unvisited verticesadjacentfrom it get visited in
the for loopof line 11of Algorithm 6.5.Hence,w gets visited.
\302\253/\302\253
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1 AlgorithmBFS(w)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

first searchof G is carriedout beginning
//Aat breadth
= 1if i has
vertex v. For
node

i, visited[i]
any
//
beenvisited.The graph G and array visited[]
// already
// are global;visited[] is initializedto zero.
{
u := v; // q is a queueof unexplored
vertices.
:=
visited[v]

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1;

repeat
{
for allverticesw adjacentfrom u do
{
if (visited[w] = 0) then
{

//

}

}

w is unexplored.
Add w to q;
:=
1;
visited[w]

if q is empty thenreturn; No unexplored
vertex.
from q;
Get first unexplored
vertex.

Deleteu

}until(false);

//

//

\\

for breadthfirst search
Algorithm6.5Pseudocode

Theorem6.3Let T(n,e) and S(n,e) be the maximumtimeand maximum

additionalspacetaken by algorithm BFS on any graph G with n vertices
and e edges.T(n,e)= 9(n+ e) and S(n,e)= 9(n) if G is represented
by its adjacencylists.If G is represented
by its adjacencymatrix,then
=
=
and
T(n,e) 6(n2) S(n,e) 0(n).

Proof:Verticesget addedto the queueonly in line 15of Algorithm 6.5.A
vertexw can get ontothe queueonly if visited[w] = 0. Immediately
following
w's additionto the queue,visited[w] is set to 1 (line 16).Hence,eachvertex

can get ontothe queueat most once.Vertexv never gets ontothe queueand
soat most n 1additionsaremade.Thequeuespaceneededis at most n 1.
The remainingvariablestake 0(1)space.Hence,S(n,e) = 0(n).If G is an
tothe remainingn 1vertices,then all n 1
n-vertexgraph with v connected
verticesadjacentfrom v are on the queue at the sametime. Furthermore,
Q(n) spaceis neededfor the array visited.HenceS(n,e)= 9(n). This
result is independentof whetheradjacencymatricesor listsare used.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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(b) Directed
graph

(a)Undirectedgraph G
head nodes
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(c)Adjacencylist for G

Figure6.4Examplegraphsand adjacencylists
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1 AlgorithmBFT(G,n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Breadthfirst
{

7

8

}

traversalof G

for i := 1to n do // Mark all verticesunvisited.
visited[i]:= 0;
for i :=1to n do
if (visited[i]= 0) thenBFS(i);

Algorithm6.6Breadthfirst graph traversal
If adjacencylistsare used,then all verticesadjacentfrom u can be
in time d(u), whered(u) is the degreeof u if G is undirectedand
d(u) is the out-degreeof u if G is directed.Hence,when vertex u is being
explored,the time for the for loopof line of Algorithm 6.5is Q(d(u)).
Since eachvertex in G can be exploredat most once,the total time for
the repeatloopof line 9 is 0(^2 d(u)) = 0(e).Then visited[i]has to be
initializedto 0, 1< i < n. This takes0(n)time. Thetotal time is
0(n+ e). If adjacencymatricesare used,then it takes0(n)time to
determineall verticesadjacentfrom u and the timebecomes0(n2).If G
is a graph such that all verticesare reachablefrom v, then all verticesget
exploredand the time is at least 0(n+ e) and 0(n2)respectively.Hence,
determined

11

therefore

T(n,e)= 0(n+ e) when adjacencylistsareused,and T(n,e)= 0(n2)when

adjacencymatricesare used.
If BFSis usedon a connected
undirectedgraph G,then allverticesin G
then
visited
the
is
and
traversed.
get
graph
However,if G is not connected,
at leastonevertexof G is not visited.A complete
traversalof the graph can
be madeby repeatedlycallingBFS eachtimewith a new unvisited starting
vertex.The resultingtraversalalgorithmis known as breadthfirst traversal
(BFT) (seeAlgorithm 6.6).The proofof Theorem6.3can be used for BFT
tooto show that the time and additionalspacerequiredby BFT on an nvertexe-edgegraph are 0(n+ e) and 0(n)respectivelyif adjacencylistsare
used.If adjacencymatricesare used,then the boundsare 0(n2)and
respectively.
\342\226\241

\302\251(n)

6.2.2 DepthFirst SearchandTraversal
A depth first searchof a graph differs from a breadthfirst searchin that the
explorationof a vertexv is suspendedas soonas a new vertexis reached.At
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1 AlgorithmDFS(w)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

an undirected(directed)graph G = (V,E) with
// nGiven
and an array visited[] initially set
// vertices
this
zero, algorithmvisits allvertices
//to
from v. G and visited[] are global.
reachable
//

{

visited[v] := 1;

for eachvertex w adjacentfrom v do
{
if (visited[w] = 0) thenDFS(u;);

10
11 }
12 }

Algorithm6.7Depthfirst searchof a graph
this timethe explorationof the new vertex u begins.When this new vertex
has beenexplored,the explorationof v continues.The searchterminates
when all reachedverticeshave beenfully explored.This searchprocessis

bestdescribedrecursively as in Algorithm 6.7.

Example6.2A depth first searchof the graph of Figure6.4(a)starting at
vertex 1and usingthe adjacencylistsof Figure6.4(c)
resultsin the vertices
in
order
visited
the
7.
1,
being
2, 4, 8, 5, 6, 3,
\342\226\241

Onecan easily prove that DFSvisits all verticesreachablefrom vertex v.
S(n,e) representthe maximumtimeand maximumadditional
taken
space
by DFS for an n-vertex e-edgegraph, then S(n,e) =
and T(n,e)= 9(n + e) if adjacencylistsare used and T(n,e)= 9(n2)if
adjacencymatricesare used (seethe exercises).
A depth first traversal of a graph is carriedout by repeatedlycalling
DFS,with a new unvisited starting vertexeachtime.Thealgorithmfor this
(DFT)differs from BFT only in that the callto BFS(i)is replacedby a call
to DFS(i).Theexercises
containsomeproblemsthat are solved bestby BFS
If T(n,e) and

\302\251(n)

and othersthat are solved best by DFS.Latersectionsof this chapteralso
discussgraph problemssolved best by DFS.
BFS and DFS are two fundamentally different searchmethods.In BFS a
nodeis fully exploredbeforethe explorationof any othernodebegins.The
next nodeto exploreis the first unexplored
noderemaining.The exercises
examinea searchtechnique(D-search)that differs from BFS only in that
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the next nodeto exploreis the most recently reachedunexplored
node.In
DFS the explorationof a nodeis suspendedas soon as a new unexplored
nodeis reached.Theexplorationof this new nodeis immediately begun.

EXERCISES
1.Devisean algorithmusingthe ideaof BFS to find

a shortest(directed)
a
Prove
that
vertex
v.
your algorithmfinds
cycle containing given
of your
a shortestcycle. What are the time and spacerequirements

algorithm?
2. Show that DFSvisits allverticesin G reachablefrom v.

3. Prove that

the bounds of Theorem6.3hold for DFS.

4. It is easy to see that

for any graph G, both DFS and BFS will take
almostthe sameamount of time. However, the spacerequirements
may be considerablydifferent.

(a) Give an exampleof an n-vertexgraph for which the depth of
vertexv is n 1whereas
recursion of DFS starting from a particular
the queueof BFShas at most onevertexat any given timeif BFS
is startedfrom the samevertex v.
(b) Give an exampleof an n-vertexgraph for which the queueof BFS
has n 1 verticesat one timewhereasthe depth of recursionof
DFS is at most one. Both searchesare started from the same
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

vertex.

5. Another way to searcha graph is D-search.This methoddiffers from
BFS in that the next vertex to exploreis the vertex most recently
addedto the list of unexploredvertices.Hence,this list operatesas a
stackratherthan a queue.
(a) Write an algorithmfor D-search.
(b) Showthat D-searchstarting from vertexv visits allvertices
reachable

from v.

of your algorithm?
(c) What are the timeand spacerequirements

6.3

CONNECTED COMPONENTSAND
SPANNINGTREES

If G is a

on the

connectedundirectedgraph, then allverticesof G will get visited
call to BFS (Algorithm 6.5).If G is not connected,then at

first
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leasttwo callsto BFS will be needed.Hence,BFS can be used to determine
all newly visited verticeson a callto
whetherG is connected.Furthermore,
BFS from BFT representthe verticesin a connected
componentof G. Hence
of a graph can be obtainedusing BFT.Forthis,
the connectedcomponents
BFS can be modified sothat all newly visited verticesare put onto a list.
Then the subgraphformed by the verticeson this list make up a connected
component.Hence,if adjacencylistsare used,a breadthfirst traversalwill
in 9(n+ e) time.
obtain the connectedcomponents
BFT can alsobe used to obtain the reflexive transitiveclosurematrixof
an undirectedgraph G. If A* is this matrix,then A*(i,j)= 1 iff either
i = j or i ^ j and i and j are in the sameconnected
component.We can
set up in Q(n + e) time an array connecsuch that connec[i]is the index
of the connectedcomponentcontainingvertex i, 1 < i < n. Hence,we
can determinewhether A*(i,j),i ^ J, is 1 or 0 by simply seeingwhether
The reflexive transitive closurematrixof an
connec[i]= connec[j].
with
and e edgescan thereforebe computedin
G
n
vertices
graph
t
ime
and
0(n2)
G(n) spaceusingeitheradjacencylistsormatrices(the space
count doesnot includethe spaceneededfor A* itself).
As a final applicationof breadthfirst search,considerthe problemof
obtaininga spanningtree for an undirectedgraph G. The graph G has a
the existence
spanningtreeiff G is connected.Hence,BFS easily determines
of a spanningtree. Furthermore,
considerthe set of edges(u,w) used in the
for loopof line 11of algorithm BFS to reachunvisited verticesw. These
edgesarecalledforward edges.Let t denotethe set of theseforward edges.
then tisa spanningtreeof G. Forthe graph
We claimthat if G is connected,
of Figure6.4(a) the set of edgest will be all edgesin G except(5,8), (6,8),
and (7,8) (seeFigure6.5(b)).
Spanningtreesobtainedusinga breadthfirst
searcharecalledbreadth first spanningtrees.
undirected

(a)DFS(l)spanningtree

(b) BFS(l)spanningtree

Figure6.5DFSand BFSspanningtreesfor the graph of Figure6.4(a)
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Theorem6.4Modify algorithmBFS by addingon the statementst := 0;
and t := t U {(u,w)};
to lines 8 and 16,respectively. Call the resulting
algorithm BFS*.If BFS*is calledsothat v is any vertex in a connected
undirectedgraph G, then on termination,the edgesin t form a spanning
tree of G.

Proof:We

have already seenthat if G is a connected
graph on n vertices,
then all n verticeswill get visited.Also, eachof these,exceptthe start vertex
v, will get onto the queueonce(line 15).
Hence,t will containexactlyn 1
\342\200\224

edges.All theseedgesare distinct.Then 1edgesin t will thereforedefine
an undirectedgraph on n vertices.This graph will be connectedsinceit
containsa path from the start vertex v to every othervertex (and sothere
is a path betweeneachtwo vertices).A simpleproofby inductionshows
that every connected
graph on n verticeswith exactlyn 1edgesis a tree.
Hencet is a spanningtree of G.
\342\200\224
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As in the case of BFT,the connectedcomponents
of a graph can be
obtainedusing DFT.Similarly, the reflexive transitive closurematrixof an
undirectedgraphcan be found usingDFT.If DFS (Algorithm 6.7)is modified
by adding t := 0; and t := t U {(v,w)}',to line 7 and the if statementof
line 10,respectively, then when DFS terminates,the edgesin t define a
spanningtree for the undirectedgraph G if G is connected.A spanning
tree obtainedin this manner is calleda depth first spanningtree. For the
graph of Figure6.4(a)the spanningtreeobtainedwill includeall edgesin G
exceptfor (2,5),(8,7),and (1,3)(seeFigure6.5(a)).
Hence,DFS and BFS
are equally powerful for the searchproblemsdiscussedso far.

EXERCISES
1.Show that for any undirectedgraph G = (V, E),a callto BFS(w)with
v

\342\202\254

V

resultsin visiting all the verticesin the connectedcomponent

containingv.
2. Rewrite BFS and BFT so that all the connectedcomponentsof the
undirectedgraph G get printed out.Assume that G is input in
adjacency

list form.

3. Prove that if G is a connectedundirectedgraph with n verticesand
1edges,then G is a tree.
n
4. Presenta D-search-based
algorithmthat producesa spanningtree for
\342\200\224

undirectedconnectedgraph.
(a) Theradiusof a treeis its depth.Showthat the forward edgesused
in BFS(w)define a spanning tree with root v having minimum
radius among all spanning trees, for the undirectedconnected
graph G having root v.

an

5.
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(b) Usingthe result of part (a), write an algorithmto find a minimumradius spanningtreefor G. What are the timeand space
of your algorithm?
6. The diameterof a treeis the maximumdistancebetweenany two
Let d be the diameterof a minimum-diameter
vertices.
spanningtree for
the
radius
G.
Let
r
of a minimuman undirectedconnectedgraph
be
radius spanningtree for G.
requirements

-

(a) Show that 2r 1 < d < 2r.
spanningtree
(b) Write an algorithmto find a minimum-diameter
for G. (Hint: Use breadth-first searchfollowed by somelocal

modification.)

(c) Provethat your algorithmis correct.
of your algorithm?
(d) What are the timeand spacerequirements
7. A bipartite graph G = [V, E) is an undirectedgraph whosevertices
can be partitionedinto two disjoint sets V\\ and V2 = V V\\ with
the propertiesthat no two verticesin V\\ are adjacentin G and no
two verticesin V2 are adjacentin G. The graph G of Figure 6.4(a)
and
is bipartite.A possible
partitioning of V is V\\ = {1,4,5,6,7}
is
w
hether
G
to
a
an
determine
Write
V2
algorithm
graph
{2,3,8}.
If G is bipartite,your algorithmshouldobtain a partitioning
bipartite.
of the verticesinto two disjointsetsV\\ and V2 satisfying the properties
above. Show that if G is representedby its adjacencylists,then this
algorithmcan be madeto work in time 0(n+ e),wheren = \\V\\ and
\342\200\224
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e= \\E\\.

8. Write

an algorithmto find the reflexive transitive closurematrixA*
a directedgraph G. Show that if G has n verticesand e edgesand
is representedby its adjacencylists,then this can be done in time
9(n2+ ne).How much spacedoesyour algorithmtakein additionto
that neededfor G and A*? (Hint: UseeitherBFS or DFS.)
9. Input is an undirectedconnectedgraph G(V,E) eachone of whose
edgeshas the sameweight w (w beinga realnumber). Give an 0(\\E\\)
time algorithmto find a minimum-costspanningtree for G. What is
the weight of this tree?
10.Given are a directedgraph G(V,E) and a node v V. Write an
efficient algorithmto decidewhether there is a directedpath from v
run timeof
to every othernodein the graph. What is the worst-case
of

\342\202\254

your algorithm?

11.Designan algorithmto decidewhethera given undirectedgraphG(V,E)

containsa cycle of length4. Therunningtimeof the algorithmshould
beO(\\V\\3).
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12.Let G(V, E) be a binary tree with n nodes.Thedistancebetweentwo
verticesin G is the length of the path connectingthesetwo vertices.
Theproblemis to constructannxnmatrixwhose ijthentry is the

distance betweenvi and Vj. Designan 0(n2)timealgorithmto construct
such a matrix. Assume that the tree is given in the adjacency-list

representation.

13.Presentan 0(|V|)timealgorithmto checkwhethera given undirected
graph G(V,E) is a tree. The graph G is given
adjacencylist.

in

the form of an

6.4 BICONNECTEDCOMPONENTSAND DFS
In this section,by \"graph\" we always mean an undirectedgraph. A vertex
v in a connected
graph G is an articulationpoint if and only if the deletion
of vertex v togetherwith all edgesincidentto v disconnects
the graph into
two

or morenonempty components.

Example6.3In the connectedgraph of Figure6.6(a)vertex 2 is an
point as the deletionof vertex 2 and edges(1,2),
(2,3),(2,5), (2,7),
and (2,8)leaves behind two disconnected
nonempty components(Figure
6.6(b)).Graph G of Figure 6.6(a)has only two other articulationpoints:
vertex 5 and vertex 3. Note that if any of the remainingverticesis deleted
articulation

from

G, then exactlyone componentremains.

\342\226\241

if and only if it containsno articulation
A graph G is biconnected
points.
The graph of Figure 6.6(a)is not biconnected.The graph of Figure 6.7is
biconnected.The presenceof articulationpoints in a connectedgraph can
if G represents
a
be an undesirable
featurein many cases.
For example,
network with the verticesrepresenting
communicationstations
communication
and the edgescommunicationlines,then the failure of a communication
station i that is an articulation
point would result in the lossof communication
to points other than i too. On the other hand, if G has no articulation
betweenevery
point, then if any stationi fails, we can stillcommunicate
two stationsnot includingstationi.
In this sectionwe developan efficient algorithmto test whether a
For the caseof graphsthat arenot biconnected,
connected graph is biconnected.
this algorithmwill identify all the articulationpoints.Onceit has been
determined that a connected
it may be desirable
graph G is not biconnected,
to determinea set of edgeswhoseinclusionmakesthe graph biconnected.
Determiningsuch a set of edgesis facilitatedif we know the maximal
of G that arebiconnected.G' = (V',E')is a maximalbiconnected
subgraphs
subgraphof G if and only if G has no biconnected
subgraphG\" = (V\", E\
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(a) Graph G

(b) Result of deletingvertex 2

Figure6.6An examplegraph
such that V C V\" and E' c E\". A maximalbiconnected
subgraph is a
biconnectedcomponent.
The graph of Figure 6.7has only one biconnectedcomponent(i.e.,
the
entiregraph). The biconnectedcomponentsof the graph of Figure 6.6(a)
are shown in Figure6.8.

Figure6.7A biconnectedgraph
It is relatively easy to show that
can have
Lemma 6.1Two biconnected
components
commonand this vertex is an articulationpoint.

Hence,no edgecan be in

two different

at most one vertex in
\342\226\241

biconnectedcomponents(as this

would requiretwo commonvertices).The graph G can be transformedinto
a biconnected
graph by using the edgeadditionschemeof Algorithm 6.8.
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Sinceevery biconnected
componentof a connectedgraph G containsat
leasttwo vertices(unlessG itselfhas only one vertex),it follows that the

of line 5

Wj

exists.

Example6.4Using the above schemeto transformthe graph of Figure
and (10,9)
6.6(a)into a biconnectedgraph requiresus to add edges(4,10)
to the
to the articulationpoint 3), edge(1,5)(corresponding
(corresponding
to point 5).
articulationpoint 2), and edge(6,7) (corresponding
\342\226\241

of graph of Figure 6.6(a)
components
Figure6.8Biconnected

Note that oncethe edges(vj,Vj+i) of line 6 (Algorithm6.8)are added,
vertex a is no longer an articulationpoint.Hencefollowing the addition

1 for eacharticulationpoint a do

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

}

B\\, B'2,
-B/c be the biconnected
components
containingvertex a;
Let Vi, Vi a, be a vertex in Bi, 1 < i < k;
Add to G the edges(wi,^+i), 1< i < k;

Let

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

j\302\243

Algorithm6.8Schemeto constructa biconnectedgraph
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G has no articulation
to all articulationpoints,
edgescorresponding
is
and
so
I
f
biconnected.
G
has
articulation
points
p
points and b biconnectedcomponents,then the schemeof Algorithm 6.8introducesexactly
b p new edgesinto G. One can show that this schememay use more
than the minimum numberof edgesneededto make G biconnected
(seethe
exercises).
Now, let us attackthe problemof identifying the articulationpoints and
of a connectedgraph G with n > 2 vertices.The
biconnectedcomponents
a depthfirst spanningtree of G.
problemis efficiently solved by considering
a
nd
a
shows
first
Figure6.9(a) (b)
depth
spanningtree of the graph of
In
each
is
number
there
a
outsideeachvertex.These
Figure 6.6(a).
figure
numberscorrespondto the orderin which a depth first searchvisits these
verticesand arereferredto as the depth first numbers (dfns) of the vertex.
Thus, dfn[l]= 1,dfn[4] = 2, dfn[6] = 8, and soon. In Figure6.9(b)solid
edgesform the depth first spanningtree. Theseedgesarecalledtreeedges.
all the remainingedges)arecalledback edges.
Brokenedges(i.e.,
of the

\342\200\224

(a)

(b)

Figure6.9A depthfirst spanningtree of the graph of Figure6.6(a)
Depthfirst spanningtreeshave a property that is very useful in identifying
articulationpoints and biconnected
components
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Lemma 6.2If (it, v) is any edgein G,then relativeto the depth first
treet, eitheru is an ancestorof v or v is an ancestorof it. So,thereare
no crossedgesrelativeto a depth first spanningtree ((it,v) is a crossedge
relativeto t if and only if u is not an ancestorof v and v is not an ancestor
spanning

of it).

Proof:To see this, assumethat

(it, v)

\342\202\254

E(G)and

(it, v)

is a crossedge.

Then (it, v) cannot be a tree edgeas otherwiseu is the parent of v or vice
versa. So,(it,v) must be a backedge. Without lossof generality, we can
assumedfn[u] < dfn[v]. Sincevertexu is visited first, itsexploration
cannot
be completeuntil vertex v is visited. Fromthe definition of depth first
search,it follows that it is an ancestorof all the verticesvisited until it is
completely
explored.Henceit is an ancestorof v in t and (it, v) cannot be a

crossedge.
We

\342\226\241

make the following observation

Lemma 6.3Therootnodeof a depth first spanningtree is an articulation
if it is any othervertex,
point iff it has at leasttwo children.Furthermore,
then it is not an articulationpoint iff from every child w of it it is possible
of w and
to reachan ancestorof u usingonly a path madeup of descendents
a backedge.
Note that if this cannot be done for somechild w of u, then the deletionof
vertex it leaves behind at leasttwo nonempty components(onecontaining
the root and the other containingvertex w). This observationleadsto a
simplerule to identify articulationpoints.For eachvertex it, define L[u] as
\342\226\241

follows:
L[u]

\342\200\224

min

{dfn[u\\, min {L[w} w is a child of it},min {dfn[w}
(u,w) is a back edge}}
\\

\\

It shouldbe clearthat L[u] is the lowest depthfirst numberthat can be
reachedfrom it using a path of descendents
followed by at most one back
edge.From the precedingdiscussionit follows that if u is not the root,then
it is an articulation
point iff it has a child w such that L[w] > dfn[u].

6.5Forthe spanningtree of Figure6.9(b)the L values are L[l:
Example
Vertex3 is an articulationpoint as child 10
10]= {1,1,1,1,6,8,6,6,5,4}.
= 4 and d/n[3] = 3. Vertex2 is an articulationpoint as child 5
has
has L[5] = 6 and dfn[2] = 6. The only otherarticulationpoint is vertex 5;
\302\243[10]

child 6 has L[6] = 8 and dfn[5\\ = 7.

O

L[u] can be easily computedif the verticesof the depth first spanning
tree are visited in postorder.
Thus, to determinethe articulationpoints,
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is necessaryto performa depth first searchof the graph G and visit the
nodesin the resultingdepth first spanningtreein postorder.
It is possible
to
doboth thesefunctions in parallel.Pseudocode
Art (Algorithm 6.9)carries
out a depth first searchof G. During this searcheachnewly visited vertex
gets assignedits depthfirst number. At the sametime,L[i] is computedfor
eachvertex in the tree. This algorithmassumesthat the connectedgraph
G and the arrays dfn and L are global.
In addition,it is assumedthat the
variable num is alsoglobal.
It is clearfrom the algorithmthat when vertex
u has been exploredand a return madefrom the function, then L[u] has
beencorrectlycomputed.Note that in the elseclauseof line 15,if w ^ v,
then either(u,w) is a backedgeor dfn[w] > dfn[u] > L[u\\. In eithercase,
L[u] is correctlyupdated.The initial call to Art is Art(l,0).Note dfn is
initializedto zerobeforeinvoking Art.
it

1 AlgorithmArt(it,

2
3
4
5
6
7

{

dfn[u]

11

17

:=num,',

L[u] := num,', num := num + 1;

for eachvertex w adjacentfrom
{
if (dfn[w] = 0) then

8
9

10
12
13
14
15
16

v)

for depth first search,v is its parent if any
// uin isthea start vertex
first
depth
spanningtree. It is assumedthat the global
//
is
initialized
to zeroand that the globalvariable
array dfn
// num
is
initialized
t
o
1.
n is the numberof verticesin G.
//

{

}

}

Art(w,u); //

w

u

do

is unvisited.

L[u] := mm(L[u],L[w]);
}
elseif (w ^ v) thenL[u] := mm(L[u],dfn[w]);

to computedfn and L
Algorithm6.9Pseudocode

OnceL[l: n] has beencomputed,the articulationpointscan be identified
0(e)time. SinceArt has a complexity 0(n+ e),wheree is the numberof
edgesin G,the articulationpoints of G can bedeterminedin 0(n+ e) time.
of
Now, what needsto be done to determinethe biconnected
components
Gl If following the callto Art (line12) L[w] > dfn[u],then we know that u
of whetheru is not the
is eitherthe rootor an articulationpoint.Regardless
rootor is the rootand has oneormorechildren,the edge(u, w) togetherwith
in

AND DFS
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all edges(both tree and back) encounteredduring this call to Art (except
edgesin other biconnectedcomponentscontainedin subtreew) forms
a biconnected
component.A formal proofof this statementappearsin the
of
6.5.The modified algorithmappearsas Algorithm 6.10.
Theorem
proof
for

1
2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmBiComp(u,v)

vertex for depthfirst search,v is its parent if
II u is ina start
the
first
tree. It is assumedthat the

depth
spanning
// any
array dfn is initially zeroand that the globalvariable
// global
// num is initializedto 1.n is the numberof verticesin G.

7

8
9

9.1
9.2
10

11
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.9
11.10
12
13
14
15
16

dfn[u]

:=num', L[u] :=num', num := num + 1;
u do
((w
w) and (dfn[w] < dfn[u]))then
add (u, w) to the topof a stacks;

for eachvertex w adjacentfrom

{

if

y^

if (dfn[w] = 0) then

{

if (L[w] > dfn[u]) then

{

write (\"Newbicomponent\;

repeat
{

Deletean edgefrom the topof stacks;
Let this edgebe (a;,y)',
write (x, y);
} until(((x,y) = (u,w)) or ((x,y) = (w,u)));

}.
B\\Comp(w,u)',I/ w is unvisited.
L[u]

}
elseif

:=min(L[it],

(w

L[\302\253;]);

^

v)

thenL[u] := mm(L[u],dfn[w])',

17

to determinebicomponents
Algorithm6.10Pseudocode
Onecan verify that the computingtimeof Algorithm 6.10
remains0(n+
theorem
of
The
establishes
the
correctness
the
e). following
algorithm.Note
that when G has only one vertex,it has no edgessothe algorithmgenerates
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no

output.In this caseG doeshave a biconnectedcomponent,namely its

singlevertex.This casecanbe handledseparately.
Theorem6.5Algorithm 6.10correctlygeneratesthe biconnected
of the connected
graph G when G has at leasttwo vertices.

components

Proof:This can be shown by inductionon the numberof biconnected

in G. Clearly, for allbiconnected
graphs G,the root u of the depth
spanningtree has only one childw. Furthermore,w is the only
for which L[w] > dfn[u] in line 11.1
of Algorithm 6.10.By the time
has beenexplored,all edgesin G have beenoutput as one biconnected

components

first
vertex

w

component.
Now assumethe algorithmworks correctly
for all connected
graphsG with
at most m biconnected
components.We show that it alsoworks correctly
for all connected
components.Let G beany
graphswith m + 1biconnected
such graph. Considerthe first time that L[w] > dfn[u] in line 11.1.At
this time no edgeshave beenoutput and soall edgesin G incidentto the
descendents
of w are on the stackand are above the edge(u,w). Sincenone
of the descendents
of u is an articulation
point and u is,it follows that the set
of edgesabove (u, w) on the stackforms a biconnected
componenttogether
with the edge(u,w). Oncetheseedgeshave beendeletedfrom the stack

and output, the algorithmbehavesessentially as it would on the graph G',
obtainedby deletingfrom G the biconnected
componentjust output.The
behaviorof the algorithmon G differs from that on G' only in that during
the completion
of the exploration
of vertex u, someedges(u,r) such that
(u,r) is in the component
just output may be considered.However,for all
such edges,dfn[r] ^ 0 and dfn[r] > dfn[u] > L[u].Hence,theseedgesonly
result in a vacuous iterationof the for loopof line 8 and do not materially
affect the algorithm.
Onecan easily establishthat G'has at leasttwo vertices.Sincein addition
G' has exactlym biconnectedcomponents,it follows from the induction
are correctlygenerated.
hypothesis that the remainingcomponents
It should be noted that the algorithm describedabove will work with
any spanning tree relative to which the given graph has no crossedges.
Unfortunately, graphscan have crossedgesrelativeto breadthfirst spanning
trees.Hence,algorithmArt cannot be adaptedto BFS.
\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.For the graphsof Figure6.10identify the articulationpoints and draw
the biconnected
components.

2. Show that
be in

if

undirectedgraph, then no edgeof G can
G is a connected

two different

biconnected
components.

AND DFS
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(a)

Figure6.10Graphsfor Exercise1
3. Let

Gi =

(Vi,Ei),l< i < k, be the biconnectedcomponentsof a

connectedgraph G. Show that

(a) If t^ j, then ViflVj containsat most one vertex.
(b) Vertexv is an articulationpoint of G iff {v}= Vi fl
and j, i ^ j.
%

Vj

for

somei

4. Show that the schemeof Algorithm 6.8may use morethan the
minimum

numberof edgesneededto make G biconnected.

5. Let G be a connectedundirectedgraph. Write

an algorithmto find
number of edgesthat have to be addedto G so that
G becomesbiconnected.Your algorithmshould output such a set of
of your algorithm?
edges.What are the timeand spacerequirements
the

minimum

6. Show that

if t is a breadthfirst spanningtree for an undirected
graph G, then G may have crossedgesrelativeto t.
7. Provethat a nonrootvertexu is an articulationpoint iff L[w] > dfn[u]
for somechild w of u.
connected

8. Prove that

in

if eitherv = w or dfn[w]
BiComp(Algorithm 6.10)

>

dfn[u], then edge(u,w) is eitheralready on the stackof edgesor has
beenoutput as part of a biconnected
component.

9. Let G(V,E) be any connectedundirectedgraph. A bridge of G is
defined to be an edgeof G which when removed from G, will makeit
Presentan 0(|-E|)
timealgorithmto find all the bridges
disconnected.
of G.

10.Let S(V,T)be any DFStree for a given connectedundirectedgraph
G(V,E). Prove that a leaf of can not be an articulationpoint of G.
5\"
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11.Proveor disprove:\"An

if and
undirectedgraph G(V,E) is biconnected
eachpair of distinctverticesv and w in V thereare two
distinctpaths from v to w that have no verticesin commonexceptv

only if for

and

to.\"
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Chapter 7

BACKTRACKING
7.1 THE GENERALMETHOD
In the searchfor fundamentalprinciplesof algorithmdesign,backtracking
representsone of the most generaltechniques.Many problemswhich deal
with searchingfor a set of solutionsor which ask for an optimalsolution
can be solvedusingthe backtracking
formulation.
satisfying someconstraints
The name backtrackwas first coinedby D. H. Lehmerin the 1950s.
Early
workers who studiedthe processwereR. J. Walker, who gave an algorithmic
accountof it in 1960,
and S.Golomband L.Baumertwho presenteda very

generaldescriptionof it as well as a variety of applications.
In many applicationsof the backtrackmethod,the desiredsolution is
as an n-tuple
expressible
,xn),wherethe %i fire chosenfrom some
finite set Sj. Often the problemto be solved callsfor finding one vector
that maximizes
or satisfies)a criterionfunctionP(x\\, %n)(or minimizes
Sometimes
it seeksall vectorsthat satisfy P. Forexample,
sortingthe array
of integers in a[l: n] is a problemwhosesolution is expressible
by an ne
lement.
where
is
the
index
in
of
ith
smallest
The
criterion
a
the
x\\
tuple,
functionP is the inequality a[xj\\ < a[xi+\\]for 1< i < n. Theset Sj is finite

(xi,...

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

and includesthe integers1 through n. Thoughsorting is not usually one of
of a familiar problem
the problemssolved by backtracking,
it is one example
In this chapterwe study a
whosesolutioncan be formulated as an n-tuple.

collectionof problemswhosesolutionsarebest done using backtracking.
mn nSupposeml is the sizeof set Si.Then thereare m = m\\m2
are
the
P.
The
that
candidates
f
or
function
brute
tuples
possible
satisfying
evaluateeachone with
forceapproach would be to form all thesen-tuples,
P, and save thosewhich yield the optimum.Thebacktrackalgorithmhas
as its virtue the ability to yield the sameanswer with far fewer than m
trials.Its basicideais to build up the solutionvectorone componentat a
called
timeand to use modifiedcriterionfunctions Pi{x\\,...
,xi)(sometimes
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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boundingfunctions)to test whetherthe vectorbeingformed has any chance
of success.
The majoradvantageof this methodis this:if it is realizedthat
the partialvector (x\\,X2, ,x{)can in no way leadto an optimalsolution,
then mj+i mn possible
test vectorscan be ignoredentirely.
of
the
Many
problemswe solve using backtrackingrequirethat all the
solutionssatisfy a complexset of constraints.For any problemthese
constraints can be divided into two categories:
explicitand implicit.
\342\226\240
\342\226\240\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

Definition7.1Explicitconstraintsare rulesthat restricteachX{
on values only from a given set.

to take
\342\226\241

Commonexamplesof explicitconstraintsare
ot Si = {allnonnegativereal numbers}
X{ > 0
=
1
or
ov Si = {0,1}
0
xt
<
<
or Si = {a : li < a < ut}
h
ut
%i
Theexplicitconstraintsdependon the particularinstance/ of the problem
beingsolved.All tuplesthat satisfy the explicitconstraintsdefine a possible
solutionspacefor /.

Definition7.2 The implicitconstraintsare rulesthat determinewhich of
the tuples in the solution spaceof I satisfy the criterionfunction. Thus
implicitconstraintsdescribethe way in which the Xi must relateto each

other.

D

Example7.1[8-queens]A classiccombinatorialproblemis to placeeight
queenson an 8 x 8 chessboardsothat no two \"attack,\" that is,sothat no
two of them are on the samerow, column,or diagonal.Let us numberthe
rows and columnsof the chessboard1 through 8 (Figure 7.1).The queens
canalsobe numbered1through 8. Sinceeachqueenmust be on a different
row, we can without lossof generalityassumequeen i is to be placedon

row i. All solutionsto the 8-queensproblemcan thereforebe represented
as 8-tuples(x\\,...
,xs),whereX{ is the columnon which queeni is placed.
The explicitconstraintsusingthis formulation are Si = {1,2,3,4,
5,6,7, 8},
1< i < 8. Thereforethe solutionspaceconsistsof 88 8-tuples.
The implicit
all
constraintsfor this problemare that no two x^s can be the same(i.e.,
queensmust be on different columns)and no two queenscan be on the same
diagonal.The first of thesetwo constraintsimpliesthat all solutionsare
permutationsof the 8-tuple(1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).This realizationreduces
the sizeof the solutionspacefrom 88 tuplesto 8!tuples.We seelaterhow to
as an 8-tuple,
formulatethe secondconstraintin termsof the x\\. Expressed
the solutionin Figure7.1is (4, 6,8,2,7, 1,3,5).
\342\226\241
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column
3 4 5

12

\342\226\272

6

7

8

Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Figure7.1Onesolutionto the 8-queensproblem
Example7.2 [Sum of subsets] Given positivenumbersWi, 1< i < n, and
m, this problemcallsfor finding all subsetsof the w^ whose sums are m.
= (11,13,24, 7), and m = 31,then
For example,if n = 4, (tui, 102,103,104)
the desiredsubsetsare (11,13,7) and (24, 7). Rather than representthe

solutionvector by the w% which sum to m, we could representthe solution
vectorby giving the indicesof theseWj. Now the two solutionsaredescribed
by the vectors (1,2, 4) and (3, 4). In general,all solutionsare A;-tuples
37/c), 1< k < n, and different solutionsmay have different-sized
tuples.The explicitconstraintsrequireX{ {j j is an integer and 1 <
j < n}.The implicitconstraintsrequirethat no two be the sameand that
the sum of the corresponding
iuj's be m. Sincewe wish to avoid generating
same
instances
o
f
the
subset
multiple
(e.g.,(1,2,4) and (1,4, 2) representthe
samesubset),
another implicitconstraintthat is imposedis that xi < rcj+i,
(a;i,\302\2432,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\202\254

\\

1< i < k.

In anotherformulation of the sum of subsetsproblem,eachsolutionsubset

1< i < n.
is represented
suchthat x% {0,1},
by an n-tuple(rci,
Then x\\ = 0 if Wi is not chosenand x\\ = 1 if Wj is chosen.The solutions
to the above instanceare (1,1,0, 1) and (0, 0, 1,1). This formulation
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\2432,

\342\202\254

\342\226\240,xn)

expressesall solutionsusing a fixed-sized
tuple. Thus we concludethat
theremay be severalways to formulate a problemsothat all solutionsare
tuples that satisfy someconstraints.One can verify that for both of the
above formulations,the solutionspaceconsistsof 2\" distincttuples.
\342\226\241
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algorithmsdetermineproblemsolutionsby systematically
Backtracking
searchingthe solutionspacefor the given probleminstance.This searchis
facilitatedby using a tree organizationfor the solutionspace.Fora given
solutionspacemany tree organizationsmay be possible.
The next two
a solutioninto a tree.
examples examinesomeof the ways to organize
of the 8Example7.3 [n-queens]The n-queensproblemis a generalization
queensproblemof Example7.1.Now n queensare to be placedon an n x n
chessboard
sothat no two attack;that is,no two queensareonthe samerow,

the solutionspace
column,or diagonal.Generalizingour earlierdiscussion,
consistsof all n!permutationsof the n-tuple
, n). Figure7.2shows
a possible
tree organizationfor the casen = 4. A tree such as this is called
a permutationtree. The edgesare labeledby possible
values of X{. Edges
from level 1 to level 2 nodesspecify the values for x\\. Thus, the leftmost
subtreecontainsall solutionswith x\\ = 1;its leftmost subtreecontainsall
solutionswith x\\ = 1and x<i = 2,and soon.Edgesfrom level i to level i + 1
arelabeledwith the values of x\\. The solutionspaceis defined by all paths
from the rootnodeto a leaf node.Thereare 4! = 24 leafnodesin the tree

(1,2,...

of

Figure7.2.

\342\226\241

\302\256\302\251\302\256\302\251\302\251\302\251@\302\251

Figure7.2 Treeorganizationof the 4-queenssolution space.Nodesare
numberedas in depth first search.
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Example7.4 [Sum of subsets] In Example7.2we gave two possible
of the solutionspacefor the sum of subsetsproblem.Figures7.3and
7.4 show a possible
tree organizationfor eachof theseformulationsfor the
casen = 4. The tree of Figure 7.3 correspondsto the variable tuple size
formulation.Theedgesarelabeledsuch that an edgefrom a level i nodeto
a level i + 1noderepresents
a value for x^. At eachnode,the solutionspace
is partitionedinto subsolutionspaces.
The solutionspaceis defined by all
in
node
the tree,sinceany such path
from
the
rootnode
to
paths
any
to a subset satisfying the explicitconstraints.Thepossible
paths are
from
to
the
the
root
to
path
empty
() (this corresponds
itself), (1),(1,2),
(1,2,3),
(1,2,3,4),
(1,2,4),
(1,3,4),
(2), (2,3),and so on. Thus, the
subtreedefines all subsetscontainingw\\, the next subtreedefines all
subsetscontainingW2 but not wi, and so on.
formulations

corresponds

leftmost

The tree of Figure7.4 correspondsto the fixed tuple sizeformulation.
Edgesfrom level i nodesto level i + 1 nodesare labeledwith the value of
Xi, which is eitherzeroor one.All paths from the root to a leafnodedefine
the solutionspace.The left subtreeof the rootdefines allsubsetscontaining
w\\, the right subtreedefines all subsetsnot containingw\\, and soon.Now

thereare 2 leafnodeswhich represent16possible
tuples.

\342\226\241

solutionspaceorganizationfor the sum of subsets
Figure7.3 A possible

problem.Nodesare numberedas in breadth-firstsearch.

this point it is useful to developsometerminology regarding tree
organizationsof solutionspaces.Each nodein this tree defines a problem
At
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state. All paths from the root to othernodesdefine the state spaceof the
problem.Solutionstatesare thoseproblemstatess for which the path from
the rootto s definesa tuple in the solutionspace.In the treeof Figure7.3all
nodesare solutionstateswhereasin the treeof Figure7.4only leaf nodesare
solutionstates.
Answer statesare thosesolutionstatess for which the path
from the rootto s defines a tuple that is a memberof the set of solutions(i.e.,
it satisfies the implicitconstraints)of the problem.Thetreeorganizationof
the solutionspaceis referredto as the state spacetree.

Figure7.4 Another possible
organizationfor the sum of subsetsproblems.
Nodesare numberedas in D-search.

At each internal node in the spacetree of Examples7.3 and 7.4 the
Forexample,
solutionspaceis partitionedinto disjointsub-solutionspaces.
at node 1 of Figure7.2 the solutionspaceis partitionedinto four disjoint
sets.Subtrees2, 18,34, and 50 respectivelyrepresentall elementsof the
solutionspacewith x\\ = 1,2, 3, and 4. At node2 the sub-solutionspacewith
x\\ = 1 is further partitionedinto threedisjoint sets.Subtree3 represents
all solutionspaceelementswith x\\ = 1 and x<i = 2. For all the state space
treeswe study in this chapter,the solutionspaceis partitionedinto disjoint
sub-solutionspacesat eachinternal node.It should be noted that this is
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on a state spacetree. The only requirement
not a requirement
is that every
elementof the solutionspacebe represented
by at leastone nodein the state
spacetree.
The state spacetree organizationsdescribedin Example7.4 are called
static trees. This terminology follows from the observationthat the tree
organizationsare independentof the probleminstancebeing solved. For
someproblemsit is advantageousto use different tree organizationsfor
different
probleminstances.In this casethe tree organizationis determined
dynamically as the solutionspaceis beingsearched.Treeorganizationsthat
are probleminstancedependentare calleddynamic trees. As an example,
considerthe fixed tuple sizeformulation for the sum of subsetsproblem
(Example
7.4).Usinga dynamic tree organization,one probleminstancewith
n = 4 can be solved by meansof the organizationgiven in Figure7.4.
Another problem
instancewith n = 4 can be solved by meansof a treein which
at level 1 the partitioningcorresponds
to X2 = 1 and X2 = 0. At level 2
the partitioningcould correspondto x\\ = 1 and x\\ = 0, at level 3 it could
correspondto X;$ = 1and x% 0, and soon.We seemoreof dynamic trees
in Sections7.6and 8.3.
Oncea state spacetreehas beenconceivedof for any problem,this
can be solved by systematically generatingthe problemstates,
and finally determiningwhich
determining which of theseare solution states,
solution states are answer states.Thereare two fundamentally different
ways to generatethe problemstates.Both of these begin with the root
nodeand generateother nodes.A nodewhich has beengeneratedand all
of whosechildren have not yet been generatedis calleda live node. The
live nodewhosechildrenare currently being generatedis calledthe E-node
(nodebeing expanded).A dead node is a generatednodewhich is not to
be expandedfurther or all of whosechildrenhave beengenerated.In both
methodsof generatingproblemstates,
we have a list of live nodes.In the
first of thesetwo methodsas soonas a new child C of the current E-node
Then R will become
R is generated,this childwill becomethe new E-node.
when
the
the E-node
subtree
C
has
been
again
fully explored.This
of the problemstates.
to a depth first generation
In the secondstate
In both
t
he
-E-node
remains
the
.E-node
u
ntil
it is dead.
generationmethod,
are
used
to
kill
live
nodes
without
methods,boundingfunctions
generating
all their children.This is donecarefully enoughthat at the conclusionof the
at leastone answer nodeis always generatedorall answer nodesare
process
Depthfirst node
generatedif the problemrequiresus to find all solutions.
generationwith boundingfunctions is calledbacktracking. Stategeneration
methodsin which the E-noderemainsthe E-nodeuntil it is deadlead to
branch-and-bound
methods.The branch-and-boundtechniqueis discussed
in Chapter8.
Thenodesof Figure7.2have beennumberedin the orderthey would be
The nodesin Figures7.3and
generatedin a depth first generationprocess.
\342\200\224

problem

corresponds
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7.4 have beennumberedaccordingto

E-noderemainsthe E-nodeuntil

it

two generation
methodsin which the
is dead.In Figure7.3eachnew nodeis

placedinto a queue.When all the childrenof the current-E-nodehave been
generated,the next nodeat the front of the queuebecomesthe new .E-node.
In Figure 7.4 new nodesare placedinto a stackinsteadof a queue.Current
terminologyis not uniform in referringto thesetwo alternatives.Typically
the queuemethodis calledbreadthfirst generationand the stackmethodis
calledD-search(depth search).
works on the 4-queens
Example7.5 [4-queens]Let us seehow backtracking
problemof Example7.3.As a boundingfunction,we usethe obvious criteria
that if {x\\,X2, Xi) is the path to the current E-node,
then all children
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

nodeswith parent-child
labelings are suchthat (x\\,...,
a?j+i)represents
a chessboard
configurationin which no two queensare attacking.We start
with the root node as the only live node.This becomesthe E-node
and
the path is (). We generateone child. Let us assumethat the childrenare
generatedin ascendingorder.Thus, nodenumber2 of Figure7.2is generated
and the path is now (1).This corresponds
to placingqueen 1 on column
1. Node2 becomesthe E-node.Node3 is generatedand immediately
killed.The next node generatedis node8 and the path becomes(1,3).
Node8 becomesthe E-node.However, it gets killedas all its children
representboard configurationsthat cannot lead to an answer node.We
backtrackto node2 and generateanother child, node13.The path is now
(1,4). Figure7.5shows the boardconfigurationsas backtrackingproceeds.
Figure7.5shows graphicallythe stepsthat the backtracking
algorithmgoes
through as it tries to find a solution.The dotsindicateplacementsof a
queen which were tried and rejectedbecauseanother queen was attacking.
In Figure7.5(b) the secondqueen is placedon columns1 and 2 and finally
settleson column3. In Figure7.5(c)the algorithmtries all four columns
now takes
and is unable to placethe next queenon a square.Backtracking
place. In Figure7.5(d) the secondqueen is moved to the next possible
column,column4 and the third queenis placedon column2. The boardsin
Figure7.5 (e), (f), (g), and (h) show the remainingstepsthat the algorithm
goesthrough until a solutionis found.
Figure7.6 shows the part of the tree of Figure 7.2 that is generated.
Nodesare numberedin the orderin which they are generated.A nodethat
gets killedas a result of the boundingfunction has a B under it. Contrast
this tree with Figure7.2which contains31nodes.
\342\226\240,

Xi+\302\261

\342\226\241

With this examplecompleted,we are now ready to presenta precise
formulation of the backtracking
We continueto treat backtracking
process.
in a generalway. We assumethat all answer nodesare to be found and not
just one. Let (x\\,X2, Xi) be a path from the rootto a nodein a statespace
tree. Let T(x\\,X2, xi) be the set of all possible
values for Xi+\\ such that
is
also
a
to
state.
a
path
problem
T(x\302\261,X2,
,xn) = 0.
(x\\,X2, ,Xi+i)
\342\226\240

\342\226\240.,

\342\200\242
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
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3

(a)

(b)

1

1

(c)

(d)

1

2

1

2

2

3

3

4

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure7.5 Exampleof a backtracksolutionto the 4-queensproblem

x* = l

xA=3

Figure7.6 Portionof the treeof Figure7.2that
backtracking

is generatedduring
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as predicates)
assumethe existenceof boundingfunction
(expressed
such that if Bi+i(x\\,X2, , #i+i) is false for a path
#j+i) from
the root node to a problemstate, then the path cannot be extendedto
i + 1of the solution
reachan answer node.Thus the candidatesfor position
vector (x\\,...
those
values
are
which
are
generatedby T and satisfy
,xn)
a
of the backtracking
7.1
recursive
formulation
presents
Bi+\\. Algorithm
to
in
this
It
is
natural
describe
backtracking
way sinceit is
technique.
essentiallya postordertraversalof a tree (seeSection6.1).This recursive
versionis initially invoked by
We

\302\243?*+i

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

(x\302\261,X2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

Backtrack(l);

1 AlgorithmBacktrack(/c)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

schemadescribesthe backtracking
processusing
// This
first k 1 values
// xrecursion.On entering,ofthe
the solutionvector
, x[k 1]
I/ x 1],x[2],...
have been
and n are
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

II
{

assigned.x[ ]

n]

global.

T(x[l],
...,x[k1]) do
(Bk{x[l],x[2],...,
x[k])+ 0) then

for (eachx[k]

\342\202\254

{

if

10
{
11
if (a;[l],a;[2],...
,x[k]is a path to an answer node)
12
then write (x[l : k]);
if {k < n) thenBacktrack(fe+ 1);
13
14
}
15
}
16 >

Algorithm7.1Recursivebacktrackingalgorithm
The solutionvector (x\\,...,
xn), is treatedas a globalarray x[l: ri\\. All
the possible
of the tuple that satisfy Bk are
elementsfor the kth position
and
o
ne
to
the
current vector {x\\,...
adjoined
,xk_\\).
generated, by one,
Each timexk is attached,a checkis madeto determinewhether a solution
has beenfound. Then the algorithmis recursively invoked. When the for
loopof line 7 is exited,no morevalues for xk existand the current copy of
Backtrackends.Thelast unresolvedcallnow resumes,namely, the one that
continuesto examinethe remainingelementsassumingonly k 2 values
\342\200\224

have

beenset.
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Note that this algorithmcausesall solutionsto be printed and assumes
If only a singlesolution
that tuples of various sizesmay make up a solution.
is desired,then a flag can be addedas a parameterto indicatethe first
occurrenceof success.

1 AlgorithmIBacktrack(n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

schemadescribesthe backtracking
process.
// This
All
solutions
generatedin x[l: n] and printed
// as soonas arearedetermined.
they
//

{

fc:=l;

while

{

(jfc

/ 0) do

if (there remainsan untried x[k]

\342\202\254

T(a;[l],
x[2],...,

10
x[k 1]) and f?fc(a;[l],...
,x[k])is true) then
11
{
12
if (x[l],...
,x[k]is a path to an answer node)
thenwrite (x[l : k]);
13
14
k := k + 1;// Consider
the next set.
15
}
16
elsek := k 1;// Backtrackto the previousset.
17
}
18 }
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Algorithm7.2 Generaliterativebacktrackingmethod
iterativeversion of Algorithm 7.1appearsin Algorithm 7.2.Note that
values that can be placedas the first
yield the set of all possible
T()
componentx\\ of the solutionvector.The componentx\\ will take on those
values for which the boundingfunction B\\{xi)is true. Also note how the
elementsaregeneratedin a depth first manner.Thevariable k is continually
incremented
and a solutionvectoris grown until eithera solutionis found or
the algorithmmust
no untried value of Xf. remains.When k is decremented,
that have
resumethe generationof possible
elementsfor the kih position
not yet beentried. Therefore
one must develop a procedurethat generates
thesevalues in someorder. If only one solutionis desired,replacingwrite
(x[l : k]); with {write(x[l : k]); return;}suffices.
The efficiency of both the backtrackingalgorithmswe'vejust seen
depends very much on four factors:(1) the time to generatethe next Xf., (2)
the number of Xf. satisfying the explicitconstraints,(3) the time for the
and (4) the numberof Xf. satisfying the B^. Boundboundingfunctions
An

will

\302\243?\302\243,
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1 AlgorithmP\\ace(k,i)

2
3
4
5
6
7

trueif a queencan be placedin kth row and
// Returns
therwiseit returns false.x[ ] is a
// ith column.Owhose
first (k 1) values have beenset.
// globalarray
value of r.
the
absolute
returns
// Abs(r)
\342\200\224

{

for j :=1to k 1do
if ((x[j]= i) II Two in the samecolumn
or {Abs(x[j} i) = Abs(j k)))
// or in the samediagonal
\342\200\224

-

8
9

10
11
thenreturnfalse;
12
returntrue;
13 }

-

Algorithm7.4 Can a new queenbe placed?

1 AlgorithmNQueens(/c,n)
procedureprints all
// Usingbacktracking,othis
f
n
placements queenson an n x n
// possible
chessboard
sothat they are nonattacking.
//
for i := 1to n do

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

\"t

{

if

{

Place(/c,i)then

10
x[k]:= i;
if (k = n) thenwrite (x[l : n]);
11
12
elseNQueens(A;+l,n);
13
}
14
}
15 >

Algorithm7.5 All solutionsto the n-queensproblem

7.2. THE8-QUEENS
PROBLEM
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this point we might wonder how effective function NQueensis over the
brute forceapproach.For an 8 x 8 chessboard
thereare ( g ) possible
ways to
4.4 billion8-tuplesto examine.However,by
place8 pieces,or approximately
of queenson distinct rowsand columns,we require
allowingonly placements
the examination
of at most 8!,or only 40,320
8-tuples.
We can use Estimate to estimatethe numberof nodesthat will be
by NQueens.Note that the assumptionsthat are neededfor Estimate
do hold for NQueens. The boundingfunction is static.No changeis made
At

generated

to the function as the searchproceeds.
In addition,all nodeson the same
level of the state spacetree have the samedegree.In Figure 7.8we seefive
chessboards
that were createdusing Estimate.
As required,the placement
of eachqueen on the chessboard
was chosen
randomly. With eachchoicewe kept trackof the numberof columnsa queen

8x8

could legitimatelybe placedon. Thesenumbers are listedin the vector
beneatheachchessboard.The number following the vector representsthe
The average
value that function Estimate would producefrom thesesizes.
of thesefive trialsis 1625.
The total numberof nodesin the 8-queensstate
spacetree is
7

l + EN=o(8-0]=69,281
j=0

So the estimatednumber of unboundednodesis only about 2.34%of the
total number of nodesin the 8-queensstate spacetree. (Seethe exercises
for moreideasabout the efficiency of NQueens.)

EXERCISES
1.Algorithm NQueenscan be mademoreefficient by redefiningthe
function

Place(/c,i)sothat

it

eitherreturns the next legitimatecolumnon

which to placethe kth. queenor an illegalvalue.Rewriteboth functions
(Algorithms 7.4 and 7.5) so they implementthis alternatestrategy.

2. For the n-queensproblemwe observethat somesolutionsare simply
or rotationsof others.For example,when n = 4, the two
reflections
solutionsgiven in Figure7.9are equivalent under reflection.
Observethat for finding inequivalent solutionsthe algorithmneedonly

set x[l]= 2,3,...,\\n/2].

(a) Modify NQueenssothat only inequivalentsolutionsarecomputed.
(b) Run the n-queensprogramdevisedabove for n = 8, 9, and 10.
Tabulatethe number of solutionsyour programfinds for each
value of

n.
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l

1
2

2

3

3

4

4
5

5
6

1649
(8,5,4,3,2)=

= 769
(8,5,3,1,2,1)

IT

1

2

2

3

3

4

4
5

5

6
7

= 1401
(8,6,4,2,1,1,1)

1977
(8,6,4,3,2)=

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

= 2329
(8,5,3,2,2,1,1,1)

Figure7.8 Five walks through the 8-queensproblemplus estimatesof the
treesize
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1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

Figure7.9 Equivalent solutionsto the 4-queensproblem
3. Given an n x n chessboard,a knight

is placedon an arbitrary square
with coordinates(x^y). The problem is to determinen2 1 knight
moves such that every square of the board is visited onceif such a
Presentan algorithmto solve this problem.
sequenceof moves exists.
\342\200\224

7.3 SUM OF SUBSETS
ive numbers (usually calledweights)
Supposewe are given n distinct posit
and we desireto find all combinationsof thesenumberswhose sums arem.
This is calledthe sum of subsetsproblerjiExamples7.2and 7.4 showed how
we couldformulate this problemusingeitherfixed- or variable-sized
tuples.
We considera backtracking
solutionusing the fixed tuple sizestrategy. In
this casethe elementXi of the solutionvectoris eitherone orzerodepending
on whetherthe weight Wi is includedoi not.
The childrenof any nodein Figure 7.4 are easily generated.Fora node
at level i the left child corresponds
to
1and the right to X{ = 0.
A simplechoicefor the boundingfunctiions is Bk{xi,...
,Xk) = true iff
m
i=\\

i=fcfl

cannot lead to an answer node if this conditionis not
Clearly xi,...,Xk
satisfied.The boundingfunctions can b strengthenedif we assumethe twj's
are initially in nondecreasing
order. In this casex\\,...,Xk
cannot lead to
an answer nodeif

Ywixi + wk+i > rn
j=i

The boundingfunctions we use aretheiefore
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= true
Bk(xi,...,Xk)

n

k
iff

]P wt > m

y\302\2432wiXi+

i=l

i=fc+l

k

and VJ li'jiCj + Wfc+i

j=i

< rn

(7-1)

Sinceour algorithmwill not make use of Bn, we need not be concernedby
the appearanceof wn+\\ in this function. Although we have now specified
all
that is neededto directly use eitherof the backtracking
schemas,a simpler
algorithmresultsif we tailoreitherof theseschemasto the problemat hand.
This simplificationresultsfrom the realizationthat if a^ = 1,then
n

k

^2 wixi + X! wi > m
i=1
i=k+l

For simplicity we

refine the recursiveschema.The resultingalgorithm is
SumOfSub(Algorithm 7.6).
Algorithm SumOfSubavoids computingEj=iwixi and Y^i-k+iwi eacn
timeby keepingthesevalues in variabless and r respectively.The algorithm
assumesw\\ < m and Ya=i wi ^ m- Theinitialcallis SumOfSub(0,1,
Ef=i wi)
It is interestingto note that the algorithmdoesnot explicitlyuse the test
k > n to terminatethe recursion.This test is not neededas on entry to the

/

/

algorithm,s m and s + r > m. Hence,r 0 and sok can be no greater
than n. Also note that in the elseif statement(line 11),
sinces + Wf. < m
and s + r > m, it follows that r
and
hence
k
+ 1 < n. Observe
Wf.
also that if s + Wk = m (line 9), then Xk+i, -,xn must be zero. These
zerosare omittedfrom the output of line 9. In line 11we do not test for

/

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

Etiwtxi + ELfc+i

Wi

> m, as we already know s + r >m and x^ = 1.

tree
Example7.6 Figure7.10shows the portionof the state space
by function SumOfSubwhile working on the instancen = 6, m = 30,
generated

and w[\\

: 6] = {5,10,12,13,15,18}.
The rectangularnodeslist the values

s,k, and r on eachof the callsto SumOfSub. Circularnodesrepresent
points at which subsetswith sums m are printed out. At nodes^4,5, and
C the output is respectively(1,1,0,0, 1),(1,0, 1,1),and (0, 0, 1,0,0,
7.10containsonly 23 rectangularnodes.
1).Note that the tree of Figure
=
The full state spacetree for n 6 contains26 1 = 63 nodesfrom which
callscouldbe made(this count excludesthe 64 leaf nodesas no callneedbe

of

\342\200\224

madefrom a leaf).

\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmSumOfSub(s,/c,r)
values of x\\j],
// Find allsubsetsof w[l :n] that sum to m. The
=
// 1< J < have already beendetermined,s YjjZ\\ w\\j\\ * x[j]

2
3
4
5
6

&>

r = Y7j=k
The
are in nondecreasing
order.
// and
<
>
It
is
m
assumed
that
and
m//
w[l]
Yl?=i
{
7
Generateleft child.Note:s + w[k] < m sinceBk-\\ is true.
//
8
x[k] := 1;
if (s + w[k] rn) thenwrite (x[\\ : k]); // Subsetfound
9
10
Thereis no recursivecallhereas w[j] > 0, 1< j < n.
11 else//if + + + <
w\\j]-

\302\253;[?']'s

w[^\\

\342\200\224

-

(s w[k] w[k 1] m)
thenSumOfSub(s+
/c + 1,
12
r w[k});
childand
Generate
evaluate
13
B^.
right
//
if ((s + r w[k] > m) and (s +
14
+ 1]< m)) then
15
{
16
a;[fc] :=0;
17
+ l,r-\302\253;[
SumOfSub(s,fc
18
}
19 }
\302\253;[\302\243;],

\342\200\224

t\302\253[/c

Algorithm7.6 Recursivebacktrackingalgorithmfor sum of subsets
problem

EXERCISES
1.Prove that the sizeof the set of allsubsetsof n elementsis 2\".
2. Let w = {5,7,10,12,15,18,20}
and m 35.Find all possible
subsets
\342\200\224

of w that sum to rn. Do this using SumOfSub. Draw the portionof
the state spacetree that is generated.

= 35,run SumOfSubon the data (a) w = {5,7,10,12,15,18,20},
=
and (c) w = {15,7,20,5,18,10,12}.
(b) w {20,18,15,12,10,7,5},
Are thereany discernible
differencesin the computingtimes?

3. With

m

4. Write a backtrackingalgorithmfor the sum of subsetsproblemusing
the state spacetree corresponding
to the variable tuple size
formulation.
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x^=l

Figure7.10Portionof state spacetreegeneratedby

SumOfSub

7.4 GRAPH COLORING
Let G be a graph and m be a given positiveinteger.We want to discover
whetherthe nodesof G can be coloredin such a way that no two adjacent
nodeshave the samecoloryet only m colorsare used.This is termedthe
againin Chapter11.Note
m-colorabilitydecision
problemand it is discussed
that if d is the degreeof the given graph, then it can be coloredwith d + 1
colors.The m-colorabilityoptimizationproblemasksfor the smallestinteger
This integeris referredto as the
m for which the graph G can be colored.
can
chromaticnumber of the graph. Forexample,the graph of Figure7.11
be coloredwith threecolors1,2,and 3.The colorof eachnodeis indicated
next to it.It canalsobeseenthat threecolorsareneededto colorthis graph
and hencethis graph'schromaticnumberis 3.
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Figure7.11An examplegraph and itscoloring
graph is said to be planar iff it can be drawn in a plane in such a
that no two edgescrosseachother. A famous specialcaseof the mdecisionproblemis the 4-colorproblemfor planar graphs.This
colorability
asks
the following question:given any map, can the regionsbe
problem
coloredin such a way that no two adjacentregions have the samecolor
yet only four colorsare needed?This turns out to be a problemfor which
graphsarevery useful, becausea map can easily be transformedinto a graph.
Each region of the map becomesa node,and if two regionsare adjacent,
then the corresponding
nodesare joinedby an edge.Figure 7.12shows a
map with five regionsand itscorresponding
graph. This map requiresfour
colors.Formany years it was known that five colorsweresufficient to color
A

way

any

map, but

no map that

requiredmorethan

four

colorshad

ever

been

found. After severalhundredyears, this problemwas solved by a group of
mathematicians
with the help of a computer.They showed that in fact four
colorsare sufficient. In this sectionwe considernot only graphs that are
producedfrom maps but all graphs. We are interestedin determiningall
the different ways in which a given graph can be coloredusing at most m

colors.

Supposewe representa graph by its adjacencymatrixG[\\ : n, 1 : n],
1if (i,j) is an edgeof G,and G[i,j] = 0 otherwise.The colors
are representedby the integers1,
m and the solutionsare given by the
where
is
color
the
of node i. Using the recursive
X{
n-tuple (xi, ,xn),
as
in
the resultingalgorithm
f
ormulation
backtracking
given
Algorithm 7.1,
is mColoring (Algorithm 7.7). The underlying state spacetree used is a
tree of degreem and height n + 1. Eachnodeat level has m children
to the m possible
corresponding
assignmentsto xt, 1 < i < n. Nodesat
whereG[i,j] =

2,...,

\342\226\240..

%
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4

5
2
1

3

Figure7.12A

map and its planargraph representation

level n + 1 are leaf nodes.
Figure7.13shows the state spacetree when n =
3 and m = 3.
Function mColoring is begun by first assigningthe graph to its
adjacency
matrix,setting the array x[ ] to zero,and then invoking the statement

mColoring(l);.
Noticethe similarity betweenthis algorithmand the generalform of the
recursivebacktrackingschemaof Algorithm 7.1.FunctionNextValue
colorsfor x^ after x\\ through Xk_i have
7.8) producesthe possible
beendefined.The main loopof mColoring repeatedlypicksan elementfrom
the set of possibilities,
assignsit to a^, and then callsmColoring recursively.
Forinstance,Figure7.14shows a simplegraphcontainingfour nodes.Below
that is the tree that is generatedby mColoring.Eachpath to a leaf
a coloringusingat mostthreecolors.
Note that only 12solutionsexist
with exactly three colors.
In this tree, after choosingx\\ = 2 and X2 = 1,
choicesfor x% are 2 and 3. After choosingx\\ = 2,X2 = 1,and
the possible
=
values for x\\ are 1 and 3. And soon.
X3
2,possible
An upperboundon the computingtimeof mColoring can be arrivedat by
noticingthat the numberof internalnodesin the statespacetreeis
the
At eachinternal node,0(mn)time is spent by NextValue to determine
childrencorresponding
to legalcolorings.Hencethe total timeis bounded
by E7=oml+1n= Y!i=imln = n(mn+1 2)/(m 1) = 0{nmn).
(Algorithm

represents

m%\342\226\240

Y~HZ\302\247

-

-
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1 AlgorithmmColoring(A;)

algorithmwas formed using the recursivebacktracking
// This
schema.
is represented
by its booleanadjacency
// matrix The: graph
:
1
All
m to the
n, n]. assignmentsof 1,2,...,
// verticesG[l
the
v
ertices
of
such
that
are
adjacent
graph
//
distinctintegersare printed,k is the index
// assigned
// of the next vertex to color.

2
3
4
5
6
7

{

8
9

repeat

10
Generateall legalassignmentsfor x[k].
11 {//NextValue(/c);// Assign to x[k]a legal
color.
if (x[k]= 0) thenreturn;// No new colorpossible
12
if (k = n) then // At mostm colorshave been
13
14
// used to colorthe n vertices.
write (x[l :n]);
15
16
elsemColoring(A; + 1);
until
17
}
(false);
18 }

of a graph
Algorithm7.7 Findingall m-colorings

xt,

=1

Figure7.13Statespacetreefor mColoring when n =3 and m

\342\200\224
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1 AlgorithmNextValue(/c)
// a;[l],...,
x[k 1]have beenassignedintegervalues in

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224

verticeshave distinct
// the range [l,m]such that isadjacent
determinedin the range
// integers.A isvalue for x[k]
the next highestnumberedcolor
// [0,m]. x[k] assigned
// while
maintainingdistinctnessfrom the adjacentvertices
// of vertex k. If no such colorexists,then x[k] is 0.

7

{

8
9

repeat

10
11 { x[k] := (x[k]+ 1) mod (m + 1);// Next highestcolor.
12
if (x[k]= 0) thenreturn;// All colorshave beenused.
13
for j :=1to n do
14
{ // Checkif this coloris
15
adjacentcolors.
// distinct from and
if ((G[fc,i]#0)
16
(x[k]= x[j}))
17
If
// vertices
(k,j)is and edgeand if adj.
18
// then have the samecolor.
19
break;
20
} =
21
if (j n + 1) thenreturn;// New colorfound
22
until
}
(false);// Otherwisetry to find another color.
23 }
Algorithm7.8 Generatinga next color

EXERCISE
1.Programand run mColoring (Algorithm 7.7)usingasdata the complete
graphsof sizen = 2,3, 4, 5, 6,and 7. Let the desirednumberof colors
be k = n and k = n/2. Tabulatethe computingtimesfor eachvalue
of n and k.

7.5 HAMILTONIANCYCLES
Let G =

graph with n vertices.A Hamiltoniancycle
(V, E) be a connected
(suggestedby Sir William Hamilton)is a round-trippath along n edgesof
In other
G that visits every vertex onceand returns to its starting position.
words if a Hamiltoniancycle beginsat somevertex v\\ G G and the vertices
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Figure7.14A 4-nodegraph and all possible
3-colorings
of G

are visited in the orderv\\,

V2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

wn+i?

then the edges(uj, Uj+i) are in

1< * < n, and the m are distinctexceptfor vj and un+i? which areequal.
The graph G\\ of Figure 7.15containsthe Hamiltoniancycle 1,2, 8, 7,
6, 5, 4, 3, 1. The graph G2 of Figure 7.15containsno Hamiltoniancycle.
\342\226\240,

\302\243,

Thereis no known easy way to determinewhethera given graph containsa
Hamiltoniancycle.We now lookat a backtrackingalgorithmthat finds all
the Hamiltoniancycles in a graph.The graph may bedirectedorundirected.
Only distinct cycles are output.
The backtrackingsolutionvector
,xn) is defined sothat X{
represents the ith visited vertex of the proposed
cycle.Now all we needdo is
determinehow to computethe set of possible
verticesfor x^ if
x^-i
have already beenchosen.If k = 1,then x\\ can be any of the n vertices.To
avoid printing the samecycle n times,we requirethat x\\ = \\. If 1< k < n,
then Xk can be any vertex v that is distinct from x\\,X2,
#fc-i and v is
connectedby an edgeto x^-i- The vertexxn can only be the one remaining
vertex and it must beconnectedto both xn-\\ and x\\. We beginby
function NextValue(/c) (Algorithm 7.9),which determines
a possible
next

(xi,...

xi,...,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

presenting
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Gl:

G2:
Figure7.15Two graphs, one containinga Hamiltoniancycle
vertex for the proposed
cycle.
UsingNextValue we can particularizethe recursivebacktrackingschema
to find all Hamiltoniancycles (Algorithm 7.10).
This algorithmis started
by first initializingthe adjacencymatrixG[l: n, 1 : n], then setting x[2:n]
to zeroand x[l]to 1,and then executingHamiltonian(2).
Recallfrom Section5.9the travelingsalesperson
problemwhich askedfor
a tour that has minimum cost.This tour is a Hamiltoniancycle.For the
simplecaseof a graph all of whoseedgecostsare identical,Hamiltonian will
find a minimum-costtour if a tour exists.
If the common
edgecostis c, the
costof a tour is en sincethereare n edgesin a Hamiltoniancycle.

EXERCISES
1.Determinethe orderof magnitudeof the worst-casecomputingtime
for the backtrackingprocedurethat finds all Hamiltoniancycles.

2. Draw the portionof the state spacetree generatedby
for the graph Gl of Figure7.15.

Algorithm 7.10

3. GeneralizeHamiltonian sothat it processesa graph whoseedgeshave
costsassociatedwith them and finds a Hamiltoniancycle with
cost.You can assumethat all edgecostsare positive.
minimum

7.5. HAMILTONIANCYCLES
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1 AlgorithmNextValue(A:)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

: k 1] is a path of k 1 distinct vertices.If x[fe]= 0, then
// x[l
After execution,
has as yet beenassignedto
// no vertex
is assignedto the next highestnumberedvertex which
// x[k]
not already appearin x[l: k 1] and is connected
by
// does
edgeto x[k 1].Otherwisex[k] =0. If k = n, then
// an
// in additionx[k] is connectedto x[l].
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

x[k\\.

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

{

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22 >

repeat
{

x[k] := {x[k\\ + 1) mod(n +

1);// Next vertex.

if (x[k]= 0) thenreturn;
if (G[x[k-l],x[k}]
^0) then
{ Istherean edge? if
for :=1to k 1do (x[j]= x[k])thenbreak;
Checkfor distinctness.
if (j = k) then If true, then the vertex is distinct.
if {{k< n) or ((A: = n) and G[x[n],
x[l]]^ 0))

//

j

\342\200\224

//

//

then return;

}
} until(false);

Algorithm7.9 Generatinga next vertex
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1 AlgorithmHamiltonian(A:)
usesthe recursiveformulation of
// This algorithm
find all the Hamiltoniancycles
t
o
// backtracking
a
The
of
graph is storedas an adjacency
graph.
// matrix
1
:
//
G[l n, : n].All cycles beginat node1.

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

{

10
11
12
13
14 }

repeat
{ // Generatevalues for x[k].
NextValue(A:);// Assign a legalnext value to x[k].
if (x[k]= 0) thenreturn;
if (k = n) thenwrite (x[l : n]);
elseHamiltonian(A; + 1);
} until(false);

Algorithm7.10Findingall Hamiltoniancycles

7.6 KNAPSACK PROBLEM
In this sectionwe reconsider
a problemthat was defined and solved by a
dynamic programming
algorithmin Chapter5, the 0/1knapsackoptimization
problem.Given n positiveweights Wi, n positiveprofits pi, and a positive
numberm that is the knapsackcapacity, this problemcallsfor choosinga
subsetof the weights such that
YJ

WiXi

l<i<n

< m and

YJ

piXi

is maximized

(7.2)

\\<i<n

The Xj-'s constitutea zero-one-valued
vector.
The solution spacefor this problemconsistsof the distinct ways to
assign zeroor one values to the xj's.Thus the solutionspaceis the same
as that for the sum of subsetsproblem.Two possible
tree organizationsare
One corresponds
to the fixed tuple sizeformulation (Figure7.4)
possible.
and the otherto the variable tuple sizeformulation (Figure7.3).
algorithmsfor the knapsackproblemcan be arrived at using eitherof
of which is used,boundingfunctions
thesetwo state spacetrees.Regardless
are neededto help kill somelive nodeswithout expandingthem. A good
boundingfunction for this problemis obtainedby using an upper bound
on the value of the bestfeasiblesolutionobtainableby expandingthe given
If this upperbound is not higherthan
live nodeand any of its descendants.
2\342\204\242
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the value of the best solutiondeterminedsofar, then that live nodecan be

killed.

We continuethe discussion
using the fixed tuple sizeformulation. If at
nodeZ the values of x,;,1< i < k, have already beendetermined,then an
upperbound for Z can beobtainedby relaxingthe requirementXi = 0 or 1
to 0 < Xi < 1for k + 1< i < n and usingthe greedy algorithmof Section4.2
to solve the relaxedproblem.Function Bound(cp,
cw, k) (Algorithm 7.11)
determinesan upper bound on the best solutionobtainableby expanding
any nodeZ at level k + 1 of the state spacetree. The objectweights and
profits are w[i] and p[i].It is assumedthat j9[i]/w[i] > p[i + l]/w[i+ 1],

1< i < n.

1 AlgorithmBound(cp,cw, k)
// cp is the current profit total,cw is the current

2
3
4
5
6

/ / weight total;k is the indexof the last removed
// item;and m is the knapsacksize.
{
b := cp;c := cw;
7
for i := k + 1to n do
8
{
9
c := c + w[i];
if (c < m) thenb := b + p[i];
9
10
elsereturnb+ (1 (c m)/w[i\\)*p[i\\;
11 }
12
returnb;
13 }
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Algorithm7.11A boundingfunction
FromBound it

follows that the bound for

a feasibleleft childof a nodeZ

is the sameas that for Z. Hence,the boundingfunction neednot be used
wheneverthe backtracking
algorithmmakesa move to the left childof a node.
The resultingalgorithmis BKnap (Algorithm 7.12).It was obtainedfrom
the recursivebacktrackingschema.Initially set fp :=
This algorithm
is invoked as
\342\200\2241;.

BKnap(l,0,0);
= fp- In lines8
When fp ^
x[i],1< i < n, is such that S\"=iP[i]a;[i]
18left childrenare generated.In line 20,Bound is used to test whethera
\342\200\2241,

to
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1 AlgorithmBKnap(A;, cp,cw)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

knapsack;n is the numberof weights
II m is: the sizeof the
II and profits.
w[ ] and p[ ] are the weights and profits.
11.fw is the final weight of
IIpWw[i]. > is+ the final+ maximum
profit.x[k] = 0 if w[k]
II knapsack;fp
=
1.
is
not
in
the
else
knapsack; x[k]
II
p\\i

{

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

V\\/w\\i

Generateleft child.
//
< then
if cw +

{

w[k]

(

y[k] :=
if (k < n) thenBKnap(A; +
if ((cp+ p[k] > fp) and (k

1;

{

}

m)

}

1,cp + p[k],cw + w[k]);
= n)) then

fp :=cp + p[k]',fw := cw + w[k];
for j :=ltokdo x[j] :=y[j};

Generateright
// Bound

child.

> fp) then
{
y[k] :=0;if (k < n) thenBKnap(A; + 1,cp, cw);
if ((cp > fp) and (k = n)) then
{
fp cp;fw := cw;
for j := 1to k do x[j] :=y[j];

if(

(cp,cw, k)

\342\226\240=

}

}

}

solutionto the 0/1knapsackproblem
Algorithm7.12Backtracking
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childshouldbe generated.The path y[i], 1 < i < k, is the path to the
currentnode.Thecurrent weight cw J^^i M^M*']and cp =
p[i]y[i]
In lines 13to 17and 23 to 27 the solutionvector is updatedif needbe.
So far, all our backtrackingalgorithmshave worked on a static state
spacetree. We now seehow a dynamic state spacetree can be used for the
knapsackproblem.One methodfor dynamically partitioning the solution
spaceis basedon trying to obtain an optimalsolution using the greedy
algorithmof Section4.2.We first replacethe integerconstraintx^ = 0 or 1
by the constraint0 < xt < 1.This yields the relaxedproblem
right

^2^

\342\200\224

max 22 Pixi subjectto ^J
l<i<n

Wixi

l<i<n

<m

\342\226\240

(7.3)

0<Xi<l, 1< i < n
If the solutiongeneratedby the greedy methodhas allXj's equalto zeroor
one,then it is alsoan optimalsolutionto the original0/1knapsackproblem.
If this is not the case,then exactlyone Xj will be such that 0 < Xj < We
partitionthe solution spaceof (7.2) into two subspaces.In one Xj = 0
and in the otherXj = Thus the left subtreeof the state spacetree will
correspondto x^ = 0 and the right to Xj = In general,at eachnodeZ
of the state spacetree the greedy algorithmis used to solve (7.3) under the
addedrestrictionscorresponding
to the assignmentsalready madealongthe
path from the root to this node.In casethe solutionis all integer,then an
optimalsolutionfor this nodehas beenfound. If not, then thereis exactly
one Xi such that 0 < xt < The left child of Z corresponds
to Xj = 0,and

1.

1.

1.

1.

the right to xi = 1.
Thejustificationfor this partitioningschemeis that the nonintegerXj is
what prevents the greedy solutionfrom being a feasiblesolutionto the 0/1
knapsackproblem.So,we would expectto reacha feasiblegreedy solution
quickly by forcing this Xj tobe integer.Choosingleft branchesto correspond
to Xi = 0 rather than Xj = 1 is alsojustifiable.Sincethe greedy algorithm

with low index
requiresPj/wj > pj+i/wj+i,we would expectmostobjects
hence
to
in
an
small
and
be
optimalfilling of the
(i.e., j
high density)
When Xi is set to zero,we are not preventingthe greedy algorithm
from using any of the objects
with j < i (unlessXj has already beenset to
zero).On the otherhand, when Xj is set to one,someof the Xj's with j < i
will not be ableto get into the knapsack.Therefore
we expectto arrive at
an optimalsolutionwith Xj = 0. So we wish the backtracking
algorithmto
to Xj = 0.
try this alternativefirst. Hencethe left subtreecorresponds
knapsack.

Example7.7 Let us try

out a backtrackingalgorithmand the above
scheme
on the following data: p = {11,21,31,33,43,53,
partitioning
w = {1,11,21,23,33,43,45,55},
m = 110,
and n = 8. The greedy
55,65},
dynamic
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solutioncorresponding
to the rootnode(i.e.,
Equation(7.3))is x = {1,1,1,
Thetwo subtreesof the rootcorrespond
Itsvalue is 164.88.
1,1,21/45,0,0}.
= 1,respectively(Figure7.16).The greedy solutionat
to X6 = 0 and
=
The solution
Its value is 164.66.
node 2 is x
21/45,0}.
is
spaceat node2 is partitionedusingxj = 0 and xj = 1.The next E-node
The partitioningnow is with xg
node3. The solutionherehas xg = 21/55.
= 0 and xg = 1.The solutionat node4 is all integersothereis no needto
expandthis nodefurther. Thebest solutionfound so far has value 139and
Thegreedy solutionfor
x=
0,0}.Node5 is the nextItsE-node.
value is 159.56.
The
this nodeis x = {1,1,1,22/23,0,0,0,1}.
is now with X4 = 0 and = 1.Thegreedy solutionat node6 has value
and X5 = 2/3.Next,node7 becomesthe E-node.
The solutionhere
156.66
is {1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1}.
Itsvalue is 128.Node7 is not expandedas the greedy
solutionhereis all integer.At node8 the greedy solutionhas value 157.71
and X3 = 4/7. The solutionat node9 is all integerand has value 140.The
Itsvalue is 150.The next
greedy solutionat node10is {1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1}.
and X3 = 20/21.
The partitioningis now
E-nodeis 11.Its value is 159.52
on X3 = 0 and X3 = 1. Theremainderof the backtracking
processon this
an
exercise.
instance
is
left
as
knapsack

{1,1,1,1,1,0,

x\302\247

{1,1,1,1,1,0,

\302\2434

partitioning

\342\226\241

Experimentalwork due to E. Horowitz and S. Sahni, cited in the
indicatesthat backtrackingalgorithmsfor the knapsackproblem
generallywork in lesstime when using a statictree than when using a
dynamic tree. The dynamic partitioning schemeis, however, useful in the
solutionof integer linear programs.The generalinteger linearprogramis
mathematicallystatedin (7.4).
references,

minimize Yli<j<n cj xj

subjectto

\302\243i<j<n

chj

Xj

< b{, 1 < i < m

(7.4)

x'jSare nonnegativeintegers
If the integerconstraints
on the xj'sin (7.4)arereplacedby the constraint

Xi

> 0,then we obtain a linearprogramwhose optimalsolutionhas a value

leastas largeas the value of an optimalsolutionto (7.4).Linearprograms
If the solution
can be solved usingthe simplexmethods(seethe references).
is not all integer,then a nonintegerx2 is chosento partitionthe solution
space.Let us assumethat the value of x\\ in the optimalsolution to the
to any nodeZ in the state spaceis v and v is
linearprogramcorresponding
to Xj < [v\\ whereasthe right
not an integer.The left childof Z corresponds
. Sincethe resultingstate
childof Z correspond
to Xi >
spacetree has a
on
the
root
to a nodeZ
that
the
from
infinite
path
depth
potentially
(note
at

\\v~\\
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the solutionspacecan be partitionedon one x% many timesas eachx% can
have as value any nonnegativeinteger),it is almostalways searchedusinga
branch-and-boundmethod(seeChapter8).

x*=0

Figure7.16Part of the dynamic statespacetreegeneratedin Example7.7

EXERCISES
1. (a) Presenta backtrackingalgorithmfor solving the knapsack

problemusingthe variable tuple sizeformulation.
Draw
the
portionof the state spacetree your algorithmwill
(b)
of Example7.7.
generate when solving the knapsackinstance
optimization

2. Completethe state spacetree of Figure 7.16.
3. Give a backtrackingalgorithm for the knapsackproblemusing the
in this section.
dynamic state spacetreediscussed
4. [Programmingproject](a) Programthe algorithmsof Exercises1and
3. Run thesetwo programsand BKnap usingthe following data: p =
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w = {1,11,21,23,33,43,45,55},
m =
53,55,65},
{11,21,31,33,43,
and n 8. Which algorithmdo you expectto performbest?
110,
\342\200\224

(b) Now programthe dynamic programmingalgorithmof Section5.7
at the end of
for the knapsackproblem.Usethe heuristicssuggested

Section5.7.Obtain computingtimesand comparethis programwith
the backtracking
programs.
5. (a) Obtain a knapsackinstancefor which morenodesare generated
by the backtrackingalgorithmusinga dynamic tree than using a
statictree.
(b) Obtain a knapsackinstancefor which morenodesare generated
by the backtrackingalgorithmusing a static tree than using a
dynamic tree.
algorithmswith the following
(c) Strengthenthe backtracking

Build an array minw[ ] with the property that minw[i]
is the indexof the objectthat has least weight among objects
at which decisions
for
n. Now any
i,i+
x^-\\
have beenmadeand at which the unutilizedknapsackcapacity is
heuristic:

1,...,

lessthan

i<;[mmi<;[\302\253]]

\302\243?-node

x\\,...,

can beterminatedprovidedthe profit earned

sofar.
up to this nodeis no morethan the maximumdetermined

Incorporatethis into your programsof Exercise4(a).Rerun the
new programson the samedata setsand see what (if any)
improvements result.

7.7 REFERENCES AND READINGS
An early modernaccount of backtrackingwas given by R. J. Walker. The
techniquefor estimatingthe efficiency of a backtrackprogramwas first
for
proposed by M. Hall and D.E.Knuth and the dynamic partitioningscheme
the 0/1knapsackproblemwas proposed
and R. Hegerich.
by H. Greenberg
resultsshowingstatictreestobe superiorfor this problemcan
Experimental
be found in \"Computingpartitionswith applicationsto the knapsack
by E. Horowitz and S. Sahni, Journalof the ACM 21,no. 2 (1974):
problem,\"

277-292.

Data presentedin the above paper shows that the divide-and-conquer
dynamic programmingalgorithm for the knapsackproblemis superiorto
BKnap.

Fora proofof the four-color
theoremseeEvery PlanarMap is Four
K.I.
American
MathematicalSociety, Providence,RI,
Colorable,
Appel,
by

1989.
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discussion
of the simplexmethodfor solving linearprogramsmay be

found in:

LinearProgramming:
An Introductionwith Applications,by A. Sultan,
Press,1993.
LinearOptimization and Extensions,
1995.
by M. Padberg,Springer-Verlag,

Academic

7.8 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.Supposeyou aregiven n menand n womenand two nxn arrays P and
of man i for woman j and Q(i,j)
Q such that P(i,j)is the preference

is the preference
of woman i for man j. Given an algorithmthat finds
a pairingof men and women such that the sum of the productof the
is maximized.
preferences
2. Let A(l : n, 1 : n) be an n x n matrix.The determinantof A is the

number

det(A) =

'''
s(2) an,s(n)
^sgn(s)aM(i)a2

s(l),...,

2,...

wherethe sum is taken over allpermutations
s(n) of {1, ,
s
and
is
1
or
t
o
whether
is
an even or odd
according
n}
sgn(s) +
is
T
he
of
A
defined
as
permutation. permanent
\342\200\2241

per(A) = Y, Oi,s(i)02)S(2)

\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242

oB,s(\342\200\236)

The determinantcan be computedas a by-product of Gaussian
elimination requiring0(n3)operations,
but no polynomial timealgorithm
is known for computingpermanents.Write an algorithmthat
the permanentof a matrixby generatingthe elementsof s using
Analyze the timeof your algorithm.
backtracking.
computes

3. Let

: n, 1 : n)

be a zero-or one-valued,two-dimensional
a
maze.
A one meansa blocked
path whereasa
represents
zerostands for an openposition.
You are to developan algorithmthat
MAZE(n, n).
beginsat MAZE(1,1) and triesto find a path to position
Onceagainbacktrackingis necessaryhere.Seeif you can analyze the
timecomplexity
of your algorithm.
4. The assignmentproblemis usually statedthis way: Thereare n people
to be assignedto n jobs.Thecostof assigningthe ith personto the
jthjobis cost(i,j).You areto developan algorithmthat assignsevery
jobto a personand at the sametimeminimizesthe total costof the
assignment.
MAZE(1

array that
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5. This problemis calledthe postagestampproblem.Envision a country
that issuesn different denominationsof stampsbut allows no more
than m stampson a singleletter. Forgiven values of m and n, write
an algorithmthat computesthe greatestconsecutiverange of postage
setsof denominationsthat
values, from one on up, and all possible
realizethat range.For example,for n = 4 and m = 5, the stampswith
values (1,4, 12,21)allow the postagevalues 1 through 71.Are there
any othersetsof four denominationsthat have the samerange?

6. Hereis a gamecalledHi-Q.Thirty-two piecesare arrangedon a board
as shown in Figure 7.17.Only the centerposition
is unoccupied.A
is
allowed
of its neighbors
to
move
over
one
piece only
by jumping
into an empty space.Diagonaljumps are not permitted. When a
pieceis jumped,it is removed from the board.Write an algorithm
that determinesa seriesof jumpssothat all the piecesexceptoneare
eventually removedand that final pieceends up at the centerposition.
7. Imaginea set of 12plane figures each composedof five equal-size
squares. Each figure differs in shapefrom the others,but together
they can be arrangedto makedifferent-sizedrectangles.In Figure7.18
thereis a pictureof 12pentominoes
to createa 6 x 10
that arejoined
rectangle.Write an algorithmthat finds all possible
ways to placethe
sothat a 6 x 10rectangleis formed.
pentominoes
ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZl

ZZl
ZZl

CZZI

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZ

ZZl

O

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZl

ZZ

ZZl

ZZl

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

Figure7.17A Hi-Qboardin

ZZl

ZZ]
ZZl
ZZl

ZZl
ZZl

ZZ

its initial state

8. Supposea set of electriccomponentssuch as transistorsare to be
placedon a circuitboard.We are given a connectionmatrixCONN,
where CONN(i,j)
between
equalsthe numberof connections
component

i

and componentj and a matrix DIST,where DIST(r,s) is
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1

2

3

4

5

6
8

7

11

9

10

Figure7.18A

12

pentominoconfiguration

r and position
the distancebetweenposition
s on the circuitboard.
The wiring of the boardconsistsof placingeachof n components
at
somelocation.The cost of a wiring is the sum of the productsof
wherecomponenti is placedat locationr
CONN(i,j)* DIST(r,s),
and component
j is placedat locations. Composean algorithmthat
finds an assignmentof componentsto locationsthat minimizesthe
totalcostof the wiring.
9. Supposetherearen jobsto beexecutedbut only k processorsthat can
work in parallel.Thetimerequiredby jobi is U. Write an algorithm
that determines
which jobsare to be run on which processors
and the
orderin which they should be run sothat the finish time of the last

jobis minimized.

10.Two graphs G(V,E)and H(A,B)are calledisomorphicif there is a

the
one-to-one
onto correspondence
of the verticesthat preserves
More formally if / is a function from V to A and
relationships.
(v,w) is an edgein E, then (f(v),f(w)) is an edgein H. Figure 7.19
shows two directedgraphsthat are isomorphic
underthe mappingthat
1,2, 3,4,and 5 and go to a, b, c,d, and e. A brute forcealgorithmto
would try out all n! possible
test two graphs for isomorphism
A
correspondences and then test to seewhetheradjacencywas preserved.
can
do
some
better
than
this
backtrackingalgorithm
by applying
pruningto the resultant state spacetree. Firstof all we know that
for a correspondence
toexistbetweentwo vertices,they must have the
samedegree.So we can selectat an early stageverticesof degreek for
which the secondgraph has the fewest numberof verticesof degreek.
This exercisecallsfor devisingan isomorphism
algorithmthat is based
on backtracking
and makesuse of theseideas.
adjacency

obvious
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Figure7.19Two isomorphicgraphs (Exercise10)

11.A

graph is calledcompleteif all its verticesare connectedto all the
otherverticesin the graph.A maximalcompletesubgraphof a graph is
calleda clique.By \"maximal\" we meanthat this subgraphis contained
within no othersubgraphthat is alsocomplete.A cliqueof sizek has
(J subcliquesof sizei, 1 < i < k. This impliesthat any algorithmthat
looksfor a maximalcliquemust be carefulto generateeachsubclique
the fewest numberof timespossible.
One way to generatethe cliqueis
to extenda cliqueof sizem to sizem + 1and to continuethis process
vertices.But this strategy generatesthe same
by trying out allpossible
this
can
be avoided as follows. Given a cliqueX,
cliquemany times;
nodev is the first nodethat is addedto producea cliqueof
suppose
sizeone greater.After the backtracking
processexaminesall possible
cliquesthat are producedfrom X and v, then no vertex adjacentto v
needbe addedto X and examined.Let X and Y be cliquesand let
X be properly containedin Y. If all cliquescontainingX and vertex
v have beengenerated,
then all cliqueswith Y and v can be ignored.
Write a backtracking
algorithmthat generatesthe maximalcliquesof
an undirectedgraph and makesuse of theselast rulesfor pruningthe
state spacetree.

Chapter 8

BRANCH-AND-BOUND
8.1 THE METHOD
This chaptermakesextensiveuse of terminology defined in Section7.1.The
readeris urgedto review this sectionbeforeproceeding.
Theterm branch-and-boundrefersto all state spacesearchmethodsin
which all childrenof the E-node
are generatedbeforeany other live node
can becomethe E-node.We have already seen(in Section7.1)two graph
searchstrategies,BFS and D-search,in which the explorationof a new
nodecannot begin until the nodecurrently beingexploredis fully explored.
Both of these generalizeto branch-and-boundstrategies. In branch-andbound terminology, a BFS-likestate spacesearchwill becalledFIFO(First
In FirstOut) searchas the list of live nodesis a first-in-first-out list (or
state spacesearchwill be calledLIFO (Last In
queue). A D-search-like
FirstOut) searchas the list of live nodesis a last-in-first-outlist (or stack).
As in the caseof backtracking,
boundingfunctions are used to help avoid
the generationof subtreesthat donot containan answer node.

Example8.1[4-queens]Let us see how a FIFO branch-and-bound

would searchthe state spacetree (Figure7.2) for the 4-queens
Initially, thereis only one live node,node1.This representsthe case
in which no queen has beenplacedon the chessboard.This nodebecomes
the E-node.It is expandedand itschildren,nodes2, 18,34, and 50, are
generated.Thesenodesrepresenta chessboardwith queen 1 in row 1 and
algorithm
problem.

columns1,2, 3,and 4 respectively.Theonly live nodesnow arenodes2, 18,
34, and 50.If the nodesare generatedin this order,then the next i?-node
is node 2. It is expandedand nodes3, 8, and 13are generated.Node 3
is immediately killedusing the boundingfunction of Example7.5.Nodes
8 and 13are addedto the queue of live nodes.Node 18becomesthe next
E-node.Nodes19,24, and 29 are generated.Nodes19and 24 arekilledas
a result of the boundingfunctions. Node29 is addedto the queue of live
379
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nodes.The E-nodeis node34.Figure8.1shows the portionof the tree of

Figure7.2 that is generatedby a FIFObranch-and-boundsearch.Nodes
arekilledas a result of the boundingfunctionshave a \"B\" under them.
Numbersinsidethe nodescorrespondto the numbersin Figure 7.2.
outsidethe nodesgive the orderin which the nodesare generatedby
At the timethe answer node,node31,
FIFObranch-and-bound.
is reached,
of Figures
the only live nodesremainingarenodes38 and 54. A comparison
7.6and 8.1indicatesthat backtrackingis a superiorsearchmethodfor this
problem.
that
Numbers

\342\226\241

<5i
node

answer

Figure8.1Portionof 4-queensstatespacetreegeneratedby FIFObranchand-bound

8.1.1LeastCost (LC) Search
In both LIFOand FIFObranch-and-boundthe selectionrule for the next
E-nodeis ratherrigid and in a senseblind.Theselectionrule for the next

E-nodedoesnot give any preferenceto a nodethat has a very goodchance
of gettingthe searchto an answer nodequickly. Thus, in Example when
node30is generated,it shouldhave becomeobvious to the searchalgorithm
that this nodewill leadto an answernodein one move. However,the rigid
FIFOrule first requiresthe expansionof alllive nodesgeneratedbeforenode
30 was expanded.

8.1,
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The searchfor an answer nodecan often be speededby using an
The next E-node
is selected
\"intelligent\" rankingfunction c(-) for live nodes.
on the basisof this rankingfunction. If in the 4-queensexamplewe use a
rankingfunction that assignsnode30 a betterrank than allotherlive nodes,
then node30 will becomethe E-node
following node29.The remaininglive
as the expansion
of node30 resultsin the
nodeswill never becomeE-nodes
generationof an answernode(node31).
The idealway to assign ranks would be on the basisof the additional
effort (or cost) neededto reachan answer nodefrom the live
computational
node.For any nodex, this cost could be (1) the number of nodesin the
subtreex that need to be generatedbeforean answer node is generated
or, moresimply, (2) the number of levels the nearestanswer node (in the
subtreex) is from x. Usingcostmeasure2, the costof the root of the tree
of Figure8.1is 4 (node31is four levels from node1).Thecostsof nodes18
and 34, 29 and 35,and 30 and 38 are respectively3, 2, and 1.The costsof
all remainingnodeson levels 2, 3,and 4 are respectivelygreaterthan 3, 2,
the E-nodes
and 1.Usingthesecostsas a basisto selectthe next
are nodes1,18,29,and 30 (in that order). The only othernodesto get
generatedare nodes2, 34, 50, 19,24, 32,and 31.It shouldbe easy to see
that if costmeasure1 is used,then the searchwould always generatethe
minimum number of nodesevery branch-and-boundtype algorithm must
generate.If costmeasure2 is used,then the only nodesto become
are the nodeson the path from the root to the nearestanswer node.The
difficulty with using eitherof theseidealcost functions is that computing
the costof a nodeusually involves a searchof the subtreex for an answer
node.Hence,by the time the cost of a nodeis determined,that subtree
has beensearchedand thereis no need to explorex again.Forthis reason,
searchalgorithmsusually rank nodesonly on the basisof an estimateg()
of their cost.
Let g(x) be an estimateof the additionaleffort neededto reachan answer
nodefrom x. Node x is assigneda rank using a function c(-) such that
c(x) = f(h(x)) + g(x), where h(x) is the cost of reachingx from the root
is any nondecreasing
function.At first, we may doubt the usefulness
and
other than f(h(x)) = 0 for all h(x). We can justify such
of using an
an
on the groundsthat the effort already expendedin reachingthe live
nodescannot be reducedand all we are concernedwith now is minimizing
the additionaleffort we spendto find an answer node.Hence,the effort
already expendedneednot be considered.
= 0 usually biasesthe searchalgorithmto make deepprobes
Using
into the searchtree. To seethis, note that we would normally expectg(y) <
then
g(x) for y, a childof x. Hence,following x, y will becomethe E-node,
next one of j/'sgrandchildrenwill
one of y's childrenwill becomethe E-node,
becomethe E-node,
and soon.Nodesin subtreesotherthan the subtreex
will not get generateduntil the subtreex is fully searched.This would not
\302\2437-node,

\302\243?-nodes
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be a causefor concernif g(x) were the true costof x. Then, we would not
wish to explorethe remainingsubtreesin any case(as x is guaranteedto get
us to an answernodequickerthan any otherexistinglive node).However,
that for two
g(x) is only an estimateof the true cost.So,it is quite possible
nodesw and z, g{w) < g(z) and z is much closerto an answernodethan
w. It is thereforedesirablenot to overbias the searchalgorithmin favor of
^ 0, we can forcethe searchalgorithmto favor
deepprobes.By using
a nodez closeto the root over a nodew which is many levelsbelow z. This
would reducethe possibility of deepand fruitlesssearchesinto the tree.
A searchstrategy that usesa costfunction c(x) = f(h(x))+g(x)
to select
the next E-no&ewould always choosefor its next E-no&ea live nodewith
leastc(-).Hence,such a searchstrategy is calledan LC-search(LeastCost
that BFSand D-searchare specialcases
search).It is interestingto note
of LC-search.If we use g(x) = 0 and f(h(x)) = level of nodex, then a
LC-searchgeneratesnodesby levels.This is essentiallythe sameas a BFS.
If f(h(x)) = 0 and g(x) > g(y) whenever y is a child of x, then the search
is essentially a D-search.An LC-search
coupledwith boundingfunctions is
calledan LC branch-and-boundsearch.
In discussingLC-searches,
we sometimes
make reference
to a costfunction
c(-) defined as follows: if x is an answernode,then c(x) is the cost (level,
/(\342\200\242)

computational
difficulty, etc.)of reachingx from the root of the state space
tree. If x is not an answer node, then c(x) = 00 providing the subtree
x containsno answernode;otherwisec(x) equalsthe cost of a minimumcost answer nodein the subtreex. It should be easy to seethat c(-) with
to c(-).Fromnow on c(x) is referredto
f(h(x)) = h(x) is an approximation
as the costof x.

8.1.2The 15-puzzle:
An Example
The 15-puzzle
(invented by Sam Loyd in 1878)consistsof 15numberedtiles
on a squareframe with a capacity of 16tiles (Figure 8.2).We are given
an initial arrangementof the tiles,and the objectiveis to transform this
arrangementinto the goal arrangementof Figure8.2(b)through a series
of legalmoves. The only legalmoves are ones in which a tile adjacentto
the empty spot(ES) is moved to ES.Thus from the initial arrangement
of Figure 8.2(a),
four moves are possible.
We can move any one of the
tilesnumbered2, 3, 5, or 6 to the empty spot.Followingthis move, other
moves can be made. Each move createsa new arrangementof the tiles.
arecalledthe statesof the puzzle.The initialand goal
Thesearrangements
arecalledthe initial and goalstates.A state is reachablefrom
arrangements
the initial state iff there is a sequenceof legalmoves from the initial state
to this state.The state spaceof an initial state consistsof all states that
can bereachedfrom the initial state.Themost straightforward way to solve
the puzzlewould be to searchthe state spacefor the goal state and usethe
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path from the initial state to the goal state as the answer. It is easy to see
different arrangements
of the tileson
that thereare 16!(16! 20.9x 1012)
the frame.Of theseonly one-halfarereachablefrom any given initial state.
Indeed,the state spacefor the problemis very large.Beforeattemptingto
searchthis statespacefor the goalstate,it would be worthwhileto determine
whetherthe goal state is reachablefrom the initial state.Thereis a very
1to 16.Position
i
simpleway to do this.Let us numberthe frame positions
in
of
is the frame position
tile
i
the
numbered
containing
goalarrangement
Position16is the empty spot.Let position(i)
be the position
Figure8.2(b).
will
number in the initial state of the tile numberedi. Then positioned)
of the empty spot.
denotethe position
\302\253
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(a) An

arrangement

(b) Goalarrangement

(c)

arrangements
Figure8.2 15-puzzle
For any state let less(i)be the number of tilesj such that j < i and
Forthe state of Figure8.2(a)we have, for
> position(i).
position(j)
=
= 6. Let x =1 if in the initial
=
less(l) 0, less(4) 1,and less(12)
of Figure 8.2(c)
and
state the empty spotis at one of the shadedpositions
x = 0 if it is at one of the remainingpositions.
Then, we have the following
theorem:
example,

Theorem8.1The goal state of Figure 8.2(b)is reachablefrom the initial
state iff Ya=i less(i)
+ x is even.
Proof:Left as an exercise.
\342\226\241

Theorem8.1can be used to determinewhetherthe goal state is in the
state spaceof the initial state.If it is,then we can proceedto determinea
sequenceof moves leadingto the goal state.To carry out this search,the
state spacecan be organizedinto a tree. The childrenof eachnodex in
this tree representthe statesreachablefrom state x by one legalmove. It
is convenient to think of a move as involving a move of the empty space
ratherthan a move of a tile.The empty space,on eachmove, moves either
up, right, down, or left. Figure8.3shows the first three levels of the state
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spacetreeof the 15-puzzle
beginningwith the initialstate shown in the root.
Parts of levels 4 and 5 of the treearealsoshown.Thetree has beenpruned
a little.No node p has a child state that is the same as p 's parent. The
subtreeeliminatedin this way is already presentin the tree and has root
parent(p).As can be seen,thereis an answer nodeat level 4.

Edgesare labeledaccordingto the direction
in which the empty spacemoves

Figure8.3Part of the state spacetree for the 15-puzzle
A depth first state spacetree generationwill result in the subtreeof
Figure8.4when the next moves are attemptedin the order:move the empty
spaceup, right, down, and left. Successiveboardconfigurationsrevealthat
eachmove gets us farther from the goal rather than closer.The searchof
the state spacetree is blind.It will take the leftmost path from the root
regardlessof the starting configuration.As a result,an answernodemay
never be found (unlessthe leftmost path ends in such a node).In a FIFO
searchof the tree of Figure8.3,the nodeswill be generatedin the order
numbered.A breadthfirst searchwill always find a goal nodenearestto the
root.However,such a searchis alsoblind in the sensethat no matterwhat
the initial configuration,the algorithmattemptsto make the samesequence
of moves.A FIFOsearchalways generatesthe state spacetree by levels.
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Figure8.4First ten stepsin a depthfirst search
What we would like,is a more\"intelligent\"
out an answer nodeand adaptsthe path it

searchmethod,one that seeks
takesthrough the state space
tree to the specificprobleminstancebeing solved. We can associatea cost
c(x) with eachnodex in the state spacetree. Thecostc(x) is the length of
a path from the root to a nearestgoalnode(if any) in the subtreewith root
x. Thus, in Figure 8.3,c(l)= c(4) = c(10)= c(23)= 3. When such a cost
function is available, a very efficient searchcan becarriedout.We beginwith
the root as the E-node
and generatea child nodewith c()-valuethe same
as the root.Thus childrennodes2, 3, and 5 areeliminatedand only node
4 becomesa live node.This becomes
the next _E-node.Itsfirst child,node
10,has c(10)= c(4) = 3. The remainingchildrenare not generated.Node
4 diesand node10becomesthe E-no&e.In generatingnode10'schildren,
node22 is killedimmediately as c(22) > 3. Node23 is generatednext. It
is a goal nodeand the searchterminates.In this searchstrategy, the only
nodesto become-E-nodesarenodeson the path from the root to a nearest
goal node.Unfortunately, this is an impractical
strategy as it is not possible
to easily computethe function c(-) specified
above.
We can arrive at an easy to computeestimatec(x) of c(x). We can write
c(x) = f(x) + g(x), wheref(x) is the length of the path from the root to
nodex and g(x) is an estimateof the length of a shortestpath from to a
choicefor g(x) is
goal nodein the subtreewith rootx. One possible
\302\243

g(x) = numberof nonblank tilesnot

in

their goal position

i

Clearly, at leastg(x) moves have to be madeto transform state to a
goal state.More than g(x) moves may be neededto achievethis.To see
this, examinethe problemstate of Figure 8.5.Thereg(x) = 1 as only tile 7
is not in its final spot(the count for g(x) excludes
the blank tile).However,
the numberof moves neededto reachthe goalstate is many morethan g(x).
So c(x) is a lowerbound on the value of c(x).
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An LC-search
of Figure 8.3usingc(x) will begin by using node1 as the
E-node.All its childrenare generated.Node1 diesand leaves behindthe
live nodes2,3,4, and 5. Thenext nodeto becomethe E-node
is a live node
with leastc(x). Then c(2) = 1+4,c(3) = 1+4,c(4) = 1+2, and c(5) = 1+4.
Node4 becomesthe E-node.Its childrenare generated.The live nodesat
this timeare 2, 3, 5, 10,11,and 12.So c(10)= 2 + 1,c(ll)=2 + 3, and
c(12)=2 + 3.The live nodewith leastc is node10.This becomesthe next
E-node.Nodes22 and 23 are generatednext. Node 23 is determinedto be
a goal nodeand the searchterminates.In this caseLC-searchwas almost
as efficient as using the exactfunction c().It should be noted that with a
suitablechoicefor c(),an LC-searchwill be far moreselectivethan any of
the othersearchmethodswe have discussed.

1

2

5

6

3

4
8

10 1112
13 14 15 7
9

Figure8.5Problemstate

8.1.3ControlAbstractionsfor LC-Search
Let t be a state spacetree and c() a costfunction for the nodesin t. If is a
nodein t, then c(x) is the minimum costof any answer nodein the subtree
with root x. Thus, c(t) is the cost of a minimum-costanswer node in t.
As remarkedearlier,it is usually not possible
to find an easily computable
function c() as defined above.Instead,a heuristicc that estimatesc() is used.
This heuristicshould be easy to computeand generallyhas the property
that if x is eitheran answer nodeor a leaf node,then c(x) = c(x).LCSearch
(Algorithm 8.1)uses c to find an answer node.The algorithm uses two
functions Least()and Add(x) to deleteand adda live nodefrom or to the
list of live nodes,respectively.Least()finds a live nodewith leastc().This
nodeis deletedfrom the list of live nodesand returned. Add(x) adds the
new live nodex to the list of live nodes.The list of live nodeswill usually
be implemented
as a min-heap(Section2.4).Algorithm LCSearchoutputs
the path from the answer nodeit finds to the rootnodet. This is easy to
do if with eachnodex that becomeslive, we associatea field parent which
gives the parent of nodex. When an answer nodeg is found, the path from
\302\243
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t can be determined
of parent values starting
by following a sequence
from the currentE-no&e(which is the parent of g) and endingat nodet.

g to

= record{
listnode
listnode* next, * parent;floatcost;

}

1 AlgorithmLCSearch(t)

2
3
4
5
6

// Searcht for an answer node.
{

repeat
{
for eachchildx of E do
{
if x is an answer nodethenoutput the path
from x to t and return;

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

if *t is an answer nodethenoutput *t and return;
E := t; II E-node.
Initializethe list of live nodesto be empty;

Add

(a;);// x is a new live node.

parent) := E; // Pointerfor path toroot.
}
if thereare no morelive nodesthen
(x

}

\342\200\224>

{
write (\"Noanswer node\;")return;
}
E := LeastQ;
} until(false);

Algorithm8.1LC-search
The correctnessof algorithmLCSearchis easy to establish.
Variable E
the
of
the
to
the
current
E-node.
definition
LC-search,
always points
By
of
Line
initializes
t
he
list
live
nodes.
rootnodeis the first E-node
6
(line5).
At any timeduringthe execution
of LCSearch,this list containsall live nodes
exceptthe E-node.Thus, initially this list should be empty (line 6). The
for loopof line 9 examinesall the childrenof the jS'-node.If one of the
childrenis an answer node,then the algorithmoutputs the path from x to t
a live
and terminates.If a childof E is not an answer node,then it becomes
node.It is addedto the list of live nodes(line13)and its parent field set to
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E (line 14).When all the childrenof E have beengenerated,E becomesa
deadnodeand line 16is reached.This happensonly if none of E'schildren
is an answer node.So,the searchmust continuefurther. If thereare no live
nodesleft, then the entirestate spacetree has beensearchedand no answer
nodesfound. The algorithmterminatesin line 18.Otherwise,LeastQ, by
and the searchcontinuesfrom
definition,correctlychoosesthe next E-node
here.
it is clearthat LCSearchterminatesonly
From the preceding
discussion,
when eitheran answer nodeis found or the entirestate spacetree has been
generatedand searched.Thus, terminationis guaranteedonly for finite state
can alsobe guaranteedfor infinite state spacetrees
spacetrees.Termination
that have at leastone answer nodeprovided a \"proper\" choicefor the cost
function c() is made. This is the case,for example,when c(x) > c(y) for
every pair of nodesx and y such that the level numberof x is \"sufficiently\"
higherthan that of y. For infinite state spacetrees with no answer nodes,
LCSearchwill not terminate.Thus, it is advisableto restrictthe searchto
find answer nodeswith a costno morethan a given bound C.
One should note the similarity betweenalgorithm LCSearchand

for a breadthfirst searchand D-searchof a state spacetree. If the
as a queue with LeastQ and Add (a;) being
list of live nodesis implemented
an
to
delete
element
f
rom
and add an elementto the queue,then
algorithms
LCSearchwill be transformedto a FIFOsearchschema.If the list of live
nodesis implemented
as a stackwith Least()and Add(a;) beingalgorithms
todeleteand add elementsto the stack,then LCSearchwill carry out a LIFO
algorithms

searchof the state spacetree. Thus, the algorithmsfor LC,FIFO,and LIFO
searchare essentially the same.Theonly differenceis in the implementation
of the list of live nodes.
This is to be expectedas the threesearchmethods
differ only in the selectionrule used to obtain the next .E-node.

8.1.4 Bounding
A branch-and-boundmethodsearchesa state spacetree using any search
mechanismin which all the childrenof the E-nodeare generatedbefore
another nodebecomesthe E-node.
We assumethat eachanswer nodex has
a costc(x) associatedwith it and that a minimum-costanswer nodeis to be
found. Threecommonsearchstrategiesare FIFO,
LIFO,and LC.(Another
i
s
discussed
i
n
the
h
euristic
method,
search,
exercises.)A costfunctionc(-)
suchthat c(x) < c(x) is usedto provide lower boundson solutionsobtainable
from any nodex. If upper is an upperboundon the costof a minimum-cost
solution,then all live nodesx with c(x) > upper may be killedas all answer
nodesreachablefrom x have costc(x) > c(x) > upper.Thestarting value
for upper can be obtainedby someheuristicor can be set to oo.Clearly, so
longas the initial value for upper is no lessthan the costof a minimum-cost
answer node,the above rulesto kill live nodeswill not result in the killingof

